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Abstract

There is a current trend towards the use of CSMA-based networks to support

real-time (RT) communication in industrial environments. In the last few years

Ethernet, for example, has emerged as a de facto communication standard for

industrial communication. In addition, there will be a major increase in the de-

mand for high performance industrial wireless networking in the next few years.

This tendency comes in the wake of an increasing use of wireless communication

both in office and domestic environments and in public hot-spots. Therefore,

it is reasonable to expect that in the near future, the widespread availability of

wireless solutions will generate a similar de facto standard for industrial wireless

communications. The IEEE 802.11 family of protocols will definitely be one of

the main contenders for industrial wireless solutions.

Communication requirements in industrial environments are very specific.

In addition to multipurpose traffic similar to the traffic found in office/home

environments, there is the requirement to support real-time traffic. This real-

time traffic is typically associated with control applications, where real-time

control data must be periodically transferred between sensors, controllers and

actuators according to strict transfer deadlines. Emerging VoIP applications will

also stress the real-time usage of industrial communication systems. Therefore,

one of the fundamental questions that must be addressed when setting up a

real-time communication system is: “How to guarantee the timing requirements

of RT control data, when the communication medium is shared with timing

unconstrained traffic?”

The main objective of this thesis is to address this question. That is, to

propose mechanisms that enable the support of RT communication services in

CSMA-based communication infrastructures, specifically when such infrastruc-

tures are also being used to support multipurpose data transfer applications.
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The target is to address the timing requirements of typical industrial applica-

tions.

The following assumptions are made in this thesis: (i) a communication envi-

ronment with timing unconstrained stations (ST stations) and real-time stations

(RT stations) sharing the same communication medium (wired or wireless); (ii)

the network load imposed by the set of ST stations is out of the sphere-of-control

of the RT communication architecture. Additionally, it is also considered that

no hardware/software changes should be necessary to ST stations, due to the

large installed base of standard IEEE 802.3/802.11 devices.

Thus, a new RT-communication approach (VTP-CSMA approach) has been

proposed, which is based on the use of traffic separation mechanisms. Such

mechanisms are able to prioritize RT-traffic over multipurpose traffic, without

directly controlling the latter. That is, instead of controlling all the traffic

generated by all the stations, the proposed VTP-CSMA approach controls only

the traffic generated by the RT stations. The VTP-CSMA approach forces the

collision resolution in favor of the RT stations. Thus, it enables the fulfillment

of the RT communication requirements.



Resumo

Actualmente, existe uma forte tendência para o uso de redes baseadas no pro-

tocolo CSMA para suportar comunicações de tempo-real (TR). Nos últimos

anos, as redes Ethernet tornaram-se um padrão de facto para ambientes in-

dustriais. Além disso, a procura de redes sem fio de alto desempenho crescerá

de uma forma significativa durante os próximos anos. Esta tendência é uma

consequência da crescente utilização de comunicações sem fio em ambientes de

escritório, pontos públicos de acesso e domésticos. Portanto, é provável que

num futuro próximo, a ampla disponibilidade de soluções de redes sem fios irá

também gerar um padrão de facto para comunicação sem fios em ambientes

industriais, onde o conjunto de protocolos normalizados IEEE 802.11 será um

dos principais candidatos.

No entanto, os requisitos de comunicação para ambientes industriais são

muito espećıficos. Para além de tráfego genérico (por exemplo, tráfego de dados

e multimédia) similar aquele encontrado em ambientes de escritório/doméstico,

existe tráfego com requisitos de tempo-real. Este tráfego está tipicamente asso-

ciado a aplicações de controlo, para as quais os dados de controlo devem ser pe-

riodicamente transferidos entre sensores, controladores e actuadores de acordo

com metas temporais de tempo-real. Em consequência, uma das questões fun-

damentais que devem ser abordadas, especialmente quando se utilizarem redes

sem fio em ambientes industriais é: “Como garantir que os requisitos tempo-

rais dos dados de controlo são respeitados, quando o meio de comunicação é

partilhado com tráfego genérico não controlado?”

O principal objectivo desta tese é responder a esta questão. Ou seja, desen-

volver novos mecanismos para suportar serviços de comunicação de tempo-real

sobre uma infra-estrutura de comunicações baseada no protocolo CSMA, a qual

também é usada para suportar tráfego multimédia e para a transferência de da-
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dos em background. A meta desta tese é endereçar aplicações com requisitos

de tempo-real t́ıpicos.

Os seguintes pressupostos são considerados nesta tese: (i) ambientes de TR

constitúıdos por estações normalizadas (estações ST) e estações de tempo-real

(estações TR), que partilham o mesmo doḿınio de comunicação (cablados ou

sem fios); (ii) a carga imposta na rede pelo conjunto de estações ST está fora

da esfera-de-controlo da arquitectura de comunicação de TR. Adicionalmente,

considera-se que nenhuma alteração de hardware/software deve ser necessária

nas estações ST, devido à grande quantidade instalada de dispositivos IEEE

802.3/802.11 normalizados.

Em consequência, no âmbito desta tese uma nova abordagem de comuni-

cação de TR (abordagem VTP-CSMA) é proposta, a qual é baseada em mecan-

ismos de separação de tráfego. Estes mecanismos são capazes de prioritizar o

tráfego TR sobre os outros tráfegos, sem ter a necessidade de controlar direc-

tamente o tráfego não TR. Ou seja, em vez de controlar todo o tráfego gerado

por todas as estações, a abordagem proposta controla unicamente o tráfego

gerado pelos dispositivos de TR, de tal forma que a resolução de colisões é

forçada em favor das estações TR, cumprindo os requisitos de comunicação de

TR.



Résumé

Actuellement, il existe une forte tendance vers l’utilisation des réseaux basés

sur le protocole CSMA pour le support de communications temps-réel (TR).

Dans les dernières années, les réseaux Ethernet sont devenus une norme de

facto pour les environnements industriels. Par l’autre coté, l’exigence de haute

performance par rapport aux réseaux sans fil grandira d’une forme significative

pendant les prochaines années. Cette tendance est une conséquence de la

croissante utilisation de communications sans fil dans la bureautique, les points

publics d’accès et les environnements domestiques. Donc, c’est bien probable

que dans un avenir proche, la disponibilité des solutions sans fils produit aussi

une norme de facto pour la communication sans fil dans les environnements

industriels. Dans ce cas, la famille de protocoles normalisés IEEE 802,11 sera

une des principales candidates.

Néanmoins, les conditions de communication pour les environnements indus-

triels sont très spécifiques. Outre le trafic générique semblable au trafic trouvé

dans des environnements bureautique/domestique, il existe le trafic temps-réel.

Ce trafic est typiquement associé à des applications de contrôle, où les don-

nées de contrôle doivent être périodiquement transférées entre les capteurs, les

contrôleurs et les actionneurs en conformité avec les spécifications temps-réel.

En conséquence, une des questions fondamentales qui doivent être abordées,

surtout dans le cas où les réseaux sans fil sont utilisés dans des environnements

industriels est: “Comment garantir que les besoins temps-réel des données de

contrôle sont respectés, quand le moyen de communication est partagé avec du

trafic générique temporellement non borné?”

Le principal objectif de cette thèse est répondre à cette question. C’est-à-

dire, développer de nouveaux mécanismes pour supporter des services de com-

munication temps-réel sur une infrastructure de communications basée sur le
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protocole CSMA, qui est aussi utilisé pour supporter du trafic générique tem-

porellement non borné.

Cette thèse adresse les applications temps-réel, avec les besoins suivants: (i)

environnement de communication avec des stations normalisées (stations ST)

et un ensemble de stations temps-réel (stations TR), qui partagent le même

domaine de communication; (ii) la charge imposée par les stations ST est tem-

porellement non bornée, c’est-à-dire, elle est hors du contrôle de l’architecture

TR. Supplémentairement, le suivant besoin est appliqué: Aucune modification

matériel/logiciel doit être nécessaire à les postes ST dû à la grande quantité

installée de dispositifs normalisés IEEE 802.3/802.11.

En conséquence, dans le contexte de cette thèse un nouveau moyen de com-

munication TR (abordage VTP-CSMA) est proposé basée sur des mécanismes

de séparation de trafic. Ces mécanismes sont capables de prioritiser le trafic

TR par rapport à autres trafics, sans contrôler directement ces autres trafics.

C’est-à-dire, au lieu de contrôler tout le trafic produit par toutes les stations,

l’abordage VTP-CSMA contrôle seulement le trafic produit par les stations TR,

de telle forme que la résolution de collisions est forcée à faveur des stations TR.
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Chapter 1

Overview

This thesis intends to be a contribution to the advance of the state-of-the-art

in the context of real-time communications in CSMA-based networks. This

chapter provides an overview of the research context of this thesis and its

objectives. It also outlines the major contributions of this research work.

1.1 Introduction

The demand for real-time communication services has been increasing dur-

ing the past few years. Driving examples are VoIP (voice over IP) and

Networked Control System (NCS) applications. For such type of applica-

tion domains, the support of reliable communications is one of the major

requirements. For instance, in automation systems, real-time control data

must be periodically transferred between sensors, controllers and actuators

according to strict transfer deadlines. Real-time communication services

are commonly classified according to the degree of real-time guarantees into

the hard and soft real-time groups. Hard real-time applications require pre-

dictable and bounded response times, and any violation of these response

times may have severe consequences (e.g. loss of human lives). Instead, soft

real-time applications can tolerate some losses of temporal deadlines e.g.,

real-time control application can tolerate occasional losses of the control

law updates, especially if the control law has been modified to account for

these lost updates [1]. However, real-time control applications are usually

not resilient against jitter on the control law updates. In the case of a NCS,

1
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it is of the utmost importance to have a nearly constant average commu-

nication delay and low jitter, whatever the behavior of the communication

environment.

This thesis addresses network architectures and protocols which enable

the support real-time communication services in broadcast random access

networks. The major challenge concerning the design of protocol architec-

tures for this type of networks is that the channel is a shared resource.

Therefore, there is the need to prioritize real-time control data when such

traffic shares the same communication infrastructure with generic multipur-

pose traffic [2]. Thus, access to this shared resource needs to be coordinated

either centrally or in a distributed manner [3]. The Medium Access Control

(MAC) protocols are the ones responsible for the access control.

Actually, the MAC protocol is the key issue in any broadcast random

access network. Presently, the most used random access protocols in wired

and wireless environments are based on IEEE 802.3 and IEEE 802.11 stan-

dard protocols1. There is a strong similarity between these two protocols.

Both use the Carrier Sense Multiple Access (CSMA) mechanism to man-

age the medium access. The main drawback of both protocols is the non-

determinism of the probabilistic contention resolution algorithm that seri-

alizes the contending messages, whenever a collision occurs.

Ethernet is a well-known and extensively used network technology.

The first standardized version was approved and released in 1985 as the

ANSI/IEEE 802.3 standard [4]. When Ethernet networks started to be also

used in the plant floor, simplicity, higher speed and low cost for the commu-

nication controllers were the major motivation [5]. However, the traditional

shared Ethernet system, with its simple CSMA/CD (CSMA with collision

detection) MAC protocol, do not easily allow the support of real-time (RT)

communication services. Consequently, diverse commercial companies have

developed extensions to the Ethernet standards to cover this problem. To-

day multiple systems have fulfilled the real-time Ethernet commercial spec-

ifications.

In the last few years, Ethernet has emerged as the de facto communi-

cation standard also for the lower levels of the industrial communication

hierarchy2. In short, the real-time Ethernet is a fieldbus specification using

1 The protocols defined by these standards are also known as Ethernet and WiFi
protocols, respectively.

2 The industrial or factory floor communication systems will be extensively used in
this thesis as an example of real-time communication systems.
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Ethernet for the two lower layers [6]. Thus, industrial real-time devices can-

not be as cheap as in office environments, where costs of standard devices

have been optimized in large scale production. As a consequence, there are

still many research projects proposing solutions addressing RT communica-

tion support in Ethernet-based networks.

The IEEE 802.11 family of protocols is one of the most used sets of Wire-

less Local Area Networks (WLANs). It was standardized in 1999 by the

IEEE as the IEEE 802.11 standard, which was later reaffirmed in 2003 [7].

Recently, the IEEE 802.11e [8] standard has been published as an amend-

ment to the original standard. This amendment is intended to provide dif-

ferentiated levels of Quality of Service (QoS) to the supported applications,

including the transport of voice and video over WLANs.

The demand for high performance industrial wireless networking will in-

crease significantly in the next few years. This is a consequence of recent

technology developments that demand wireless access in office environments,

in public hot-spots and in domestic environments. Actually, nowadays in-

dustrial environments are already making big efforts to move from wired

to wireless networks [9]. Therefore, it is reasonable to expect that in the

near future, the widespread availability of wireless solutions will generate a

similar de facto standard for industrial wireless communications.

Within this context, the IEEE 802.11 family of protocols is one of the

main contenders to become the de facto standard for industrial wireless

communications. One of the main reasons for is that this family of protocols

is easily able to replace Ethernet in a transparent way, implementing the

two lowest layers of the ISO/OSI model, the IEEE 802.11 protocol provides

all the required functionalities to enable the support of the Internet Protocol

(IP) that is virtually the basis for applications over Ethernet networks.

Traditionally, the RT communication behavior in wired CSMA environ-

ments has been guaranteed through the tight control of every communi-

cating device [5]. The coexistence of RT controlled stations with timing

unconstrained stations has been made possible by constraining the traf-

fic behavior of the latter. For instance, using traffic smoothers. Unfortu-

nately, when moving from wired to wireless networks, this traffic smoothing

paradigm is no longer adequate, as it is not possible to impose any traffic

smoothing strategy upon stations that are out of the sphere-of-control3 of

the RT architecture. The main reason is that the wireless physical medium

3 The concept “inside/outside” sphere-of-control was defined by Kopetz [10]. We are
using this term in conformity with Kopetz’s definition. Whenever a RT entity is in the
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is a relatively4 open communication environment. That is, any new partici-

pant can try to access the communication medium at any instant (according

to the MAC rules) and establish its own communication channels. Further-

more, the random bit error rate (BER) cannot be considered negligible in

wireless networks. The wireless communication environment is susceptible

to interferences created by other systems, not only from those using the

same technology, but also from other technologies working in the same fre-

quency band [11]. As a consequence, the system load cannot be predicted

at system setup time, nor can it be effectively controlled during the system

run-time.

It is foreseeable that the existing RT networks will be challenged for

moving from closed to open communication environments, and also for par-

tially moving to a wireless network infrastructure. Thus a new paradigm

for real-time communications will need to emerge, as the traditional RT

communication paradigm is still based on closed and controlled environ-

ments. Throughout this thesis, it will become clear that the use of WLANs

in real-time communication domains will challenge the referred RT com-

munication paradigm. More accurately, we have identified that the most

promising solutions to provide RT communication in the next generation

of communication environments will be those that allow the coexistence of

both real-time and non real-time stations in the same communication do-

main, enabling the prioritization of the real-time traffic without the need to

control every communicating device.

1.2 Research Context

In this thesis, we investigate the use of novel solutions to provide RT com-

munication in both wired Ethernet and wireless WiFi networks according

to an open communication paradigm. The use of this open communication

paradigm, especially when considering wireless network infrastructures, re-

opens several RT challenges that have to be re-addressed. The most impor-

tant ones are: how to guarantee the timing requirements in an error-prone

sphere-of-control of a subsystem, it belongs to a subsystem that has the authority to
change all the value of this RT entity. Outside its sphere-of-control, the value of the
entity can be observed, but cannot be modified.

4 In this work, the term “relatively” is used mainly because the “security aspects” of
communication are out of the scope of this thesis.
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channel subject to interferences, and how to guarantee the timing require-

ments of RT channels when the communication medium is shared with

timing unconstrained traffic.

Nowadays, there are several approaches and techniques that commonly

provide real-time behavior to Ethernet-supported applications. However,

few of those techniques allow enhanced (real-time) stations5 to coexist with

standard (non-real-time) stations in the same network domain, without

strictly controlling the traffic behavior of the latter. Some of those pro-

posals have been adapted to WLANs and there are also multiple innova-

tive approaches being developed to provide real-time behavior to wireless-

supported applications. However, the majority of these new mechanisms

still do not consider that the wireless physical medium is a relatively open

communication environment, where any new station can start trying to

transfer its own traffic according to the medium access rules.

Therefore, one of the fundamental questions addressed in this thesis is:

“How to guarantee the timing requirements of RT applications, when the

communication medium is shared with timing unconstrained multipurpose

traffic?” Within this context, this thesis investigates network architectures

intended to provide RT communication in CSMA-based networks, where a

special emphasis is given to solutions compatible with both IEEE 802.3 and

IEEE 802.11 standards.

In this thesis, simulation models have been used to assess the real-time

behavior of the analyzed communication proposals. It is worth mentioning

that simulation-related metrics are all based on the average behavior (av-

erage delay, average queue size, etc.). It is well known that the analysis of

the real-time behavior should have been made for the worst-case scenarios.

However, worst-case scenarios in probabilistic medium access networks ad-

dress rarely occurring cases and, those rarely occurring cases may only be

relevant for safety-critical applications.

Therefore, most part of the research work presented in this thesis has

been focused on the average behavior. The main reason for this option

is that the target applications are usually loss tolerant in what concerns

the lost of some message deadlines. For instance, the transfer of a video

stream may be specified to tolerate a maximum of 10% deadline loss rate,

if the lost frames are “adequately” spaced. Another examples of relevant

5 The terms “stations”, “nodes” and “devices” are used with the same meaning in
this thesis. They represent any communication entity with communication capability via
wired or wireless channels.
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loss tolerant applications are NCSs scheduled according to the (m,k)-firm

model [12], or the support of VoIP applications, where an average packet

delay below 150ms and an average jitter < 50ms are acceptable for most

user applications [13].

1.3 Research Objectives

The main objective of this thesis is to research and develop novel solutions to

support RT communication in IEEE 802.3 and IEEE 802.11 communication

networks, specially when these networks are also being used to support

timing unconstrained traffic. This thesis will focus in the evaluation of the

RT characteristics of the IEEE 802.3 and IEEE 802.11 protocols and it will

propose new RT communication mechanisms based on the use of specifically

designed traffic separation mechanisms.

The fundamental assertion of this thesis is that traffic separation mech-

anisms are adequate mechanisms to support real-time communication in

open communication environments. That is, in communication environ-

ments where the system load cannot be predicted at system setup time, nor

can be effectively controlled during the system run-time.

1.4 Main Contributions of this Thesis

The main contributions of this thesis are:

1. The specification of a new Traffic Separation mechanism (TSm) for

CSMA networks. The TSm mechanism allows the coexistence of IEEE

802.3/802.11 standard stations with modified (real-time) stations in

the same network domain, prioritizing the real-time traffic (Moraes

et al. [14]; Moraes et al. [15]; Moraes and Vasques [16]; Moraes and

Vasques [17]);

2. The specification of the VTPE-hBEB architecture, which is a shared

Ethernet deterministic architecture. Such specification involves a tem-

poral analysis of the proposed protocol and its experimental assess-

ment made within the context of a collaborative project with the Uni-

versity of Aveiro (Carreiro et al. [18]);
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3. The specification of the VTP-CSMA architecture, which is a wireless

RT architecture that considers an unified wireless system in one fre-

quency band, within which the bandwidth is shared by real-time and

non real-time communicating stations (Moraes et al. [19]; Moraes et

al. [20]);

4. The specification of an adequate ring management procedure that

allows stations to dynamically leave or join (rejoin) the VTP-CSMA

architecture (Moraes et al. [21]);

5. The assessment of the suitability of the IEEE 802.11e EDCA standard

mechanism to support real-time communication in the next generation

communication environments (Moraes et al. [22]);

6. The implementation of a Stochastic Petri Net (SPN) simulation model

that describes the dynamics of the Contention-Based Channel Ac-

cess Function (EDCA) of the Hybrid Coordination Function (HCF)

of IEEE 802.11e amendment. This model was used for the perfor-

mance analysis of the both EDCA and VTP-CSMA protocols (Moraes

et al. [23]).

1.5 Thesis Outline

The remainder of this thesis is organized as follows. In chapter 2, some of

the most relevant approaches to support real-time communication in CSMA-

based networks are surveyed. This chapter starts by presenting the state-

of-the-art on RT communication in IEEE 802.3 wired networks, followed

by the state-of-the-art on RT communication in IEEE 802.11 wireless net-

works. A classification framework structured in two classification axes is

proposed. The first axis is related to how collision are dealt with, in order

to provide RT communication services. Such state-of-the-art approaches are

classified in three groups: avoiding collisions; solving collisions or; reducing

collisions. Finally, a synthesis is made, where the described state-of-the-art

approaches are classified according to a second classification axis related

to its compatibility degree. Besides, throughout this chapter are identified

the most promising CSMA-based approaches that will enable the support

of real-time communication in the next generation communication environ-

ments.
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Chapter 3 includes an overview about how the CSMA protocol works,

for the case of collision detection (CSMA/CD) and collision avoidance

(CSMA/CA). A special emphasis is given to the additional EDCA coor-

dination function incorporated by the recent IEEE 802.11e amendment.

Then a new Traffic Separation mechanism (TSm) that prioritizes real-time

traffic over unconstrained traffic is presented. This mechanism is intended

to be used as an underlying traffic separation mechanism, that will enable

the provision of real-time communication services in CSMA-based networks.

Therefore, simulation and analytical studies are extensively discussed.

Chapter 4 presents and evaluates an innovative shared Ethernet deter-

ministic architecture able to interconnect sensors, controllers and actuators

at the field level of an industrial communication architecture. The proposed

VTPE-hBEB architecture is presented in detail from a functional point of

view. Furthermore, a timing analysis complemented by some experimen-

tal results are presented. Such experimental results have been developed

in cooperation with Institute of Electronics and Telematics Engineering of

Aveiro (IEETA) at University of Aveiro. Additionally, this chapter presents

a brief state-of-the-art on real-time Industrial Ethernet, where some of the

most used Industrial Ethernet solutions are described.

Chapter 5 assesses the timing behavior of the EDCA mechanism of the

IEEE 802.11e standard communication protocol, when it is used to support

real-time traffic. Basically, it is assessed the behavior of the voice category

in open communication environments, when this access category is used

to transfer small sized packets, generated in periodic intervals. The goal

of this chapter is to provide a thorough understanding of the limitations

of the EDCA mechanism, when it is used to support RT traffic in open

communication environments.

Chapter 6 presents a wireless real-time communication architecture,

based on a virtual token passing procedure. This architecture, referred as

VTP-CSMA architecture considers an unified wireless system operating in

one frequency band, with the communication bandwidth shared by real-time

and non real-time communicating devices. The VTP-CSMA architecture is

the main contribution of this thesis. This chapter shows that the VTP-

CSMA architecture enables the real-time communication support in uncon-

strained environments, in the presence of a variable number of real-time

stations.

Finally, Chapter 7 discusses the conclusions and presents future possi-

ble directions that may emerge from this work.



Chapter 2

Review of Relevant Work

The purpose of this chapter is to survey the state-of-the-art on real-time

communication in CSMA-based networks. A special emphasis is given to

IEEE standard wired and wireless networks, which operate according to the

CSMA/CD or CSMA/CA protocols in shared broadcast environments. The

purpose of this chapter is also to identify the most promising solutions to

support real-time communication in the next generation communication en-

vironments, characterized by a communication medium shared with timing

unconstrained devices that generate an unpredictable network load.

2.1 Introduction

The Carrier Sense Multiple Access (CSMA) is a well-known and extensively

used Medium Access Control (MAC) protocol. Its inherent simplicity has

imposed it as one of the preferred solutions to implement communication

protocols in shared broadcast networks. Relevant solutions based on the

CSMA protocol are the IEEE 802.3 [24] and 802.11 [7] standards, also known

as Ethernet and WiFi protocols, respectively. The most relevant aspects of

these two protocols will be detailed in chapter 3.

The referred simplicity is one of the main reasons for the success of

CSMA-based networks. Such simplicity derives from the collision de-

tection/avoidance mechanism that operates whenever randomly initiated

transmissions collide. Whenever a collision is “detected”, a distributed

9
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probabilistic algorithm tries to serialize the contending messages. Such dis-

tributed algorithm is based on the local knowledge of the occurred collisions.

One of the main disadvantages of such an approach is the non-determinism

of the probabilistic contention resolution.

Supporting real-time communication in CSMA networks is a hard task.

Traditionally, in wired environments, the real-time (RT) communication

behavior is guaranteed through the strict control of every communicating

device. State-of-the-art RT communication approaches range from the mod-

ification of the MAC layer, to the micro segmentation of the network. For

some of the proposed approaches, the coexistence of RT controlled stations

together with timing unconstrained stations is made possible by constrain-

ing the traffic behavior of the latter. Unfortunately, such type of approaches

are not adequate for wireless environments, since it is not possible to impose

any traffic constraining strategy upon third stations that may unpredictably

access the communication medium.

This chapter reviews the state-of-the-art on real-time CSMA communi-

cations, in both wired and wireless network environments. A classification

framework structured in two classification axes is proposed. The first axis is

related to how collisions are dealt with in order to provide a RT communi-

cation service. Traditional approaches follow an avoiding collision strategy

to guarantee a RT communication service to the supported applications.

Another possibility is to replace the traditional probabilistic collision res-

olution algorithm by an algorithm that ensures an adequate deterministic

collision resolution. Finally, it is also possible to enforce the reduction of the

number of occurring collisions, through the use of adequate loosely-coupled

distributed algorithms.

The proposed classification framework is complemented with a second

classification axis, that is related to the compatibility degree with IEEE stan-

dard devices. Specifically, this axis highlights how the proposed RT commu-

nication approaches keep or alter the compatibility with IEEE 802.3/802.11

compliant devices. Three different compatibility levels have been defined.

The level 1 subclass gets together RT communication proposals requiring

the compliance of all communicating devices (both real-time and non real-

time) with the enhanced (real-time) devices. Such enhancements can range

from small modifications at hardware/firmware level, to the use of a fully

modified MAC protocol on top of IEEE 802.3/802.11 physical layers. There-

fore, the main characteristic of compatibility level 1 is the impossibility of

coexistence between enhanced (real-time) devices and default devices in the
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same network domain. On the other hand, level 2 and level 3 subclasses

comprises RT communication proposals able to offer RT guarantees in pres-

ence of third devices. The main difference between these two subclasses

is related to the required level of modifications. The implementation of a

level 2 device requires the use of specific hardware, impairing the use of

COTS (commercial off-the-shelf) hardware. Conversely, a level 3 device

can be implemented upon COTS hardware, requiring just modifications at

the firmware/software level of the real-time communicating devices. This

is an important distinction, as the possibility of using COTS hardware is a

relevant advantage when setting-up a RT communication infrastructure.

The remainder of this chapter is organized as follows. Section 2.2 de-

scribes the state-of-the-art on RT communication in IEEE 802.3 wired net-

works, according to the first classification axis. Similarly, Section 2.3 de-

scribes the state-of-the-art on RT communication in IEEE 802.11 wireless

networks. Afterwards, in Section 2.4 a synthesis of the state-of-the-art is

made, where the described research proposals are classified according to the

second classification axis. One of the main purposes of Section 2.4 is to

identify the most promising real-time CSMA-based approaches to handle

the requirements imposed by the next generation communication environ-

ments. Specifically, the requirements imposed by a communication medium

shared with timing unconstrained devices, generating an unpredictable net-

work load. Finally, a summary of this chapter is drawn in Section 2.5.

2.2 RT Communication in IEEE 802.3 Wired

Networks

The IEEE 802.3 is a widely used network technology, with a Medium Access

Control protocol based on the Collision Detection among randomly initiated

transmissions (CSMA/CD). It has a non-deterministic behavior, due to the

use of a probabilistic contention algorithm, where the retransmission prob-

ability does not depend on the type of traffic, but just on the state of the

collision counter of each particular station.

As a consequence, it impairs the support of real-time communications.

Nevertheless, multiple approaches and techniques have been developed to

provide real-time communication services to IEEE 802.3 supported applica-

tions. In this subsection, a number of relevant research solutions addressing

this issue are reviewed.
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2.2.1 Avoiding collisions

The first approach that can be considered when dealing with collisions is

to avoid its occurrence. The most popular solutions to avoid collisions are

based on the TDMA (Time Division Multiple Access) paradigm. TDMA

is a channel access method, which allows multiple nodes to share the same

channel by dividing the access time into different time slots. Messages are

sent at exclusive time slots assigned to each node. It implies a precise clock

synchronization among the different nodes so that all nodes are able to

agree on their respective transmission slot. One example of a TDMA real-

time network was proposed by Chen and Lu [25]. This protocol dynamically

combines CSMA/CD with a modified version of TDMA, where in the called

“under control” state, a NCP (Network Control Packet) message is broad-

casted by the control station to synchronize all other stations and to inform

them that a new frame started.

A similar approach was proposed by Pritty et al. [26], based on the use

of the Timed Packet Release principle, where a monitor node periodically

transmits a slot pulse to synchronize the medium access. The monitor node

is located at one end of the bus. For each station is allocated a unique time

delay, which starts from receipt of the slot pulse. Stations can only start

their transmission at the expiration of its time delays, if the bus is silent at

that time. Therefore, the value of the time delay assigned to each station

is of paramount importance. Naturally, the smaller delay value leads to the

higher priority. However, the increment in the value from station to station

must be enough to ensure unambiguous detection of the start of a packet

transmitted from a previous node.

The TTP (Time-Triggered protocol) [27] is a well-known protocol based

on the TDMA paradigm. This protocol has been developed at Technical

University of Vienna to be applied in safety critical real-time systems. The

current version (TTP/C) is built upon the IEEE 802.3 physical layer [24].

In TTP/C, messages are sent in TDMA rounds, where every node must

send a message in every round. Communication on the network is based on

static tables loaded at each node. A general purpose message may contain

up to 240 bytes of data. Frames are transmitted at speeds up to 25 Mbps

with typical data efficiency of 60%. The most simple configuration of a

TTP system is shown in Figure 2.1, where each controller has two bidirec-

tional communication ports, each one connected to a given TTP replicated

channel.
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Figure 2.1: A basic topology of TTP/C-bus.

Some recent solutions to avoid collisions use Master-Slave techniques,

where a special node, the master, instructs the other nodes, the slaves, to

transmit at specific instants. Pedreiras et al. [28] proposed a master/multi-

slave transmission control technique called FTT-Ethernet (Flexible Time-

Triggered Ethernet) to schedule communications in a shared Ethernet net-

works. The FTT-Ethernet approach provides deterministic access to all

stations, according to a specifically defined reservation technique. In this

approach, time is divided in synchronous and asynchronous windows, which

are used to, respectively, statically schedule the hard real-time traffic and

dynamically serve the soft real-time requests (control messages, event-

triggered messages and non-real-time traffic).

Basically, the master node implements a centralized scheduling concept,

in which both the communication requirements, message scheduling policy

and on-line admission control are localized in one single node. The distri-

bution of the scheduling decisions to the network stations is periodically

performed by the master through a special control message, the trigger

message (TM). Besides, the FTT-Ethernet paradigm uses a technique, in

which a single trigger message causes the transmission of multiple slaves

messages, eventually originated in distinct station nodes. Obviously, this

method reduces the number of control messages, improving the bandwidth

utilization [29]. Figure 2.2 illustrates the FTT-Ethernet paradigm, where

the bus time is slotted into consecutive fixed duration time-slots, called

Elementary Cycles (ECs) and the master issues one control message only,

indicating which data message must be transmitted therein.

Ethernet Powerlink [30] is a commercial master-slave protocol based on

the standard IEEE 802.3 layers. Deterministic time is achieved by applying

a cyclic timing schedule to all the connected nodes. Each cycle is divided

in four distinct phases: start, cyclic, asynchronous and idle periods (Figure

2.3).
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Figure 2.2: The FTT-Ethernet traffic structure.

Figure 2.3: Ethernet Powerlink cycle.

In the start phase, the node management grants the access to the phys-

ical medium via the exchange of an explicit frame (SoC - start of cycle)

transmitted as a broadcast message to all controllers, thereby preventing

collisions. During the cyclic period, time-critical data is transferred through

a configurable schedule scheme, where the manager transmits a “Poll Re-

quest” frame to each controller. Upon reception of a “Poll Request”, the

controller responds by transmitting the correspondent data message. The

asynchronous phase reserves bandwidth for non time-critical data. The Idle

period represents the unused period until the new Ethernet Powerlink cycle

begins. Any topology can be implemented using hubs. Despite of a recent

version (version 2.0) that also allows operation over Switched Ethernet net-

works, the Ethernet Powerlink Standardization Group (EPSG) recommends

the use of repeater hubs instead of switching hubs within the real-time do-

mains, to minimize path delays and frame jitter.

The Token Passing is other well-known method to avoid collisions in

shared broadcast bus networks. This method consists in circulating a token

among the stations, where each station is allowed to access the medium

only during the token holding intervals. The timed-token protocol [31] is

the basis for the RETHER protocol, which was proposed by Venkatramani

and Chiueh [32]. This protocol operates in normal Ethernet CSMA/CD

mode until a real-time request arrives. Then, it switches to the RETHER

mode, where all nodes operate according to a token passing protocol. In this

mode, time is divided into cycles during which the token regulates the bus
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access. The token will firstly serve all the real-time nodes and then, if there

is still time left during the cycle, it will also visit the non-real time nodes.

Additionally, every new real-time request goes through an admission control

system that determines if the request can be satisfied without affecting the

existing schedule.

The RT-EP (Real-Time Ethernet Protocol) [33] is also based on an ex-

plicit token-passing procedure, where the access to the bus is carried out

in two phases: arbitration and application message transmission. In the

first, the token visits all the nodes to determine the one holding the highest

priority message ready to be transmitted. Then, the token is sent directly

to the node having the highest priority message for transmission (applica-

tion message transmission phase). After concluding the application message

transmission, the same node starts a new arbitration phase. This means that

there is the need for one complete token rotation for the transfer of each

single message.

In [34], J. Lee et al. proposed the use of the IEEE 802.4 Token-Passing

Bus Access method [35] directly on top of the Ethernet Physical Layer,

where a specifically proposed service translator performs the required trans-

lation of frame formats and interface functions.

Finally, the most recent solution to avoid collisions is based on the

micro segmentation of the network, using the IEEE 802.1 Switched Ethernet

standard [36]. This standard that was introduced in the early 1990s, enables

the micro-segmentation of the network by regenerating information only to

the receiving port of the Switch. When using Switched Ethernet, it is

possible to manage network traffic, by means of the adequate setting of

data flow permissions and priorities. The transfer of critical information

was addressed both by the IEEE 802.1p and the IEEE 802.1q VLAN [37]

standards; the latter extends the priority handling aspects of the 802.1p

standard, by providing space in the VLAN (Virtual Local Area Networks)

Tag to indicate traffic priorities to support VLANs, while the former gives

the ability to prioritize messages.

Nevertheless, the use of switches in an Ethernet network is not a panacea.

For instance, if the traffic is sent to an output port at a higher rate than its

capacity, messages must be queued. If queuing occurs in an uncontrolled

way, the switch can lose messages. Another important problem concerning

the use of Switched Ethernet is the lack of enough priority levels to support

efficient priority-based scheduling [38]. The impact of network topology

and message scheduling strategies inside the switch has also been recently
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addressed [39]. Moreover, switches induce higher delay and jitter in message

forwarding than the traditional shared Ethernet mode (using hubs) [40].

Therefore, the hard real-time guarantees can only be achieved by the use of

adequate admission control techniques.

It is worth noting that Switch-based communications are no longer re-

lated to the use of a CSMA-based MAC. Instead, they use a centralized com-

munication scheduler: the Switch. Multiple improvements to the Switched

Ethernet approach have been suggested, mainly to eliminate some of its

technological problems [39, 41, 42]. Nevertheless, these solutions are out

of the scope of this survey, as they are not related to the use of a CSMA

medium access control.

2.2.2 Deterministic collision resolution

The second approach to support RT communications in CSMA-based net-

works is based upon the deterministic collision resolution. This can be

achieved using one of two different approaches. The first one is by modifying

the collision resolution algorithm, in order to guarantee that the colliding

frames are serialized in an upper-bounded time interval. The second one is

forcing the collision resolution in favor of the RT station, compelling all the

other contending stations to abandon the medium access.

In the context of the first approach (modifying the collision resolution

algorithm), Takagi et al. [43] proposed a CSMA/CD protocol with de-

terministic contention resolution (DCR). In the absence of collisions, the

CSMA/DCR protocol implements the CSMA/CD access method. When-

ever a collision occurs, a binary search tree is used to sort the colliding

nodes. A priority hierarchy is enforced, i.e., higher priority nodes try to

access the medium prior to the lower priority ones, using an implicit token

passing mechanism. Basically, when a collision occurs, the collision period

is broken into a previously defined number of time slots. Then, each station

can only transmit during its own slot. If a station detects a transmission, it

interrupts the slot counting until the end of the transmission. Afterwards,

the station waits another interframe space and the slot counting resumes.

Consequently, when multiple stations want to transmit, they have to wait

for their assigned slot.

Figure 2.4 together with Table 2.1 shows an example of CSMA/DCR

execution on a binary tree, in a network with 8 stations, where 4 messages
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collide. The active nodes with ready messages to be transmitted are rep-

resented in dark circles. After the initial collision, only nodes belonging to

the left subtree transmit. The right branch of the tree (stations 6 and 8)

ceases contending for the bus access. Since there are still two messages on

the left branch, a new collision occurs, between nodes 3 and 4. Thus, the

left subbranch is selected again and allows only nodes 1 and 2 to transmit.

Since none of them have a message to send, the slot is empty (denoted by

E). Then in the fourth slot, stations 3 and 4 will collide again. Finally, in

the following slot, only the message from station 3 is selected, resulting in a

successful transmission. The algorithm continues this way until all messages

are successfully transmitted. Overall, this example requires 9 slots.

Figure 2.4: Example of tree search - CSMA/DCR.

Table 2.1: Tree Search Example - CSMA/DCR.

Slots 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
Status C C E C T T C T T
Station 3 3 3 3 4 6 6 8

4 4 4 8
6
8

Note: Status (C-collision; E-empty; T-transmission).

The DOD-CSMA-CD [44] protocol improved the CSMA/DCR protocol,

using network station indexes computed on-line, rather than pre-assigned

ones. The dynamically computed indices are called time indices. They rep-

resent deadline equivalence classes. All messages that are assigned the same

index have comparable deadlines. This protocol implements a scheduling

algorithm similar to the Earliest Deadline First algorithm (EDF) [45].

In the context of the second approach (forcing the collision resolution),

one of the first proposals has been made by Gopal and Wong [46]. The

hybrid control token-CSMA/CD protocol has a behavior that is similar to
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the VTPE-hBEB architecture proposed in this thesis (chapter 4). In hybrid

control token-CSMA/CD proposal, all stations except the one holding the

token work according to the standard CSMA/CD protocol, i.e., a station

having a packet ready to be transmitted, senses the channel and transmits

the packet if the channel is sensed idle. If a collision occurs all involved

stations terminate their transmissions and schedule retransmissions after a

random backoff interval. Conversely, the station that possesses the token

gets a higher priority over others. Specifically, when there is a collision

on the channel, the station with the token continues to send data until all

other stations are in their backoff phase. Then, the token holding station

retransmits its packet immediately (without any backoff interval). The to-

ken is passed to the next station implicitly, each time the channel state

change from busy to idle. The hybrid control token-CSMA/CD protocol

requires specific hardware to be implemented, as it does not comply with

the timing behavior defined for IEEE 802.3 standard devices. Conversely,

the VTPE-hBEB architecture does not suffer from this limitation.

Sobrinho and Krishnakumar in [47] designed the EQuB (Ethernet Qual-

ity of Service Using Black Bursts) mechanism that also prioritizes the real-

time traffic by forcing the collision resolution in favor of the RT station.

EQuB allows the coexistence of real-time and non-real-time traffic on the

same network domain, providing a bounded delay to real-time packets. The

EQuB mechanism is based on the assumption that real-time stations gen-

erate packets in specific intervals, designated as sessions. During a session,

real-time stations expect to have undisputed access to the medium through

the EQuB mechanism.

The EQuB mechanism works as follows. At the beginning of a session,

a real-time station works with the conventional BEB (Binary Exponential

backoff) algorithm (according to the Ethernet rules). However, whenever

real-time stations participate in a collision, they transmit a jamming se-

quence up to a pre-specified maximum allowed interval of time, in order to

avoid that other stations acquire the channel. The jamming signal is called

a black burst. The maximum duration of a black burst is a direct function

of its contention delay, measured from the time where the access attempt

has been scheduled until the host perceives the medium to be idle during an

IFS. During the transmission of its black burst, a station continuously mon-

itor the channel. If the station detects that no other stations are sending

black bursts, it immediately re-initiates the transmission of its packet with

success. On the other hand, if the station exhausts its black burst trans-
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mission and still feels the bus jammed, it waits for the channel to become

idle again (during an IFS) and repeats the algorithm.

Yavatkar et al. [48] proposed the PCSMA (Predictable Carrier Sense

Multiple Access) protocol, which is another proposal that follows the

paradigm of forcing the collision resolution in favor of the RT station. The

PCSMA uses reservation and persistence to obtain predictable performance,

where the periodic source must reserve the necessary transmission band-

width before beginning its transmission.

Under PCSMA, when a periodic source (real-time stations) collides with

a datagram source (non real-time stations), it does not backoff, but instead

continues to transmit. A periodic packet contains enough overhead bits

so that a periodic source does not transmit useful data until the collision

with the datagram source(s) is resolved. Figure 2.5 shows the structure of

a frame transmitted by a periodic source.

Figure 2.5: The structure of periodic frames.

In order to avoid collisions between two real-time transmissions, a pe-

riodic source generates and transmits a frame to reserve the transmission

slots before starting the transmission. If two reservations conflict, one of

the two sources must delay its transmission by a slot or more, since the

delivery deadlines of both sources are met. Thus, periodic sources do not

collide with each other.

2.2.3 Reducing the number of occurring collisions

Finally, the third approach to support RT communication in CSMA-based

environments aims to reduce the number of occurring collisions, in order to

enhance the network responsiveness to real-time message requests. Within

this context, Molle and Kleinrock [49] proposed the Virtual Time CSMA

(VTCSMA) algorithm. It uses a probabilistic approach combined with spe-

cific timing parameters (arrival time, laxity1, deadline, length) for the col-

1 time to the deadline minus message transmission time.
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lision resolution. The VTCSMA protocol works as follows. Each station

maintains two clocks: a real-time clock and a virtual time clock. The vir-

tual clock runs faster than the real-time one. The virtual clock stops running

when the channel is busy, and runs when the channel is idle. The original

proposal uses the arrival time to determine when to transmit a message. In

this case a message is sent only when its arrival time is equal to the time of

the virtual clock.

However, this protocol allows implementing multiple scheduling policies

by assigning different waiting times to pending messages. Zhao and Ra-

mamritham [50] presented a performance analysis of the four VTCSMA

protocols: VTCSMA-A, -T, -D and -L. The VTCSMA-A implements the

Molle’s original VTCSMA. The VTCSMA-T runs the virtual clock along

the message length axis, where the message with the minimum length is

transmitted first. The VTCSMA-D implements the minimum-deadline-first

transmission policy and, the VTCSMA-L uses message laxity to determine

when to transmit a message. The authors concluded that when the load is

very light, for all four protocols, collisions are extremely rare. Other rele-

vant result is that the VTCSMA-D achieves the best performance in terms

of message loss and collision channel utilization.

Figure 2.6 show an example of the VTCSMA-D protocol. It considers

4 nodes connected to a shared Ethernet bus. The message parameters are

shown in Table 2.2. D and L are the deadline and laxity of the message,

respectively. It is assumed that each message have a transmission time equal

to 14 time units and the propagation delay equal to 1 time unit.

Figure 2.6: Example of VTPCSMA-D protocol.

From Table 2.2, each node has a message to be transmitted, labelled

M1, M2, M3 and M4. As mentioned before, the virtual clock runs at a

higher rate that the real-time one. If η = 5, the virtual clock runs 5 times

faster than the real-time clock. For message M1, the deadline is 30. Then,

when the virtual clock reaches 30, message M1 is transmitted. This virtual
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Table 2.2: Real-time message parameters.

Node M Arrival time D L
1 1 0 30 15
2 2 10 41 26
3 3 20 65 50
4 4 20 80 65

time corresponds to real time 6. The message takes 15 time units to be

transmitted. During this transmission, the virtual clock freezes. At the

end of the M1 transmission, the virtual clock is reset to the real-time clock

value, which is 21 and becomes active again. Therefore, M1 will meet its

deadline. Afterwards, when the virtual clock reaches 41, message M2 is

transmitted. This virtual time will correspond to the real time 25. Again,

the message will meet its deadline and, messages M3 and M4 will be also

successfully transmitted meeting their deadlines. Other relevant proposals

implementing scheduling policies applied to Virtual Windows can be found

in [51, 52].

The Window Protocol [53] is another relevant proposal, which imple-

ments a dynamic time window to reduce the number of occurring collisions.

It operates as follows: all stations continuously monitor the channel, and

after every successful message transmission, all stations select an initial time

window. Once an initial time window has been selected, if just one station

has a message ready to be transmitted and the message is within the win-

dow, then it will be sent. If several stations have messages to be transmitted

within the window, the window size is reduced until there is just one re-

maining message within the window; if there are no nodes with messages

within the window, the window size can be increased.

In the Window protocol all stations must follow the same policy to select

the initial time window, as well as to update the time window whenever a

collision occurs. In [54, 55], Kurose et al. proposed a Window protocol

implementing the minimum-laxity-first (MLF) policy. They assume that

the laxity of all messages are constant. Zhao et al. [50] suggested a Window

protocol implementing the latest time to send policy (LS). Furthermore, a

newly arriving message is immediately considered for transmission, if its LS

is smaller than those of all pending messages in the system.

Figure 2.7 shows an example of the Zhao’s proposal, where messages A

and B are in the system at t = 0. Message A (MA) has its LS equal to

4 and length 1, and message B (MB) has its LS equal to 16 and length
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2. The initial window size has been chosen to be 20. At t = 0, MA and

MB are transmitting over the channel, causing a collision. At t = 1, the

collision is detected and the transmission is aborted. At t = 2, the channel

is idle and the window is reduced. The new window has been chosen to be

11 (t ≤ LSM < 11). As MA is within the window, it is transmitted. At

t = 3, MC arrives in the system and, at t = 4 the channel is idle and the

window goes back to the initial value (t ≤ LSM < 20). As both MC and

MB are in the window, they start to be transmitted, causing a collision.

Consequently, only at t = 6, the channel becomes idle and the window size

is reduced to 13 (t ≤ LSM < 13). Then MC is transmitted and finally, MB

will be transmitted.

Figure 2.7: Example of Window protocol.

In [56], the authors presented a modified CSMA/CD protocol, called

the Dynamic pi-persistent CSMA/CD protocol. The pi-persistent protocol

is a variant of the window protocol, where the transmission probability of

a ready packet depends on its laxity, and a time window is used to reduce

the number of collisions in heavily loaded scenarios.

Molle et al. [57] proposed a BEB compatible algorithm, the Binary Loga-

rithmic Arbitration Method (BLAM), that was studied by the 802.3w work-

ing committee as a means to solve the Packet Starvation Effect. Whetten

et al. [58] demonstrated that, in heavily loaded networks, an older packet

will have a smaller probability to be transferred than a newer one. For

example: consider that 2 stations have packets ready to be transmitted -

station1 with data1 and station2 with data2, that will be transmitted at ap-

proximately the same time; a collision will occur and then both stations will

backoff during a randomly selected delay between 0 and 2n − 1 slot times,
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where n is the number of previous collisions. In the first collision resolution

interval, if station1 waits 0 slot times and station2 waits 1 slot time, sta-

tion1 will transmit data1 and station2 will wait for the completion of such

transmission. Supposing that station1 has other packets to be transferred,

then, in the following collision the backoff time of station1 will be 0 or 1,

and the backoff time of the station2 will be 0, 1, 2 or 3. Therefore, station1

will have a higher transmission probability. Such a Packet Starvation Effect

will occur whenever a station has a sequence of packets to be consecutively

transferred, if the network interface adapter is able to effectively contend

for the network access at the end of every transmitted frame. Otherwise,

one other station will acquire the transmission medium.

The major innovation of the BLAM protocol is the use of a modified

collision counter policy. A BLAM station monitors the channel when it is

in a backoff period, in order to use the knowledge of other station collisions

and successes to modify its own backoff time. As a consequence, following a

successful transmission, all the stations have an equal access probability to

the medium. BLAM shows a large decrease in mean delay over BEB under

moderate to high network load.

The Capture Avoidance Binary Exponential Backoff (CABEB) algo-

rithm proposed by Ramakrishnan and Yang [59] also addresses the packet

starvation effect. It enhances the collision resolution algorithm for the spe-

cial case when a station attempts to capture the channel following an un-

interrupted sequence of message transfers. Basically, the CABEB works as

follows. When transmitting a second packet of an uninterrupted consec-

utive transmission, the station backoffs during 2 slot times after the first

collision. If the other colliding station is transmitting a packet that has not

experienced any collision, that station will select a backoff of 0 or 1 slot

times and hence its packet is guaranteed to be transmitted. However, if

other collision occurs after the backoff of 2 slot times (second collision), the

CABEB station draws a backoff of 0 slot times. If the same packet experi-

ences a third or subsequent collision, the CABEB station uses the standard

BEB algorithm.

Finally, the traffic smoothing mechanisms proposed by Kweon et al.

[60, 61] constraints the packet generation rate of non real-time messages

below a defined threshold, in order to provide a probabilistic guarantee of

message delivery. The traffic smoother is implemented between the IP layer

and the Ethernet MAC layer (Figure 2.8).

The original traffic smoothing proposal uses the well-known leaky bucket
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Figure 2.8: Example of Traffic smoothing.

regulator [62]. The leaky bucket has two parameters: the bucket size (BS)

and the refresh period (RP). BS limits the maximum number of credits that

can be stored in the credit bucket. If a packet arrives when the bucket is

full, the packet is discarded. When a packet arrives and there is no credit

in the bucket, the packet is kept in the queue until new credits arrive. The

credits are added to the bucket every RP period. Packets are sent into the

network at constant transmission rate (r), thus smoothing traffic bursts.

On the other hand, it is assumed that the RT traffic is regulated at the

system setup time. During the system run time, the RT traffic is no longer

constrained.

Several policies for traffic smoothing have been proposed. The HIMD

(Harmonic-Increase and Multiplicative Decrease) [61] is a dynamic policy

that uses the credit bucket depth and the refresh period as a dynamic traf-

fic regulator; in the absence of collisions, it periodically increases the input

bound by periodically reducing the refresh period. In [63], the smooth-

ing actions are performed by a fuzzy controller, where the network load

is observed along determined time intervals, via the measurement of the

throughput and of the number of occurring collisions.

2.3 RT Communication in IEEE 802.11 Wireless

Networks

There is a strong similarity between wired IEEE 802.3 and wireless IEEE

802.11 networks, which is the use of the CSMA algorithm to manage the
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medium access. When using the CSMA algorithm, each node verifies the

absence of traffic before transmitting in the shared physical medium (elec-

trical bus or band of electromagnetic spectrum). However, and contrarily

to the case of wired networks, the CSMA Collision Detection procedure

(CSMA/CD) cannot be used on wireless environments, as it would re-

quire the implementation of a full-duplex radio. As a consequence, the

IEEE 802.11 standard [7] implements a Collision Avoidance procedure

(CSMA/CA), that is referred as the Distributed Coordination Function

(DCF).

In the following subsections, a number of relevant solutions to support

real-time communication in IEEE 802.11 wireless networks are described,

according to the same classification axis that was used for the case of wired

IEEE 802.3 networks.

2.3.1 Avoiding collisions

The Point Coordination Function (PCF) is one of the main solutions in-

tended to avoid collisions in IEEE 802.11 wireless networks. It has been

proposed in the original IEEE 802.11 standard [7] as an optional access

mechanism. It implements a centralized polling scheme to support syn-

chronous data transmissions, where the Point Coordinator (PC) performs

the role of polling master. Generally, the PC resides in the Access Point

(AP). When the PCF scheme is used, the time scale is divided in two super-

frames consisting of a Contention Period (CP), used by the DCF scheme

and a Contention Free Period (CFP), used by the PCF. Each CFP begins

with a Beacon Frame sent by the PC. PCF has higher priority than DCF,

since it may start the transmission after a shorter waiting time (PIFS). The

PC takes control of the medium at the beginning of the CFP and maintains

its control during the entire CFP. During the CFP period, the AP uses

a polling scheduling algorithm to poll the stations. The polled stations re-

spond to the polling packets; if the polled station does not have any pending

packet, the response is a null frame with no payload.

The quest for real-time communication in IEEE 802.11 networks lead to

the establishment of the IEEE 802.11e task group in July 1999. In December

2005, the Task Group E published the IEEE 802.11e amendment [8]. This

amendment is an intended solution for real-time communication in wireless

networks. It incorporates an additional coordination function called hybrid
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coordination function (HCF), that is only used in QoS network configura-

tions.

The HCF provides two mechanisms for the support of applications with

QoS requirements: the Enhanced Distributed Channel Access (EDCA),

which delivers traffic based on differentiating user priorities (UPs) and; the

Hybrid Coordination Function (HCF) Controlled Channel Access (HCCA),

which allows the reservation of transmission opportunities (TXOPs) with

the hybrid coordinator (HC).

The HCCA mechanism was proposed to improve the PCF scheme. It

is intended to guarantee bounded delay requirements, based on a Round

Robin scheme. In contrast to the PCF scheme included in the legacy 802.11

MAC, the HCCA operates during both the CFP and CP periods (Figure

2.9).

Figure 2.9: Example of CFP repetition interval.

The HC gains control of the wireless medium by waiting a shorter time

between transmissions than the stations using the EDCA or DCF proce-

dures. The HC may include a CF (Contention Free) parameter set element

in the Beacon frame in order that all stations set their NAVs (Network

Allocation Vectors) to the end of the controlled phase. During the CFP,

the HC controls the access to the channel by polling all the stations in the

polling list. To each polled station is granted a transmission opportunity

(TXOP). On the other hand, the HC is also allowed to start a TXOP in

the CP immediately after the channel is determined to be idle for one PIFS

(Point Interframe Space) period, the called Controlled Access Phase (CAP).

A CAP ends when the HC does not reclaim the channel after a duration of

PIFS after the end of a TXOP.

Similarly to the PCF scheme, the HC also polls all the stations in the

polling list, even though some stations may not have messages to transmit.
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When the HC polls a station that has no packets to transfer, the station will

transmit a null frame, after the QoS CF-poll. As a consequence, the polling

overhead is roughly equal to the time interval from sending the polling frame

till the end of the ACK frame [64]. Figure 2.10 shows the polling overhead

in the 802.11e HCCA. On the left is represented the case where a station

has data to transmit, and on the right is represented the case of a station

without data to be transmitted.

Figure 2.10: Polling overhead in the 802.11e HCCA.

A number of improvements have been proposed to reduce the HCCA

polling overhead. For instance, Son et al. [64] proposed a polling scheme

where the HC punish the stations that have no packets to transmit. When

a station transmits a null frame, this station will not be polled again during

a period of time.

Lo, Lee and Chen [65] designed a multipolling mechanism called Con-

tention Period Multipoll (CP-Multipoll), which incorporates the DCF access

scheme into the polling scheme. It uses different backoff values for the mul-

tiple message streams in the polling group, where each station executes the

backoff procedure after receiving the CP-Multipoll frame. The contending

order of these stations is the same as the ascending order of the assigned

backoff values.

The first station in the polling list initializes its transmission immediately

after receiving the CP-Multipoll frame. This action avoids the interference

from other stations performing the backoff procedures in the DCF mode.

Moreover, in order to avoid the repeated collisions between stations that are

operating on the same channel in the overlapping space, the values assigned

in the CP-Multipoll among neighboring BSSs must be different.

Lee et al. [66] proposed a polling scheme based on a master slave solution.

This solution is implemented using a specific network driver (introduced

by Microsoft) that has two basic functions: managing a network adapter,

including sending and receiving data through the adapter; and interfacing
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with higher-level drivers. The proposed solution uses an enhanced four-

layer architecture that is organized into physical, data link, device driver,

and application layer (Figure 2.11).

Figure 2.11: Four-layer architecture using NDIS.

A virtual polling list (VPL) contains the MAC address of the wireless

slaves to be polled, and a virtual polling period (VPP) defines the duration

of the polling cycle. When a slave receives a poll frame from the master, it

can transmits a response frame to the master, or directly to another slave.

Furthermore, after polling all the slaves registered in the VPL, the master

invites other slaves into the network through the broadcast of an entry claim

frame.

Other solutions based on token passing mechanisms have also been pro-

posed. In [67], Ergen et al. proposed the WTRP (Wireless Token Ring

Protocol). Basically, the WTRP is a MAC protocol that exchanges special

tokens with additional fields and uses multiple timers to maintain the nodes

synchronized. Besides, WTRP requires the joining node to be connected

to its prospective predecessor and successor through a local connectivity

table. The token is rotated around the ring, each station transmits during

a specified time and if enough time is left, the station invites nodes outside

the ring to join.

In [68], Willig presented the FTDMA (Flexible TDMA) MAC protocol.

FTDMA is based on a polling scheme, where a base station polls all reg-

istered real-time stations in every frame. A frame is logically subdivided

into phases: SYNC, Polling, Reservation, Register, Current Scheduler and

Data Transfer. The main advantage of the FTDMA over traditional TDMA

solutions is that unused slots can be used by other stations.
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In [69, 70], Miorandi et al. proposed a solution based on a Master-Slave

architecture on top of IEEE 802.11. In that proposal, cyclic packets are

exchanged by means of periodic queries sent by the master to the slaves.

Three different techniques were proposed to handle acyclic traffic: the first

technique queries the slaves that signaled the presence of acyclic data, at

the end of the current polling cycle. The second technique allows a slave,

when polled, to send directly acyclic data to the master. The third one

exploits the decentralized nature of the IEEE 802.11 MAC protocol. When

acyclic data is generated, it allows a slave to immediately try to send data

to the master.

Cheng et al. [71] presented a wireless token-passing protocol, named

Ripple. Ripple uses six types of frames: DATA, NULL, RTS, CTS, ACK

and Ready-To-Receive (RTR). The frame format of these frames are the

same as those defined in 802.11 standard, except that Ripple only utilizes

fixed-duration DATA frames. The RTR frame has the same format as CTS

and it is used by a station to request a DATA frame from its upstream

station. The IFS of RTR frame, is set as two SIFS plus the time needed

to transmit an RTS frame. The IFSs of the remaining frames are all set as

SIFS. Basically, Ripple modifies the data transmission procedure of 802.11

DCF and employs RTS and RTR frames as tokens. A station can only send

a DATA frame if it holds a token.

2.3.2 Deterministic collision resolution

Concerning the deterministic collision resolution techniques, only those that

are based on forcing the resolution in favor of the RT station have been

adapted from IEEE 802.3 wired networks.

In [72], Sobrinho and Krishnakumar adapted the previously referred

EQuB mechanism to wireless networks. The proposed black-burst (BB)

mechanism is a distributed MAC scheme applied to ad hoc CSMA wire-

less networks (IEEE 802.11 DCF). It requires the shut-down of the random

retransmission scheme. Real-time stations implementing the black burst

approach contend for the channel access after a medium interframe spac-

ing tmed, rather than after the long interframe spacing tlong, used by stan-

dard stations. Thus, real-time stations have priority over standard stations.

When a real-time station wants to transmit, it sorts its access rights by

jamming the channel with energy pulses (BB’s) immediately after an idle
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period of length tmed. The length of the BB transmitted by a real-time node

is an increasing function of the contention delay experienced by the node.

A similar scheme is presented in [73], where voice nodes (real-time sta-

tions) use energy-burst (EB) (that is similar to BB) periods to prioritize

real-time packets over data packets. The AP (Access Point) can transmit a

VoIP packet after PIFS without backoff or contending. On the other hand,

each voice station has its own address (ID), referred as VID (virtual iden-

tification). The VID can be assigned during the traffic stream (TS) setup

procedure. The VID is expressed as binary value based on fixed total bits,

which are determined by the voice packet resolution period (VPRP). The

station with the highest VID wins the contention.

Figure 2.12 shows an example of the proposed scheme, where the VPRP

is 9 slots including 3 EBs for bit separation, called as EBBS (energy-burst

for bit separation). Therefore, when using 9 slots 64 (26) stations can be

distinguished. The VPRP can be adjusted according to the number of real-

time stations. The EBBS prevents new arrived VoIP packet from starting

contention during VPRP, as two idle slots are not enough for AIFSv. In the

same way, data packets can not start the backoff procedure during VPRP.

Figure 2.12: Energy burst approach.
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Basically, when a station has a VoIP packet to transmit, it sends an

EBBS after AIFSv and transmits EBs at position of 1 in the binary ex-

pression of its VID. The EBBS is sent if there are any 1s after that EBBS

position. Each station in Figure 2.12 can transmit a VoIP packet at the

designated time in case that there are no other stations having larger VID

than itself. Station 1 has V ID = 2 that is represented as 000010 in binary.

Then, the station 1 transmits three EBBSs and one EB at the eighth slot

correspondent to 1 position. One station wins the contention, whenever

detects one idle slot after its last 1 position. Therefore, station 1 could start

its VoIP packet only after the ninth slot. Similarly, station 2 transmits first

EBBS and two EBs at 1 positions. Station 2 can send a VoIP packet after

detecting no third EBBS, which means that there is no station having larger

VID. Finally, according to the example, station n wins the channel in the

fifth slot and transmits VoIP packet after detecting no second EBBS.

In [74], Shew et al. proposed a priority MAC protocol based on So-

brinho’s approach complemented by a binary tree referred as contention

tree. Basically, the black-burst (BB) scheme is adopted to distinguish the

priorities of stations, and for stations with the same priority, they send mes-

sages in a round robin manner. The basic idea is that a station can obtain

a unique ID number, which depends on its position in the contention tree.

2.3.3 Reducing the number of occurring collisions

The EDCA mechanism2 available in IEEE 802.11 standard is specifically in-

tended to reduce the number of occurring collisions. A possible solution to

provide real-time communication under EDCA would be to use the highest

access category (voice) to transfer real-time messages. However, using the

EDCA mechanism to support real-time communications suffer from some

severe limitations, specially when considering next generation communica-

tion environments characterized by an unknown number of communicating

devices and an unpredictable network load. In a previous research work [22],

we have assessed the behavior of this category when used to transfer small

sized packets in an open communication environment. Both the number of

packet losses and the average size of the MAC queues forecasted an unac-

ceptable number of deadlines losses for real-time message streams, even for

intermediate load cases. Such research work will be detailed in chapter 5.

2 The EDCA mechanism will be detailed in chapter 3.
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Hamidian and Körner [75] presented an interesting solution that provides

QoS guarantees to the EDCA mechanism. The proposed solution, which

is based on a draft version of the IEEE 802.11e [76], allows stations with

higher priority traffic to reserve time for collision-free access to the medium.

Basically, it proposes the transfer of the HCCA admission control and the

scheduling algorithms from the HCCA controller to the contending stations.

The proposed approach uses the traffic specification (TSPEC) as defined

in the draft version of the IEEE 802.11e HCCA standard [76]. The TSPEC

is an element sent through a management frame that contains information

about the characteristics and QoS expectation of a traffic stream. For in-

stance, the maximum service interval specifies the maximum time interval

between the start of two consecutive service periods. The scheduling and

the admission control of a new traffic stream is locally made at each station,

where it is calculated the scheduled service interval (SI) and the TXOP du-

ration. Similarly to HCCA, it defines two contention periods (Figure 2.13).

The first part is used as a contention-free period by high priority stations

that have reserved TXOPs and the second part is used for low priority

stations.

Figure 2.13: The scheduling of the reserved TXOPs.

Figure 2.13 shows an example where two stations have scheduled their

TXOPs and a third station is about to schedule its own TXOP. When there

are no TXOPs previously reserved, any high priority station can start a

newly service interval. In such a case, the sender must broadcast the TSPEC

element with all the information concerning the assigned values. Conversely,

once SI and TXOP durations are calculated, the admission control is deter-

mined as follows. Considering k admitted streams, a new stream (k + 1)

can be admitted if it satisfies the following inequality:

TXOPk+1 +
k∑

i=1

TXOPi ≤ SI − TCP (2.1)
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where TCP is the duration of the contention period. Unfortunately, it cannot

coexist with any other PC or HC operating under the PCF or HCCA modes.

Wang et al. [77] designed a new collision resolution mechanism, referred

as gentle DCF or GDCF. The difference between GDCF and DCF is that

GDCF takes a more conservative measure by halving the CW (Contention

Window) value only if there are c consecutive successful transmissions. Con-

versely, DCF reset its CW to the minimum value once there is a successful

transmission. The GDCF needs to maintain a continuous successful trans-

mission counter that is reset to zero after each collision. Then, when a

collision occurs GDCF works similarly to DCF.

If there are c consecutive successful transmissions, GDCF will halve the

CW and selects a backoff timer value uniformly from [0, CW ]. If the channel

is idle, GDCF also reduces the backoff timer by 1, the same as in DCF.

Yang and Vaidya [78] proposed the Busy Tone Priority Scheduling

(BTPS) protocol. This scheme makes the following assumptions: (i) each

station is capable to monitor the carrier status of the data channel; (ii) each

station in idle state is capable to monitor two busy tone channels (BT1 and

BT2) and lock onto the signal in the data channel as desired; (iii) it is

assumed that the two busy tone signals (BT1 or BT2) sent by a station

can be sensed by other stations within the interference range of the former

station. In BTPS, busy tone serves as the indication of backlogged high

priority packets.

BTPS works similarly to the IEEE 802.11 DCF, with the difference that

high priority and low priority behave differently during IFS and backoff

stages. The BTPS protocol uses DIFS as the IFS for high priority stations.

However, during DIFS and backoff stages, the high priority stations with

queued packets send a BT1 pulse every M slots, where M is a constant.

Between two consecutive busy tone pulse transmissions, there should be at

least one empty SlotTime interval as the station must have a chance to

listen to the data channel. Therefore, M could be any value larger than or

equal to 2 and, the IFS of low priority stations should be larger than M

slots, in order to enable sensing the busy tone signal. Figure 2.14 shows an

example of the BTPS protocol, where the high priority stations send BT1

every M (M = 3 in the example) slots during DIFS and backoff stages.

In the example, it is considered that station 1 is a high priority station

with queued packets. Then, all stations that senses a BT1, except those

backlogged high priority ones, will send a BT2 pulse if it is not receiving
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Figure 2.14: BTPS protocol.

a packet from the data channel. It will also defer its transmission of low

priority packets. Afterwards, any station that sense a BT2 will also defer

its transmission attempt of low priority packet for a RTS/CTS handshake

duration. As a consequence, the IFS for low priority stations must be set

to (M + 1)× SlotT ime + SIFS to avoid priority inversion.

In [79], it was proposed a distributed algorithm intended to provide fair

scheduling in a wireless LAN, referred as DFS (Distributed Fair Schedul-

ing). The DFS protocol behaves quite similar to IEEE 802.11 DCF, except

in what concerns the backoff interval that is initially calculated. The fun-

damental difference is that each station maintains a local virtual clock and,

the backoff interval is chosen proportionally to the finish tag of the packet

to be transmitted. The finish tag is calculated similarly to the SCFQ (Self-

Clocked Fair Queueing) algorithm [80].

In [81], Lopez-Aguilera et al. evaluated the performance of the IEEE

802.11e EDCA when its working procedure is unsynchronized. The authors

proposed the use of AIFS times values that are separated by values that are

not multiple of the slot time. As a consequence, it would become possible

to avoid collisions between frames from different access categories.

Lo Bello et al. [82] proposed a wireless traffic smoother (WTS) to support

soft real-time traffic over IEEE 802.11 WLANS. The presented solution is

similar to the traffic smoother scheme previously proposed for Ethernet

networks [63].

Finally, the underlying traffic separation mechanism that is proposed in

this thesis (chapter 3) has a similar behavior to both the SVP protocol [83]

and the mechanism proposed by Hwang and Cho [84]. The SVP proto-

col specifies a backoff value of zero for stations or classes with the highest
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priority level. A shortcoming is that if multiple SVP stations attempt to

transmit at the same time, consecutive collisions will occur and a failure

will be reported. The mechanism proposed in [84] consists in allowing the

transmission of voice packets (highest priority) in the first empty slot in

the first retransmission. When the first retransmission fails, the second

retransmission performs the original backoff procedure. Therefore, these

two approaches are not able by itself to provide real-time guarantees to the

supported applications.

2.4 Synthesis of the State-of-the-Art

In the previous subsections, some of the most relevant CSMA-based real-

time communication proposals have been classified according to a first clas-

sification axis. Such first axis is related to how collision are dealt with. In

this subsection, those RT communication proposals are analyzed according

to a second classification axis, that is related to the achieved compatibility

degree. Specifically, this second axis highlights how the proposed RT com-

munication solutions keep or alter the compatibility with IEEE 802.3/802.11

compliant devices.

As explained before, three different compatibility levels have been de-

fined: level 1, level 2 and level 3. The main characteristic of compatibility

level 1 is the impossibility of coexistence between enhanced (real-time) and

default devices in the same network domain, unless that all communicating

devices (both real-time and non real-time) are implementing the same en-

hancements. On the other hand, level 2 and level 3 subclasses comprise RT

communication proposals able to offer RT guarantees in presence of third

devices. The main difference between these two subclasses is related to

the required level of modifications. The implementation of a level 2 device

requires the use of specific hardware, impairing the use of COTS (commer-

cial off-the-shelf) hardware. Conversely, a level 3 device can be implemented

upon COTS hardware, requiring just modifications at the firmware/software

level of the real-time communicating devices.

Figures 2.15 and 2.16 classify the reported RT communication proposals

according these two axes, for wired IEEE 802.3 and wireless IEEE 802.11

networks, respectively.

Most part of the RT solutions that follow the avoiding collisions strategy

are based on TDMA, Token-Passing, Master-Slave or Polling techniques. A
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Figure 2.15: Supporting RT communication in IEEE 802.3.

Figure 2.16: Supporting RT communication in IEEE 802.11.

common characteristic of most part of these RT solutions is that an en-

hanced (real-time) station is not able to support RT communication in the

presence of standard IEEE 802.3/802.11 stations (unless these standard

stations do not initiate any communication). That is, the majority of the

avoiding collision solutions have a compatibility degree level 1, which im-

pairs its use whenever third stations try to access the shared communication

medium. Relevant exceptions are: the Switched Ethernet approach and the

improvements included in the HCF (PCF and HCCA) mechanism of the

IEEE 802.11e amendment.

However, the Switched Ethernet violates the decentralized paradigm
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of the CSMA protocol. The Switched Ethernet enables the micro-

segmentation of the network, thus each station operates in a Carrier Sense

Single Access method. Therefore, the Switched Ethernet is out of the scope

of this survey. On the other hand, despite PCF being well suited to handle

delay-sensitive applications, most part of the WLAN network cards never

actually implemented the PCF scheme, due to complexity reasons [69].

Therefore, the PCF mechanism has not been a solution to support RT

communication, due to the unavailability of WLAN network cards. The

HCCA mechanism [8] has been proposed as an improvement to the PCF

mechanism. However, preliminary studies [85, 86] have already shown that

the HCCA mechanism may not be suitable to guarantee the special require-

ments of industrial real-time applications. Furthermore, it is still not clear

if the HCCA mechanism will be implemented in next generation WLAN

network cards, solving the unavailability problem of the PCF mechanism.

Besides these two approaches, all other avoiding collision approaches re-

quire the strict control of the communication environment. Otherwise, they

are not able to work properly, as they are not able to handle messages sent

by third stations. There are also some additional reasons that impose the

need for a strict control of the communication environment. For instance,

TDMA-based solutions require a precise clock synchronization, in order to

precisely define the communication slots. Master-Slave solutions rely upon

the correct behavior of the master, which represents a single point of fail-

ure for the communication architecture. The Token-based approaches rely

upon the correct token behavior. Similarly, in the Polling based schemes,

all frames are required to pass through a central coordinator, wasting band-

width and making the communication inefficient, which is also a single point

of failure for the RT architecture.

Concerning the second sub-class (solving collisions) that enables the

support of real-time communications in shared broadcast environments, its

techniques are based on: i) modifying the MAC layer to achieve upper-

bounded access time to the shared communication environment, or ii) forc-

ing the collision resolution in favor of the RT stations that are trying to

initiate a message transfer. Whatever the approach all those solutions that

cannot be implemented in COTS hardware can be technically very inter-

esting but are economically not viable today [5]. That is the main disad-

vantage of the CSMA/DCR protocol [43], for example. Besides that, the

CSMA/DCR protocol has compatibility degree level 1, which impairs its

use whenever the set of communicating devices is not previously fixed.
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Summing up, enabling the coexistence between RT stations and third

stations (that are out of the sphere-of-control of the RT architecture) is

of utmost importance when dealing with the next generation of communi-

cation environments. Therefore, all approaches with compatibility degree

level 1 are not adequate. For instance, using level 1 approaches in a wire-

less medium will hardly work, due to the open characteristics of the wireless

medium. It is worth mentioning that, any wireless communication environ-

ment is susceptible to interferences created by other systems, not only from

those using the same technology, but also from other technologies working

in the same frequency band [11]. As a consequence, the ability to sup-

port next generation communication environments will strongly rely upon

technical solutions with compatibility degree level 2, being desirable that

solutions level 3 arise.

Relevant exceptions based upon solving collision techniques with com-

patibility level 2 are those solutions based on the black-burst (BB) scheme.

This kind of solution consists in forcing the collision resolution in favor

of the RT stations. The forcing approach is the most promising solution

to provide RT communication in the next generation communication envi-

ronments. Specifically, in communication environments characterized by a

communication medium shared with timing unconstrained devices that gen-

erates an unpredictable network load. To out best knowledge, the forcing

approach is the only technique that allows the coexistence of RT stations

with an unknown number of communicating devices and an unpredictable

network load, being able to prioritize RT communication in such hostile

environments.

Analyzing the specific forcing-collision based approaches presented in

this chapter, the main drawback of the hybrid token-CSMA/CD mechanism

is that it requires the stations to be synchronized. Furthermore, it is also

not compatible with COTS Ethernet hardware. Conversely, the EQuB is a

very interesting technique that enables a privileged access to real-time traffic

with a FCFS (First-Come-First-Serve) discipline. The collision resolution

mechanism for real-time devices requires the disabling of the exponential

backoff mechanism and the transmission of jamming sequence (BB) with

durations dependent on the contention periods experienced by the real-

time traffic. Another interesting approach is the PCSMA protocol, which

adds extra bits in the real-time packet. When a collision with non real-time

packet occurs, such extra bits guarantee that it has not been transmitted

useful data before the collision resolution. For the case of wireless networks,
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there are some adaptations of the black-burst scheme for forcing the collision

resolution in favor of RT station. Basically, all solutions uses a jamming

signal to prioritize real-time packet over data packets. These are, in our

opinion, the most interesting approaches to support RT communication, as

they are able to handle the requirements imposed by the next generation

communication environments.

Finally, concerning the last subclass (reducing collisions), it is worth-

while to mention the solutions that constrain the generated traffic in a fair

way, without making any further modification in the MAC protocol. The

solutions like [49, 50, 53, 56, 57, 59, 60, 61] increase the network access fair-

ness and reduce the collision number based on some priority criterion. The

main drawback of all these solutions is the compatibility degree level 1. For

instance, the traffic smoothing approach requires the smoothing strategy to

be implemented in all the communicating devices. The BLAM and CABEB

protocols can be highlighted in this subclass of protocols. Both protocols

show a large decrease in mean delay over the traditional CSMA/CD proto-

col, and they have compatibility level 3. Unfortunately, they cannot provide

real-time guarantees to the supported traffic.

2.5 Summary

Ethernet and WiFi are well-known and extensively used network technolo-

gies for LANs today. However, one of their main disadvantages is the in-

herent non-determinism of its probabilistic contention resolution. Such a

probabilistic behavior impairs both communication standards to provide a

real-time service to the supported applications, unless additional function-

alities are introduced.

On the one hand, there are several techniques to support real-time (RT)

communications for Ethernet networks. However, few of those techniques

allow standard devices to coexist with enhanced (real-time) stations in the

same communication environment (compatibility levels 2 and 3). Thus,

all the network stations must be under the strict control of the real-time

communication architecture (compatibility level 1). Otherwise, the RT-

communication might be disturbed. Relevant exception is the Switched

Ethernet approach. However, this solution have some drawbacks that were

described before (buffer overflow, lack of adequate number of priority levels,

etc). Furthermore, the communication is no longer based on the CSMA pro-
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tocol, but on the use of a centralized communication scheduler: the Switch.

As a consequence, the interest of shared Ethernet is still alive, mainly for ap-

plications requiring frequent multicast or for applications requiring precise

control of transmission timings [40].

On the other hand, there is a trend for the implementation of RT com-

munication systems on top of wireless networks, and, specifically, on top of

WLAN [9, 87]. A fundamental assumption that must be considered is that

the wireless communication medium is a relatively open communication en-

vironment, i.e., any new participant can try to access the communication

medium at any instant (according to the MAC rules) and establish its own

communication channels. Therefore, the traditional approaches that guar-

antees RT behavior through the tight control of every communicating device

(compatibility level 1) are no longer applicable. For instance, the use of traf-

fic smoothers [61, 63] is not adequate for wireless environments, since it is

not possible to impose any traffic smoothing strategy upon stations that

are out of the sphere-of-control of the RT architecture. Besides, most of

the RT communication approaches proposed for both Ethernet and WiFi

networks cannot be implemented using COTS hardware (compatibility level

2). Such communication approaches can be technically very interesting, but

are economically not viable today [5].

Summing up, the coexistence of standard devices together with enhanced

(real-time) devices is a hard task. Specifically for the case of wireless net-

works, the underlying wireless communication protocol must be able to

guarantee the timing constraints of the RT traffic in a communication envi-

ronment shared with timing unconstrained devices that generate an unpre-

dictable traffic load. Therefore, the most promising solutions to provide RT

communication in the next generation of wireless networks are those that

force the collision resolution in favor of the RT station (e.g. the black-burst

technique [72]).

Within this context, a new RT-communication approach based on forc-

ing collision resolution technique is proposed in this thesis. The proposed

approach is based on traffic separation mechanisms. Such mechanisms are

able to prioritize RT-traffic over timing unconstrained traffic, without di-

rectly controlling the latter. That is, instead of controlling all the traffic

generated by all the stations, the proposed approach will only control the

traffic generated by the RT stations, in such a way that RT-traffic will

have priority over other traffics. Besides, no hardware/software changes are

necessary to stations that are out of the sphere-of-control of the RT com-
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munication architecture. This requirement is imposed by the large installed

base of standard IEEE 802.3/802.11 devices and from the fact that wire-

less media is an open communication medium. Therefore, it would not be

realistic to assume that is possible to create a zone free of standard IEEE

802.11 stations.





Chapter 3

A New Traffic Separation

Mechanism (TSm)

In this chapter, a new Traffic Separation mechanism (TSm) for CSMA net-

works is presented. The TSm mechanism allows the coexistence of IEEE

802.3 or IEEE 802.11e standard stations with enhanced (real-time) stations

in the same network domain (wired or wireless environments), prioritizing

the real-time traffic. This mechanism enables the implementation of an in-

expensive “forcing collision resolution” scheme, that solves the collisions in

favor of RT stations using COTS hardware (compatibility level 3). This

chapter is largely drawn from the following published work: “A Probabilis-

tic Analysis of Traffic Separation in Shared Ethernet Systems Using the

h-BEB Collision Resolution Algorithm” (Moraes and Vasques [17]); “Real-

Time Traffic Separation in Shared Ethernet Networks: Simulation Analysis

of the h-BEB Collision Resolution Algorithm” (Moraes and Vasques [88]);

“Probabilistic Timing Analysis of the h-BEB Collision Resolution Algo-

rithm” (Moraes and Vasques [16]); “A Traffic Separation Mechanism (TSm)

allowing the coexistence of CSMA and real-time traffic in wireless 802.11e

Networks” (Moraes et al. [15]); “A forcing collision resolution approach able

to prioritize real-time traffic in CSMA-based networks” (Moraes et al. [14]).

43
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3.1 Introduction

As discussed in chapters 1 and 2, the most promising solutions to provide

RT communication in the next generation communication environments are

those that force the collision resolution in favor of RT stations. The TSm

mechanism has been proposed within this context. It is able to prioritize

real-time traffic over timing unconstrained traffic, without directly control-

ling the latter. That is, instead of controlling all the traffic generated by all

the stations, the proposed mechanism will control only the traffic generated

by the stations supporting RT-traffic, prioritizing this traffic over the timing

unconstrained multipurpose traffic. Furthermore, the proposed TSm mech-

anism is one of the most simple schemes with compatibility level 3, providing

an inexpensive solution to be used in shared broadcast environments.

The TSm mechanism is not intended to be used just by itself to support

real-time communication. The main reason is that this mechanism, as it is,

is able to prioritize the real-time traffic of just one station in the network.

Examples of RT communication architectures built upon the TSm mech-

anism are the VTPE-hBEB (proposed in chapter 4) and the VTP-CSMA

(proposed in chapter 6) architectures. These architectures are able to sup-

port RT communication among multiple stations in Ethernet (IEEE 802.3)

and WiFi (IEEE 802.11) networks, respectively. Concisely, the proposed

TSm mechanism follows the trend identified in the state-of-the-art review

(chapter 2).

The remainder of this chapter is organized as follows. Section 3.2 de-

scribes how the CSMA protocol work, for the case of collision detection

(CSMA/CD) and collision avoidance (CSMA/CA). Section 3.3 highlights

the proposed Traffic Separation mechanism (TSm), focusing on the im-

plementation details that must be built upon the IEEE 802.11e and 802.3

standard devices. Then, the simulation and analytical studies are discussed,

followed by some conclusions.

3.2 The CSMA protocol

The protocol used to control the bus access is the key issue in any broadcast

network. The Carrier Sense Multiple Access (CSMA) protocol defines a

medium access control family of protocols, where stations contending for
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the access to a shared medium must listen before transmitting. Basically,

this family of protocols has the following behavior:

• When a station wants to transmit, it listens to the transmission

medium;

• If the medium is idle, the station will start the transmission (either

immediately, or after a defined interval, depending on the specific

protocol);

• If the medium is busy (i.e. another station is transmitting), the station

will defer its transmission to a later time instant that depends on the

protocol being used;

• A collision will occur whenever two (or more) stations sensed the

medium free and decided to simultaneously transmit.

The CSMA medium access methods that are implemented by different

communication protocols differ on how the waiting time intervals before

transmitting are evaluated, either after sensing the medium idle, or before

re-transmitting after a collision.

3.2.1 The CSMA/CD protocol

The CSMA with Collision Detection (CSMA/CD) is the protocol imple-

mented at the MAC layer of both IEEE 802.3 [24] and Ethernet local area

networks. At this layer, frames are transferred by the IEEE 802.3 or the

Ethernet standards with, respectively, the following formats (Figures 3.1

and 3.2):

Figure 3.1: The 802.3 frame format.

IEEE 802.3 and Ethernet are almost similar. The main difference is

the logical control sublayer, which is absent in IEEE 802.3 (it is covered

by IEEE 802.2 [89]). However, both standards are compatible, and Eth-

ernet is used as a popular name for IEEE 802.3. In this thesis, the terms
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Figure 3.2: The Ethernet frame format.

IEEE 802.3/Ethernet are used interchangeable to designate the IEEE 802.3

standard. For a 10/100 Mbps IEEE 802.3 implementation, the used set of

parameters is presented in Table 3.1.

Table 3.1: IEEE 802.3 parameters.

Parameters Values
Bit Rate

10 Mbps 100 Mbps
SlotTime 512 bits 51.2 µs 5.12 µs

InterFrameGap 96 bits 9.6 µs 0.96 µs
JamSize 32 bits 3.2 µs 0.32 µs

AttemptLimit 16 - -
BackoffLimit 10 - -

MaxFrameSize 12208 bits - -
MinFrameSize 512 bits - -
AddressSize 48 bits - -

Basically, the CSMA/CD protocol implemented by both IEEE 802.3

and Ethernet standard protocols works as follows: whenever a station has a

message to transfer, if the transmission medium is idle, it will immediately

transmit. If a collision is detected, all the transmitting stations terminate

their transmissions and send a jamming sequence (to ensure that all the

transmitting stations recognize the collision1). When the transmission is

aborted due to a collision, its retransmission will be retried after a randomly

evaluated delay (backoff time) until it is, either successfully transmitted, or

eventually discarded (after a maximum number of 16 attempts).

One of the key issues of the CSMA/CD protocol is the evaluation of such

backoff delays, which is locally done by executing the Binary Exponential

Backoff (BEB) algorithm. This algorithm operates as follows: after the

end of the jamming sequence, the time is divided into discrete slots, whose

length is equal to the slot time (SlotT ime). The backoff time is given by

1More accurately, when detecting a collision, the station always finishes the trans-
mission of the Preamble and the Start of Frame Delimiter (64 bits), if these have still
not been completely transmitted. Afterwards, it transmits a jamming sequence (32 bits),
and then stops.
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tbackoff = r×T , where r is a random integer in the range 0 ≤ r ≤ 2k−1, k is

the smaller of n or 10 and T is the slot time in seconds. This means that the

station will wait between 0 and 2n−1 slot times before retransmitting, being

n the number of collision resolution rounds. Finally, after 10 attempts, the

maximum waiting interval is fixed at 1023 slot times, and after 16 attempts

a failure is reported and the transmission is aborted (Figure 3.3).

Figure 3.3: Control Flow Summary - CSMA/CD.

The CSMA/CD protocol seems to have a random queue service dis-

cipline, i.e., the message to be transferred after a successful transmission

seems to be randomly chosen among the total number of hosts with ready

messages. However, Christensen [90] demonstrated that the BEB algorithm

imposes a last come first serve policy, as a station with the more recently

queued packet, will have a higher probability for the acquisition of the

medium. Another particularity of the CSMA/CD protocol is the Packet

Starvation Effect that was previously explained in chapter 2.

3.2.2 The CSMA/CA protocol

The Collision Detection procedure cannot be used in wireless LAN networks,

as it would require the implementation of a full-duplex radio, capable of si-

multaneously transmitting and receiving. As a consequence, the medium
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access mechanism of the IEEE 802.11 standard [7] is the CSMA with Colli-

sion Avoidance (CSMA/CA), also called Distributed Coordination Function

(DCF).

More accurately, the IEEE 802.11 MAC sublayer introduces two medium

access coordination functions, the mandatory DCF and the optional Point

Coordination Function (PCF). DCF2 is the basic mechanism of the IEEE

802.11. When a station wants to transmit, the station senses the medium

(carrier sensing), if the medium is idle during a specific time interval (called

DIFS, Distributed Interframe Space), it immediately transmits, and other

stations wait until medium becomes idle again at least for DIFS time period.

If the medium is busy, the stations selects a random number, in the range of

[0, CW ], where CW is initially assigned as CWmin. The CW parameter will

be increased whenever a transmission fails, i.e., the destination station does

not respond with an acknowledgement (ACK frame). After an unsuccessful

transmission attempt, another backoff interval will be selected, where the

CW value is increased by [(oldCW +1) ∗ 2− 1], with an upper bound given

by CWmax. On the other hand, the backoff timer decrements the backoff

interval each time the medium is detected to be idle. As soon as the backoff

timer becomes zero, the station can retry its transmission (Figure 3.4).

In addition to the DCF mechanism, the IEEE 802.11 MAC sublayer also

defined the Point Coordination Function (PCF), which uses a centralized

polling scheme to support synchronous data transmissions upon the DCF

mechanism. The PCF scheme was previously described in chapter 2.

Recently, the IEEE 802.11e standard was published [8] as an amendment

to the original standard, intended to provide Quality of Service (QoS). This

amendment incorporates an additional coordination function called Hybrid

Coordination Function (HCF) that is only used in QoS network configura-

tions (Figure 3.5). The HCF mechanism schedules the access to the channel

by allocating transmission opportunities (TXOP) to each of the stations.

Each TXOP is defined by a starting time and a maximum length and may

be obtained through one of two access mechanisms specified by the HCF:

the Enhanced Distributed Channel Access (EDCA) and the HCF Controlled

Channel Access (HCCA) [8].

The underlying idea of the EDCA mechanism standard was firstly pro-

posed by Deng and Chang [91], where the higher priority class uses the win-

2 An additional mechanism, RTS/CTS, is defined in the IEEE 802.11 standard to
solve the hidden terminal problem and to obtain a better behavior for transmission of
long message. For further details, please refer to [7].
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Figure 3.4: Control Flow Summary - CSMA/CA.

Figure 3.5: IEEE 802.11e MAC architecture.

dow [0, 2j+1−1] and the lower priority class uses the window [2j+1, 2j+2−1],

where j is the backoff stage.

The EDCA function implements a CSMA/CA mechanism for the chan-

nel access under the control of the HCF coordination function. It is designed

to provide differentiated transmission services, with 4 priority levels. It en-

hances the DCF scheme, as each frame arriving at the MAC layer with a

defined priority will be mapped into one of the four access categories (AC).

These ACs are based on the 8 priority levels defined by the IEEE 802.1D

standard.

Different levels of service are provided to each of the AC traffics, based
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on three independent mechanisms: (i) the Arbitration Interframe Space

(AIFS); (ii) the TXOP time interval and; (iii) the Contention Window size

(CW). The default values used in the EDCA mode for AIFNS, CWmin

and CWmax are presented in Table 3.2, where the aCWmin and aCWmax

parameters are usually set to, respectively, 31 and 1023 slot times.

Table 3.2: Default EDCA parameter set.

AC CWmin CWmax AIFSN
AC VO (aCWmin + 1)/4− 1 (aCWmin + 1)/2− 1 2
AC VI (aCWmin + 1)/2− 1 aCWmin 2
AC BE aCWmin aCWmax 3
AC BK aCWmin aCWmax 7

Firstly, for a station operating under EDCA, each frame will wait during

an AIFS[AC] interval, instead of waiting during a DIFS interval (as it was

the case for DCF in IEEE 802.11). Only after the channel remaining idle

during an AIFS[AC] interval, the station will start to transmit the frame.

The duration of the AIFS[AC] interval is given by:

AIFS[AC] = AIFSN [AC]× aSlotT ime + aSIFSTime (3.1)

where the AIFSN[AC] must be greater than or equal to 2 for all stations,

except for the QoS Access Points (QAPs) where it shall be greater than

or equal to 1. The values of aSlotT ime and aSIFSTime depends on the

physical characteristics of the channel. For example, for the IEEE 802.11a

PHY mode the shortest interframe space (SIFS), which is defined by the

variable aSIFSTime, is equal to 16µs and, aSlotT ime is equal to 9µs.

Figure 3.6 shows the relationships between the multiple AIFSs in the EDCA

scheme.

Additionally, the EDCA mechanism introduces the TXOP concept, i.e.,

a time interval during which the station keeps the medium access control

(Table 3.3). Consequently, multiple frames may be transmitted within an

acquired TXOP, if there is more than one frame pending to be transferred

in the AC for which the channel has been acquired.

Finally, if a station wants to transmit a frame while the channel is busy,

or becomes busy before the expiration of the AIFS[AC], the backoff pro-

cedure is invoked (third traffic differentiation mechanism). The contention
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Figure 3.6: Interframe spaces in the EDCA mechanism.

Table 3.3: TXOP default EDCA values.

AC TXOP 802.11b TXOP 802.11 a/g
AC VO 3.264ms 1.504ms

AC VI 6.016ms 3.008ms

AC BE 0ms 0ms

AC BK 0ms 0ms

window is defined by the aCWmin[AC] and aCWmax[AC] attributes, in con-

trast to the legacy DCF where the initial values are randomly selected

among the [0, CW ] interval defined by the physical layer. In the EDCA

mechanism, the backoff procedure selects a random number, in the range

[0, CW ], where the CW size is initialized at aCWmin[AC]. When a trans-

mission fails, CW is increased by [(oldCW[AC]+1)*PF] - 1 upper bounded

by aCWmax[AC], where PF is the persistence factor (its default value is

PF=2 ). On the other hand, the backoff counter decreases the backoff inter-

val whenever the medium is detected to be idle for AIFS[AC]. In contrast

to the DCF mode, where the station would try to transmit as soon as the

backoff timer reaches zero, in EDCA the station initiate the transmission

in the first slot boundary after the backoff counter has reached zero. More-

over, DCF counters decrement at the end of idle backoff slots, while EDCA

backoff counters decrement on slot boundaries. Consequently, there is no

difference on the initial transmission time between DCF and EDCA, con-

sidering the same number of selected slots to backoff. Figure 3.7 illustrates

the difference between the two decrementing procedures (DCF and EDCA).

The HCCA mechanism and its limitations was also previously described

in chapter 2.
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Figure 3.7: Decrementing procedures in DCF and EDCA.

3.3 The Traffic Separation mechanism (TSm)

3.3.1 Rationale

The target of this chapter is to propose an adequate traffic separation mech-

anism to handle RT communication in IEEE 802.3/802.11 communication

networks. The proposed solution consider a heterogeneous environment

consisting of stations with multipurpose communication entities (ST sta-

tions), i.e. standard IEEE 802.3 or IEEE 802.11 stations, and stations with

real-time communication entities (RT stations), that share the same com-

munication domain (wired or wireless environments). The network load

imposed by the set of ST stations is out of the sphere-of-control of the RT

communication architecture. Besides that, no hardware/software changes

should be necessary to ST stations and, the proposed solution might be

implemented in COTS hardware. These requirements arise from the large

installed base of standard IEEE 802.3 and 802.11 devices, and also from

the fact that wireless media is a relatively open communication medium. It

is not realistic to assume that is possible to create a zone free of standard

IEEE 802.11 stations in any wireless environment.

To address this problem, we propose a new real-time communication

approach based on traffic separation mechanisms. Such mechanisms are

able to prioritize RT-traffic over ST-traffic, without directly controlling the

latter. That is, instead of controlling all the traffic generated by all the

stations, a level 1 approach, the proposed approach will control only the

traffic generated by the RT stations. That is, it prioritizes the RT-traffic

over the other traffic. Moreover, it can be easily implemented using COTS

hardware, a level 3 approach.
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3.3.2 Implementation of the TSm mechanism

When considering the traditional CSMA/CD/CA protocols, whenever there

is a collision, the collision resolution algorithm delays the retransmission

during a time interval referred to as backoff delay. Such a backoff delay is

a probabilistic function of the number of previous collisions, which means

that the retransmission probability does not depend on the type of traffic,

but just on the state of the collision counter of each particular station. Con-

versely, the proposed traffic separation mechanism ensures that whenever

a collision occurs, either the RT message is transferred before any other

message, or none of the messages is transferred at all.

Firstly, consider the TSm scheme applied to IEEE 802.3 networks

(shared Ethernet). The TSm scheme is also hereafter referred as “high pri-

ority Binary Exponential Backoff (h-BEB)”. A RT station implementing the

h-BEB collision resolution algorithm (Figure 3.8) has the same operating

behavior of a CSMA/CD station, except in what concerns the evaluation

of the backoff delay. Whenever there is a collision, the RT station starts

immediately the transmission (backoff interval equal to zero) after the end

of the jamming sequence. This behavior guarantees the highest transmit-

ting probability to the h-BEB station in a shared Ethernet segment. The

h-BEB station will always try to transmit its frame in the first available slot,

while all the other IEEE 802.3 stations that implement the BEB algorithm

will wait during 0 and 2n−1 slot times, where n is the number of collision

resolution rounds.

Therefore, the h-BEB collision resolution algorithm is able to impose

real-time traffic separation, as the traffic generated by the h-BEB station

will always be transferred before the traffic generated by other stations.

Basically, the modification for the h-BEB implementation consists just in

setting the backoff delay parameter to 0 in the h-BEB station.

Secondly, consider the TSm scheme applied to IEEE 802.11 networks.

Figures 3.9 (a), (b) and (c) summarize the dynamic behavior of the

CSMA/CA protocol working, respectively, with DCF, EDCA and TSm

modes.

As mentioned before the DCF mode, represented in Figure 3.9 (a) does

not provide any traffic differentiation. Whenever the network is working

in DCF mode and a collision occurs, all the involved stations will select a

locally computed random backoff interval; subsequently, the stations may

only retry to transmit whenever the backoff counter reaches 0. In the EDCA
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Figure 3.8: CSMA/CD with h-BEB collision resolution algorithm.

Figure 3.9: Backoff procedures.

mode (Figure 3.9 (b)), the backoff procedure is similar to the DCF one, ex-

cept that each station has multiple access categories and, for each access

category, it has different values for the IFS and the CW parameters. Thus,

whenever the network is working in the EDCA mode and a collision occurs,

all the involved stations will select a locally computed random backoff in-

terval; subsequently, the stations may only retry the transmission whenever

the backoff counter for that access category reaches 0. A real-time sta-

tion implementing the TSm scheme has the same operating behavior as an
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EDCA station, except in what concerns the evaluation of the backoff delay

and the setting of its IFS values. For the case of the highest traffic priority

(voice category) transmitted by a TSm station, whenever a frame arrives

to the head of the transmission queue, the MAC waits until the medium

becomes idle and begins the transmission just after a minimum inter-

frame space, i.e., AIFS[AC VO]=DIFS=2×aSlotTime+aSIFSTime, with

the CW[AC VO] parameter set to 0. This behavior guarantees the high-

est transmitting probability to the TSm stations in a wireless environment

shared with multiple unconstrained EDCA stations (open communication

environment). Any TSm station will always try to transmit its frame in the

first empty slot, while all the other EDCA stations will wait during a time

interval evaluated by the backoff function.

3.3.3 Properties of the TSm mechanism

The proposed traffic separation mechanism (TSm) is able to prioritize real-

time traffic, as long as there is just one active RT station in the same network

domain. It can be used as an underlying traffic separation mechanism that

enables the provision of real-time communication services in CSMA-based

networks. This Traffic Separation mechanism has been applied to Shared

Ethernet networks and to WiFi networks (work described in chapters 4 and

6, respectively), where the use of a virtual token passing procedure among

independent TSm enabled stations allows the coexistence of multiple RT

stations in the same network segment.

It is worth noting that, the target of the proposed Traffic Separation

mechanism is to prioritize real-time traffic in heterogeneous CSMA envi-

ronments, where the set of ST stations is out of the sphere-of-control of

the real-time communication architecture. This means that, it is not neces-

sary to control all the communication devices in order to support real-time

communication. The TSm mechanism enables the prioritization of the real-

time traffic, by controlling just the subset of RT stations. This is a relevant

enhancement when compared with the traditional approaches to support

real-time communication that require the control of all the communicating

devices.
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3.4 Simulation study of the proposed TSm

mechanism

In order to validate the proposed TSm mechanism, two simulation models

were built for, respectively, IEEE 802.11e and IEEE 802.3 networks, oper-

ating in heterogeneous environments with both RT and ST stations. Both

simulation models were implemented using the Network Simulator (NS-2)

tool [92].

The performance measures include: throughput, average packet delay

and standard deviation (transfer jitter). The throughput is the ratio between

the total number of successfully transferred packets and the total number of

generated packets for each traffic stream. Therefore, it represents the rela-

tive throughput. The average delay is the average delay required to transfer

a packet, measured from the start of its generation at the application layer

to the end of the packet transfer. The standard deviation of the average

packet delay is related to a fundamental timing parameter: the message

transfer jitter ; it is given by:

σ =

√√√√ 1

N − 1
×

N∑
i=1

(xi − x̄)2 (3.2)

where N is the total number of simulated packets, xi is the delay of each

transferred packet and x̄ is the evaluated average packet delay.

3.4.1 Simulation Setup: IEEE 802.11e

The IEEE 802.11e simulation model considers that n standard IEEE 802.11e

stations coexist in the same wireless domain with one TSm-enabled station

(Figure 3.10). The target of the simulations is to assess the timing be-

havior of the TSm-enabled station, operating in an open communication

environment. The obtained results for the IEEE 802.11e stations were val-

idated against previous simulation results presented by Ni, Romdhani and

Turletti [93].

Two simulation scenarios are analyzed. For both scenarios, the IEEE

802.11e backoff timing parameters are represented in Table 3.4. In the first

scenario (Scenario 1 ), there are 8 mobile stations connected in an ad hoc

topology: 4 source stations and 4 destinations stations. In the set of source
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Figure 3.10: Simulation Topology - 802.11e model.

stations, there is 1 real-time station (TSm-enabled) and 3 standard stations

(n = 3). Each station has a CBR/UDP traffic source with a fixed packet

length of 512 bytes operating over IEEE 802.11a PHY mode with a data

rate of 36 Mbps. The 3 standard stations equally divide a network load3

of 70%. The load imposed by TSm-enabled station varies from 1% to 10%,

by decreasing the time interval between consecutive packets. Therefore, the

total network load varies from 71% to 80%. The objective of this simulation

scenario is to analyze the behavior of a TSm-enabled real-time producer

station in an environment with an increasing RT traffic load.

Table 3.4: Simulation Scenarios.

Parameters
RT stations Standard stations

RT traffic Voice traffic Video traffic Background
CWmin 0 7 15 31
CWmax 0 15 31 1023
AIFSN 2 2 3 7

In the second scenario (Scenario 2 ), the validity of the TSm mechanism

is now analyzed in a scenario where 1 TSm-enabled station coexists with a

variable number of standard stations (n=4, 6, 8, 10. . . 20 ). All traffics are

CBR/UDP sources (the packet sizes shown in Table 3.5 include the whole

frame, i.e., data plus header), each station operates at IEEE 802.11a PHY

mode and the PHY data rate is set to 36 Mbps. The total network load range

3 By network load, we mean the aggregate bit rate generated by a set of stations,
without considering the MAC and PHY headers. For example, a network load of 10%
in a network environment operating at PHY data rate of 36Mbps means that, a set of
stations is generating multiple message streams with a total payload of 3600 kbits/s.
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varies from 19.17% to 94.37%, by increasing the number of active standard

stations. The goal of such simulation scenario is to assess the impact over

the RT stations of an increasing traffic load from standard stations. The

backoff timing parameters are the same represented in Table 3.4.

Table 3.5: Parameters for each individual station (Scenario 2).

Parameters
RT stations Standard stations

RT traffic Voice traffic Video traffic Background
Packet Size (bytes) 84 180 1300 1520
Packet Interval (ms) 5 20 16 12.5

Network Load 0.37% 0.2% 1.80% 2.70%

3.4.2 Simulation Results: IEEE 802.11e

The average delay and standard deviation for transferring a packet are rep-

resented in Figures 3.11 and 3.12, which show that the real-time traffic

transferred by the TSm-enabled station has an average packet delay much

smaller than the traffic from standard stations. More importantly, it is

clear that, whatever the network load, the average packet delay and the

message transfer jitter are nearly constant. A significant result is also that

the standard deviation of the average delay is almost one order of magnitude

smaller than the average delay, which indicates a rather constant value for

the average packet delay of real-time traffic. These are important results, as

they forecast a predictable communication delay when supporting real-time

communications. Additionally, it has been observed that the TSm station

did not discard any packet until the simulated network load of 77%.

The average delay for transferring a packet (Scenario 2) is represented

in Figure 3.13. The results are intended to compare the impact of external

stations (EDCA stations ranging from 4 to 20) upon the average delay for

transferring a packet by a TSm-enabled station. The results show in both

scenarios that the RT traffic has an average packet delay smaller than other

traffics, whatever the number of standard EDCA stations.

The average delay for the RT traffic is no longer constant, when the

number of ST stations increases from 4 up to 20. This is due to the in-

creasing number of collisions that occur until the RT messages are able to

be transferred, forcing the collision resolution in favor of the RT station.

The average throughput for each type of traffic is plotted in Figures

3.15 and 3.16. It can be seem that throughput is very similar in both
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Figure 3.11: Average Delay Scenario 1.

Figure 3.12: Standard Deviation Scenario 1.

voice and video traffics, as the line are almost superposed. However, it

is unquestionable the improvement carried on by the TSm mechanism, as

for the RT traffic the throughput is nearly constant and equal to 1 (the

worst case achieved for the relative throughput value were 0.9963 in the

Scenario 1 and 0.9985 in the Scenario 2). This is a remarkable result, as it

indicates that even in heavily loaded network scenarios, forcing the collision

resolution in favor of the RT station is an adequate methodology to support

RT communication in shared broadcast environments.
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Figure 3.13: Average Delay Scenario 2.

Figure 3.14: Standard Deviation Scenario 2.

3.4.3 Simulation Setup: IEEE 802.3

The IEEE 802.3 (shared Ethernet) simulation model considers a bus topol-

ogy, where multiple stations are interconnected with a special station (Fig-

ure 3.17), implementing either the h-BEB (TSm approach) or the BEB

algorithms (traditional Ethernet mode). The results were validated against

previous simulation results presented by Christensen [94]. The simulation

model considers a 10 Mbps Ethernet network, where each station has a

Poisson traffic source with a fixed packet length of 250 bytes. The total

network load ranges from 40% to 110%. For each simulated load value,

75×104 packets are successfully transmitted.
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Figure 3.15: Throughput - Scenario 1.

Figure 3.16: Throughput - Scenario 2.

The goal of the presented simulations is to assess the timing behavior

of the TSm-enabled station when compared to the standard stations. Two

simulation cases are analyzed: the small population case that considers 5

interconnected stations imposing a network load ranging from 40% to 110%,

where the network load is equally shared by all the stations. In this set of

stations, there is one TSm-enabled station (RT station) and 4 IEEE 802.3

standard stations (n = 4) and; the large population case that extends the

small population case to 65 interconnected stations (n = 64).
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Figure 3.17: IEEE 802.3 simulation scenarios.

3.4.4 Simulation Results: IEEE 802.3

The average throughput for each Ethernet mode is plotted in Figure 3.18

and compared with the theoretical maximum achievable throughput (i.e.,

without packet collisions or packets being discarded). The average through-

put achievable in shared Ethernet networks decreases in the 65% to 110%

load region. The difference between the maximum achievable throughput

and the obtained throughput (both for the enhanced and the traditional

Ethernet modes) is directly related to the lost packets. Similar results have

already been shown in previous simulations made by other authors [94, 95].

Moreover, it can be observed that for the small population case the h-BEB

station never discarded any packet. This is an expected and important

result for a station implementing the TSm approach.

It can be also seen in Figure 3.18 that, when using the TSm-enabled

station (Enhanced Ethernet mode) in a small population Ethernet segment,

there is a slight increase in the network utilization. This occurs, since the

TSm-enabled station is able to transfer almost immediately its own packets,

as it is contending to access the communication medium with just 4 other

stations.

The average delay for transferring a packet in a small population Ether-

net segment is represented in Figure 3.19 for the case of the special station.

This Figure shows that for a network load above 50%, the TSm-enabled sta-

tion has an average packet delay much smaller than the standard station.

For instance, for an 80% network load, the TSm-enabled station takes in
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Figure 3.18: Throughput - Small population.

average 0.547ms to transfer a packet, while the standard Ethernet station

takes in average 56.484ms. More importantly, it is clear that, whatever

the network load, the average packet delay is nearly constant for the TSm-

enabled station. This is a very important result, as it forecasts a predictable

communication delay when supporting real-time communication.

Figure 3.19: Average Delay - Small population.

Finally, Figure 3.20 compares the standard deviation of the average

packet delay, which is directly related to the message transfer jitter. From

this Figure, it becomes clear the difference between the“TSm approach”and

the “traditional” Ethernet mode scenarios. For the case of the special sta-

tion implementing the TSm approach, the message transfer jitter is nearly

constant, whatever the simulated network load. For all standard Ethernet
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stations implementing the BEB algorithm, the message transfer jitter is of

the same order as the average packet delay, which is clearly not adequate

for the support of real-time communications.

Figure 3.20: Standard deviation - Small population.

Figure 3.21 illustrates the average throughput achievable in shared net-

works for both the TSm approach (Enhanced Ethernet mode) and the tra-

ditional Ethernet mode in the large population case. It can be seem that the

throughput is very similar in both scenarios, as the lines are almost super-

posed. As in the previous case, it has been observed that the TSm-enabled

station never discards any packet, whatever the simulated network load.

The average throughput can also be compared with the theoretical max-

imum achievable throughput, which clearly shows that for a network load

above 65%, there is a high rate of packets loss in the network (the difference

between the maximum achievable and the obtained throughput are directly

related to the lost packets).

The average delay for transferring a packet in a large population Ether-

net segment is represented in Figures 3.22 for the case of the special station.

As for the small population case, the represented results compare the aver-

age delay for transferring a packet in the “TSm approach” vs. the average

delay for transferring a packet in the “traditional mode”. The results illus-

trated in this Figure shows that the TSm-enabled station has also a very

small average packet delay. For example, for an 85% network load, the

TSm-enabled station takes in average 0.536ms to transfer a packet, while a

standard station takes in average 800.13ms.
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Figure 3.21: Throughput - Large population.

Figure 3.22: Average delay - Large population.

Figure 3.23 compares the standard deviation of the average packet de-

lay. From this Figure, it becomes clear the difference between the “TSm

approach” and the “traditional” Ethernet mode scenarios. For the case of

the special station implementing the TSm approach, the message transfer

jitter is also nearly constant for the large population case, whatever the

simulated network load.

Both results for the small and the large population scenarios clearly

show that, whatever the network load or the network population, the av-

erage packet delay is nearly constant for the TSm-enabled station in the

enhanced network case scenario. These are very important results, as they

forecast predictable communication delays for the TSm-enabled station in
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Figure 3.23: Standard deviation - Large population.

very different load and population scenarios. It also demonstrates the ef-

fectiveness of forcing the collision resolution in favor of the RT station in

communication environments shared with timing unconstrained stations.

3.5 Analytical Study of the IEEE 802.3 vs. TSm

Multiple mathematical models have been developed to represent the be-

havior of standard Ethernet networks; however, due to the inherent com-

plexity of the mathematical models, several abstractions are usually made.

Boggs et al. [95] present an interesting survey of performance studies ad-

dressing Ethernet standard networks. Other relevant works can be also

referred [57, 96, 97, 98]. In this section we present some results for the per-

formance analysis of the h-BEB collision resolution algorithm, and compare

them with results obtained from the traditional BEB algorithm.

One of the first Ethernet performance analysis was presented in [99],

where the authors draw up a set of equations to perform the exact analysis

in heavily loaded Ethernet networks. In that analysis, a constant retrans-

mission probability on each slot has been assumed, and the successful re-

transmission probability (on the next slot) has been considered to be equal

to a constant: p. Therefore, for the case of K active hosts (hosts with

packets ready to be transmitted), the probability that only one host will

transmit in the beginning of a slot (thus avoiding a collision) is:
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A = K × p× (1− p)K−1 (3.3)

This probability A is maximized when p=1/K. (equal probability of

successful retransmission). Such assumption is an interesting approximation

for the real backoff function, as it has been shown in multiple simulation

studies (e.g. [100, 101]). Thus,

A = (1− 1

K
)K−1 (3.4)

The probability that a host will wait during just 1 slot is A(1−A), while

the probability that the contention interval will be exactly n slots is:

P (n,K) = A× (1− A)n−1 n >= 1 (3.5)

where n is the collision round number.

Equation (3.5) indicates the probability that the contention interval will

be exactly n slots, when all the stations implement the BEB collision resolu-

tion algorithm. Furthermore, it is considered saturation conditions, i.e., all

hosts have packets ready to be transmitted. Therefore, the probability that

one station (special station) will win the collision resolution in n collision

rounds is:

P (n, K) =
A× (1− A)n−1

K
n >= 1 (3.6)

where K is the total number of stations in the network segment (one spe-

cial station plus K − 1 standard stations), as all the stations have equal

probability to access the communication medium.

The estimated number of stations trying to transmit is truncated to

1023. Truncating imposes an upper bound to the time interval (backoff

delay) that any station must wait before trying to transmit again. Therefore,

it results on an upper bound of 1024 potential slots for transmission. Such

upper bound imposes a maximum number of 1024 stations that can be

supported by a half-duplex Ethernet system [101].

The average number of contention slots is given by [99]:

Z =
∞∑

n=0

n× A× (1− A)n =
1− A

A
(3.7)
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One of the assumptions of the performance analysis carried out by Met-

calfe and Boggs [99] is that each station transmits with an equal probability

p = 1/K. Obviously, this assumption is not suitable for the analysis of the

h-BEB algorithm, as in the h-BEB case one of the stations (the TSm-enabled

station) transmits at an higher probability. Therefore, a new and adequate

set of equations must be devised to perform the probabilistic analysis of the

h-BEB collision resolution algorithm.

Theorem : Considering the case of K stations with packets ready to

be transmitted (saturation conditions) connected to a shared Ethernet net-

work, where one station referred as special station implements the h-BEB

algorithm and all other stations implement the BEB algorithm. Following

an initial collision, the probability of special station winning the collision

resolution is given by:

P (n, N) =
N∑

j=0

(−1)j

(
N

j

)
× 2−jn (3.8)

where the binomial coefficients are given by:

(
N

j

)
=

N !

j!(N − j)!
(3.9)

Proof. Considering that N is the number of BEB stations in the network,

K = N + 1 and n is the number of collision rounds. Firstly, consider the

case of K = 2, station A and station B implementing, respectively, the h-

BEB and the BEB algorithms. Following an initial collision and considering

that both stations have messages ready to be transmitted, the probability

of station A winning the collision resolution is computed as follows: in the

first collision (n = 1) the probability of station A to transmit is 1/2, as

station A will always try to transmit in slot 0, while station B will backoff

during 0 or 1 slot times (according to the BEB algorithm). In the case of

a second collision (n = 2), station B will wait 0, 1, 2 or 3 slot times, while

station A will try to transmit in slot 0 again, but now with a transmission

probability of 3/4 (the probability of a new collision is just 1/4).

Therefore, the probability that station A wins the collision resolution is:

P (n, 1) =
2n − 1

2n
= 1− 1× 2−n (3.10)
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Lemma : Considering the particular case of 2 stations with packets

ready to be transmitted (saturation conditions) connected to a shared Eth-

ernet network, where one station referred as special station implements the

h-BEB algorithm and all other stations implement the BEB algorithm. Fol-

lowing an initial collision, the probability of special station winning the

collision resolution is given by P (n, 1) = 1− 2−n, ∀n.

Proof. It is convenient to rewrite Equation (3.10) as a recurrence relation.

{
P (0) = 0

P (n) = P (n− 1) + 1
2n

(3.11)

Now, consider that P (n) = 1− 2−n is true until n− 1, i.e., P (n− 1) =

1− 2−(n−1). We thus have:

P (n) = P (n− 1) + 1
2n

P (n) = 1− 2−n+1 + 1
2n

P (n) = 1− 2
2n + 1

2n

P (n) = 1− 2−n

(3.12)

Consider now the case of K = 3 stations connected to the shared Eth-

ernet network: station A with h-BEB algorithm and station B and station

C implementing the BEB algorithm. The probability of station A winning

the collision resolution is computed as follows: in the first collision (n =1)

station A tries to transmit in slot 0, while station B and station C will

backoff during 0 or 1 slot times (according to the BEB algorithm). Thus,

the possible backoff numbers for the three stations are:

0, 0, 0 0, 0, 1

0, 1, 0 0, 1, 1

and the probability of station A winning is 1/4. In the case of a second

collision (n = 2), station B and station C will wait 0, 1, 2 or 3 slot times,

while station A will try to transmit in slot 0 again. Thus, the possible

backoff numbers are:
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0, 0, 0 0, 1, 0 0, 2, 0 0, 3, 0

0, 0, 1 0, 1, 1 0, 2, 1 0, 3, 1

0, 0, 2 0, 1, 2 0, 2, 2 0, 3, 2

0, 0, 3 0, 1, 3 0, 2, 3 0, 3, 3

and the probability of station A winning is 9/16. In the case of a third

collision (n = 3), station B and station C will wait 0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6 or 7

slot times, while station A will try to transmit in slot 0 again. Thus, the

probability of station A winning is now 49/64. Therefore4, the probability

that station A wins the collision resolution is:

P (n, 2) =
22n − 2n+1 + 1

22n
= 1− 2× 2−n + 1× 2−2n (3.13)

Generally, the probability of the h-BEB station winning the collision

resolution in n collision rounds is:

P (n, 3) =
23n − {22n + 2n × (2n − 1) + (2n − 1)× (2n − 1)}

23n
(3.14)

P (n, 3) = 1− 3× 2−n + 3× 2−2n − 1× 2−3n (3.15)

Applying the same reasoning to the 4 and 5 BEB stations scenarios, the

probability of the h-BEB station to win the collision resolution in n rounds

would be:

P (n, 4) = 1− 4× 2−n + 6× 2−2n − 4× 2−3n + 1× 2−4n (3.16)

P (n, 5) = 1− 5× 2−n + 10× 2−2n− 10× 2−3n + 5× 2−4n− 1× 2−5n (3.17)

Observing equations (3.10), (3.13), (3.15), (3.16) and (3.17), it is clear

that the equation coefficients of P (n,N) make up a Pascal’s triangle, as

follows:

4 For the sake of simplicity, it is not illustrated the next possible set of backoff values.
For further detail consult [17].
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1 1

1 2 1

1 3 3 1

1 4 6 4 1

1 5 10 10 5 1

(3.18)

Therefore, the general expression for P (n,N) is given by Equation (3.8):

3.5.1 Analytical Results: IEEE 802.3 vs. TSm

A comparative analysis of the traditional CSMA/CD protocol vs. the pro-

posed traffic separation mechanism have been performed, considering a

shared Ethernet environment operating at 10 Mbps. Two cases are an-

alyzed: the small population case that considers the case of 4 standard

Ethernet stations interconnected (N=4 ) with a RT station implementing

either the h-BEB (enhanced Ethernet mode) or the BEB (traditional Ether-

net mode) collision resolution algorithms and the large population case that

extends the small population case to 65 interconnected stations (N=64 ).

In order to have comparable results, the performed analysis compares

the results obtained from Equation (3.6) (according to the Metcalfe and

Boggs analysis) with the results obtained from Equation (3.8).

Two sets of results are analyzed: In the first, it is represented the prob-

ability of transmission for the special station after n collision resolution

rounds, for both the traditional and the enhanced Ethernet modes. Fig-

ures 3.24 and 3.25 illustrate the results of such analysis. It becomes clear

that, the special station has a much higher transmission probability in the

enhanced Ethernet mode than in the traditional mode (as it was expected).

In the second set of results, it is represented the network accessibility,

that is, the probability that the contention interval will be exactly n slots.

In this case, results from Equation (3.5) are directly compared with results

obtained from Equation (3.8), as while in the traditional Ethernet mode any

station can access the communication medium, in the enhanced Ethernet

mode, the h-BEB station will always win the contention. Therefore, in

the enhanced Ethernet mode, the probability that the h-BEB station will

be able to access the communication medium after n collision resolution

rounds is equal to the probability that the contention interval will be exactly
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Figure 3.24: Transmission probability for the special station (small popula-

tion).

Figure 3.25: Transmission probability for the special station (large popula-

tion).

n slots. Figures 3.26 and 3.27 illustrate the network accessibility for both

the traditional and the enhanced Ethernet modes. From these results, it

becomes clear that in the enhanced Ethernet mode, the network accessibility

is smaller than in the traditional mode, for the initial collision resolution

rounds. These are expected results, as in the enhanced mode, the special

station does not allow any other station to transmit, while it has not succeed

to transfer its packets. Therefore, the contention period will be longer than

in the traditional mode, whenever the special station has packets to be

transferred.
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Figure 3.26: Network accessibility (small population).

Figure 3.27: Network accessibility (large population).

3.6 Summary

In this chapter we describe a new Traffic Separation mechanism (TSm) that

allows the coexistence of CSMA standard stations with enhanced (real-time)

stations in the same network domain. The TSm mechanism is able to force

the collision resolution in favor of the real-time station in CSMA networks,

when the communication medium is shared with timing unconstrained traf-

fic. A simulation analysis of the TSm mechanism has been done. The

performance measures included: relative throughput, average packet delay

and standard deviation of the average packet delay.

The obtained results for IEEE 802.11 wireless networks demonstrate that
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the proposed underlying TSm mechanism guarantees the highest transmit-

ting probability for the TSm station in a wireless environment with multiple

EDCA standard stations. More importantly, it is clear that, when varying

the real-time traffic network load, both the average packet delay and related

standard deviation for the real-time traffic are nearly constant. Further-

more, the results obtained in both analyzed scenarios show that the TSm

mechanism has a good performance in an open communication environment,

where real-time TSm-enabled stations coexist with multiple IEEE 802.11e

standard stations generating timing unconstrained traffic.

The obtained results for IEEE 802.3 wired networks also demonstrate

that the TSm mechanism guarantees an average access delay significantly

smaller for the TSm-enabled station, when compared with the access delay

for the standard Ethernet stations, in small and large population scenarios.

For instance, for an 80% network load and a small population scenario, the

TSm-enabled station takes in average 0.547ms to transfer a packet, while

the standard Ethernet station takes in average 56.484ms.

Additionally, a probabilistic analysis was also performed for IEEE 802.3

wired networks in a heavily loaded network scenario. The analysis results

show that an h-BEB station has a significantly higher probability to send a

message up to the ith collision round than any BEB station.

The obtained results (both by simulation and by probabilistic analy-

sis) are very important, as they forecast a predictable communication delay

when supporting real-time traffic in communication environments shared

with timing unconstrained traffic. We are convinced that the proposed

traffic separation mechanism will enable the provision of real-time commu-

nication services in CSMA-based networks. Specially when there are com-

municating devices out of the sphere-of-control of the RT-communication

architecture, as it is always the case in wireless environments. Therefore, it

enables the setup of a simple “forcing collision resolution” scheme in favor of

RT stations, able to be implemented using COTS hardware (compatibility

level 3).



Chapter 4

The VTPE-hBEB architecture

The previous chapter presented a traffic separation mechanism (TSm) that

enables the provision of real-time communication services in CSMA-based

networks. This chapter presents and evaluates a shared Ethernet deter-

ministic architecture able to interconnect multiple sensors, controllers and

actuators at the field level of an Ethernet-based industrial communication

architecture. The proposed mechanism, referred as VTPE-hBEB, is based

on a virtual token that is circulated among enhanced stations, complemented

by the TSm traffic separation mechanism. One of the main advantages of

the proposed solution is that, it allows the coexistence of multiple enhanced

(real-time) devices with Ethernet standard (non real-time) devices in the

same network domain, without controlling the traffic behavior of the latter.

That is, it allows the implementation of real-time communication approach

of compatibility level 3. This chapter is largely drawn from the following pub-

lished work: “Real-Time Communication in Unconstrained Shared Ethernet

Networks: The Virtual Token-Passing Approach” (Carreiro et. al. [18]).

4.1 Introduction

The Computer Integrated Manufacturing (CIM) is a widely used reference

model for the industrial automation hierarchy. It is typically composed of

up to five levels. The lowest level of the CIM model is usually referred as the

field level. Since the early 1990s, multiple fieldbus network technologies have

been proposed to interconnect sensors and actuators to controllers at the

75
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field level. For a long a time, a common characteristic at this level was the

need for transferring just small sized packets at low data rates. However,

such a common characteristic is no longer applicable. Since the last 5-8

years, it is quite common the requirement to support the transmission of

video or voice data, thus reaching the former LAN domain [2].

Within this context, Ethernet has emerged as a de facto communication

standard for all levels of the automation systems. This is a consequence of

the widespread availability of COTS (hardware/software) communication

components and, the promising integration possibility into the company

LANs at higher levels of the automation hierarchy. Although Ethernet

on industrial environments remain disputed by many companies, the term

Industrial Ethernet is commonly used as a reference to all those solutions

that use the Ethernet protocol in an industrial environment.

An usual classification of the automation communication requirements

is based on the delivery time, which may be divided into three classes [2, 6]:

• Firstly, a low-speed class for human control with delivery times around

100ms. This timing requirement is typical for the case of humans in-

volved in the system observation (10 pictures per second can already

be seen as a low-quality movie), for engineering and for process mon-

itoring.

• Secondly, a process control class, with delivery time requirement below

10ms. These are the requirements for most tooling machine control

systems like PLCs or PC-based control.

• Thirdly, the most demanding class is related to motion control appli-

cations, where the requirements for delivery time are below 1ms.

When Ethernet networks started to be used to support automation sys-

tems, its main drawback was the CSMA/CD medium access protocol. Such

medium access protocol was not able to ensure the real-time delivery of

time-critical data. Consequently, several commercial companies have de-

veloped extensions to the legacy shared Ethernet standards that fulfilled

the real-time Ethernet specifications. For example: Profinet, EtherNet/IP,

EtherCAT, Ethernet Powerlink and Modbus. Most part of these extensions

recommend the use of Ethernet Switching hubs that micro-segment the net-

work, preventing the occurrence of collisions between frames.
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Profinet is the Ethernet-based automation standard maintained by

PROFIBUS International and more than 50 companies (including Siemens).

In 2003 was ratified as the International Standard IEC 61158 and IEC

61784. According to Feld [102], Profinet version v2 provides a reaction

time in the range of 5-10 ms. In the most recent Profinet versions (V 2 and

V 3), a middleware-scheduling layer provides an adequate priority scheme

to the real time data. Class 3 communication is reached in version V 3 with

a TDMA-based scheduling based on a communication ASIC (Application

Specific Integrated Circuit), where a time slot is exclusively reserved for

real-time communication within the communication cycle [103].

EtherNet/IP is the industrial communication standard originally defined

by Rockwell. It is supported by the Open DeviceNet Vendor Association

(ODVA) and by ControlNet International. It makes use of an open applica-

tion layer protocol, which is based on Control Information Protocol (CIP)

that is used in both DeviceNet and ControlNet. This topology implement

a common set of services at the network level, where all the devices orga-

nize their data into a common object model. The CIP family of protocols

contains a fairly large collection of commonly defined objects [104]. In the

most recent Ethernet/IP specification, real-time messages are processed at

the highest priority by the switches. Such Ethernet/IP specifications satisfy

class 2 applications.

EtherCAT is an open communication technology, for which there is an

on-going effort for an IEC standardization. It sets a new standard for real-

time performance using twisted pair cables or fiber optic cables, and it

supports line, tree or star topologies. With EtherCAT, the data exchange is

fully based on a pure hardware machine, over a logical ring structure, where

a master clock determines the propagation delay. External synchronization

is based on the IEEE 1588 standard [105]. EtherCAT has different address-

ing options for different types of communication. It is optimized for each

particular requirements [106]. Basically, it employs a master/slave medium

access, where the master node sends a frame to the slaves, which extract

and insert data into these frames. Class 3 communication is also reached

using EtherCAT solutions.

Ethernet Powerlink protocol is based on the standard IEEE 802.3 lay-

ers. Deterministic time is achieved applying a cyclic timing schedule to

all the connected nodes. The schedule is divided in isochronous and asyn-

chronous phase. Time-critical data is transferred during the isochronous

phase. The asynchronous phase reserves bandwidth for non time-critical
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data. The node management grants the access to the physical medium via

the exchange of an explicit message (token), thereby preventing collisions.

The Ethernet Powerlink Standardization Group (EPSG) recommends the

use of repeater hubs instead of switching hubs within the real-time domains.

Class 3 communication is easily reached by Powerlink.

Modbus protocol, developed by Modicon in 1979, is based on master-

slave/client-server communication between devices. It is a protocol posi-

tioned at level 7 of the OSI model. It defines a simple protocol data unit

(PDU), that is independent of the underlying communication layers. The

Modbus messaging communication uses four type of messages: a Modbus

Request is the message sent on the network by the client to initiate a trans-

action; a Modbus Indication is the request message received on the server

side; a Modbus Response is the Response message sent by the Server; a

Modbus Confirmation is the response message received on the client side.

Modbus just fulfills the class 1 requirements.

As referred before, most industrial Ethernet solutions are implemented

using Ethernet switching hubs, that uses full-duplex capabilities of Ethernet.

However, one of the main disadvantages of switched Ethernet is that the

switch output buffers can be easily exhausted if bursts of messages are sent

to the same output port. This situation leads to the loss of messages and

it can occurs more often than desired. For example, in distributed control

systems, the producer/consumer model is typically used. According to this

model, one producer of a given datum (e.g. a sensor reading) send it to

its several consumers. This model is efficiently supported in Ethernet by

means of special class of addresses, the multicast addresses. Each network

interface card can define a local table with the multicast addresses that

it should receive. However, as the switch has no knowledge of such local

tables, it treats all the multicast traffic as broadcast traffic, i.e., messages

with multicast destination addresses are transmitted to all ports.

Another relevant drawback of switch-based solutions is related to the

topology. The simplest topology is the star topology, because it only has

one switch. However, the star topology requires a maximum cabling, which

is barely adequate for automation systems. For this reason a line topology

is commonly used (e.g. Profinet), where there must be one switch per

device [39]. Therefore, the number of switches between data producers and

consumers is typically much larger in an automation environment than in

an office environment. Therefore, a special attention has to be taken to the

delay introduced by the cascaded switches [107].
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The Ethernet Powerlink (EPL) [30] is a relevant exception in the Indus-

trial Ethernet market. Despite a recent version (version 2.0) that also allows

operation over Switched Ethernet networks, the Ethernet Powerlink Stan-

dardization Group (EPSG) recommends the use of 100BaseTX/FX Ether-

net repeater hubs instead of switching hubs within the real-time domains.

The intention is to minimize path delays and frame jitters. According to

Sauter [108], Ethernet Powerlink solutions were the first available Industrial

Ethernet on the market that fulfilled the class 3 requirements.

Traditionally, the RT communication behavior in shared Ethernet envi-

ronments has been guaranteed through the tight control of every commu-

nicating device [5]. The coexistence of RT controlled stations with timing

unconstrained stations has been made possible by constraining the traffic

behavior of the latter. That is one of the main drawbacks of state-of-the-

art real-time networks when dealing with next generation communication

environments1.

The main target of this chapter is to propose a shared Ethernet determin-

istic architecture with a medium access control scheme similar to Ethernet

Powerlink, where the explicit token passing is replaced by a virtual token

approach. The main advantage of the proposed approach is that contrarily

to Ethernet Powerlink, it allows the coexistence of Ethernet standard (non

real-time) devices with multiple enhanced (real-time) devices in the same

network segment. This means that, instead of controlling all the traffic

generated by all the stations, the proposed mechanism will control only

the traffic generated by the stations supporting RT-traffic, prioritizing such

traffic over the unconstrained multipurpose traffic.

This chapter is organized as follows: Section 4.2 shows how VTPE-hBEB

mechanism works, highlighting how the enhanced stations are able to trans-

fer real-time traffic within unconstrained traffic environments. Afterwards,

a timing analysis of the VTPE-hBEB mechanism is presented in section

4.3, showing that the achieved timings are adequate for the target applica-

tions. In section 4.4, the VTPE-hBEB implementation is briefly described.

It is worth mentioning that, the VTPE-hBEB proposal has been developed

in cooperation with Institute of Electronics and Telematics Engineering of

Aveiro (IEETA) at the University of Aveiro and, all hardware implementa-

tions presented in this chapter were exclusively built by the IEETA group

members. Afterwards, in section 4.5, the main results from the performance

1 This issue was extensively discussed in chapters 1 and 2.
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analysis done using the VTPE-hBEB test-bed are presented. Finally, some

conclusions are given.

4.2 The VTPE-hBEB architecture

The main target of the VTPE-hBEB architecture is to enable the coexis-

tence of unconstrained default (non real-time) Ethernet stations with en-

hanced (real-time) stations in the same real-time communication infrastruc-

ture, imposing higher priority to the real-time traffic. The proposed VTPE-

hBEB architecture is based on the control of the medium access right, by

means of a Virtual Token Passing (VTP) procedure, complemented by the

TSm mechanism (described in chapter 3). The TSm mechanism guarantees

that, whenever a real-time station is contending for the medium access, it

will win the contention prior to any default station.

The TSm mechanism consists in the use of backoff interval equal to

zero for RT stations2. This behavior guarantees the highest transmitting

probability to the VTPE-hBEB station, as it will always try to transmit its

frame in the first empty slot, while all the other stations will wait between

0 and 2n − 1 slot times. Nevertheless, whenever two or more VTPE-hBEB

stations simultaneously contend for the medium access, they will collide and

eventually discard the frame (after the maximum number of retransmission

attempts). This behavior is overcome by means of a Virtual Token Passing

(VTP) procedure, that serializes the VTPE-hBEB stations.

The VTPE-hBEB architecture considers a process group G with np

members. The membership is represented as L = {NA1, NA2,..., NAnp}.
The notion NAi denotes the i-th station in G and it is also used as station

identification (ID) for NAi itself in this chapter. The VTPE-hBEB architec-

ture circulates a virtual token in L. Differently from the well known token

bus protocol, the proposed virtual token is not physical. Specifically, all

members of group G maintain an Access Counter (ACo). The generic i-th

VTPE-hBEB station captures the virtual token when the value of its ACo

counter equals NAi.

Whenever, a token holding station has queued messages, it will imme-

diately transfer one RT message. The TSm mechanism guarantees that the

VTPE-hBEB station will win the medium access contention. Whenever a

2 In this chapter RT stations are also referred as VTPE-hBEB stations.
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successful frame is transferred, an interrupt occurs simultaneously in all RT

stations. This interrupt event is used to increment each of the local ACo

counters3. On the other hand, if the token holding station does not have

any message to be transferred, it will allow Ethernet (non real-time) stan-

dard stations to contend for the bus access, during a time interval tguard

(tguard = 2 × InterFrameGap). If the bus remains idle during tguard, an

interrupt will be generated in all the RT stations and all the ACo counters

will be incremented, which corresponds to an implicit token passing.

Figure 4.1 illustrates the VTPE-hBEB mechanism, that is represented

by four procedures: Initialization, Main, Transmission and Listening.

1 ∀ process NAi

2 Initialization: ACo ← NA1; set(np); reset(tguard); creset ← 0;
3 Main: while creset ≤ RN do
4 if AC = NAi then
5 {wait InterFrameGap};
6 NAi executes Transmission;
7 else
8 {wait InterFrameGap};
9 NAi executes Listening;
10 endif
11 end while

Figure 4.1: VTPE-hBEB mechanism.

1. Initialization procedure: the ACo counter value is set to 1 in all

VTPE-hBEB stations, and the number of VTPE-hBEB stations is

preset to np. Besides, two other variables (tguard, creset) are defined:

tguard is the timer that manages the guard time needed to detect if the

VTPE-hBEB node holding the token do not have anything to trans-

mit. The variable of type integer creset is a special collision counter

used for re-initialization purposes;

2. Main procedure: it is executed at the beginning of each time unit4,

where every VTPE-hBEB station firstly verifies if there were RN con-

3 The ACo must be increased by “mod” operation, i.e. ACo = (ACo mod np) + 1.
Therefore, when it is referred that the ACo is increased, it is executed such “mod”
operation.

4 In this work, it is assumed that each time unit corresponds to discrete times, whose
length is equal to the InterFrameGap (96 bit times).
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secutive collisions (creset ≤ RN)5. Afterwards, depending on both

the channel event during the last time unit and the ACo value, each

VTPE-hBEB station will take a specific action;

3. Transmission procedure: it is only executed by the VTPE-hBEB sta-

tion holding the token (ACo = NAi) and, it is initiated after the

medium being idle during an InterFrameGap;

4. Listening procedure: it is also only initiated after the medium being

idle during an InterFrameGap and, it is executed by all VTPE-hBEB

stations that do not have the token and by the VTPE-hBEB station

holding the toking that does not have any message to be transferred.

As mentioned before, according to both the channel event during the last

time unit and the ACo value, each VTPE-hBEB station will take a specific

action. Thus, five channel states are defined (determined at the beginning

of each time unit):

1. channel busy: One message is being transmitted over the bus channel.

2. successful transmission from other stations: The bus channel is idle,

and a successful message transmission from other station finished one

time unit ago.

3. channel continuing idle: The bus channel is idle, and it was also idle

one time unit ago.

4. channel collision: Two or more messages were transmitted over the

bus channel one time unit ago.

5. successful transmission: The channel is idle, “I am the transmitting

station”, and I finished the transmission of one message.

5 In fact, the TSm mechanism (described in chapter 3) solve collisions in a bounded
time interval or, it eventually discards the message. The special counter creset is used
to prevent the case when the ACo counters become unsynchronized. The Initialization
procedure (reset mechanism) that synchronizes all ACo counters is invoked whenever
there is no successful frame transmission during tcol and, it is not detected a bus idle
with duration greater or equal than tguard (when creset = RN). Summing up, if the ACo

counters become unsynchronized, there will be RN (maximum number of transmission
attempts) consecutive collisions, always in the first empty slot. In such a case, the
VTPE-hBEB mechanism must be restarted, executing the Initialization procedure.
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Firstly, whenever the VTPE-hBEB station captures the virtual token

(ACo = NAi), it will execute the Transmission procedure (Figure 4.2).

This procedure works as follows. If the VTPE-hBEB station holding the

token have a RT message to transfer, it will immediately start the transmis-

sion. If a collision occurs, it will retry the transmission until the maximum

defined transmission number of attempts (RN). Whenever, a successful

transmission occurs, the VTPE-hBEB station holding the token will in-

crease its ACo value, passing the virtual token to the next station. Con-

versely, whenever the VTPE-hBEB station holding the token does not have

any RT message to transfer, it will executed the Listening procedure (line

16, Figure 4.2).

1 Transmission:
2 if NAi has a message to be transmitted then
3 start the transmission; wait for transmission to complete;
4 if successful transmission then
5 Done : TransmitOK; ACo++;
6 reset(tguard); creset ← 0;
7 else
8 creset++;
9 if creset > RN then
10 Done : ExcessiveCollisionError; go to Initialization;
11 else
12 go to Transmission;
13 endif
14 endif
15 else
16 go to Listening;
17 endif

Figure 4.2: Transmission procedure.

As illustrated in Figure 4.1, all VTPE-hBEB stations that do not have

the token (ACo 6= NAi) will execute the Listening procedure (Figure 4.3)

and, depending on the channel state, these VTPE-hBEB stations take a

specific action:

1. channel busy (lines 5-6): All VTPE-hBEB stations wait for the end

of the current transmission;

2. successful transmission from other stations (lines 7-9): All VTPE-

hBEB stations increment its AC value, reset tguard and update treset;
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3. channel continuing idle (lines 10-14): All VTPE-hBEB stations up-

date and verify timer tguard. If tguard ≥ 2 × InterFrameGap, all

VTPE-hBEB stations increment its ACo value. Besides, tguard and

creset are updated;

4. channel collision (lines 15-16): All VTPE-hBEB stations update

tguard and increment creset.

1 Listening:
2 At the beginning of the next time unit
3 event ← channel event during the last time unit;
4 switch (event)
5 case busy :
6 wait for transmission to complete;
7 case successful transmission:
8 Done : TransmitOK; AC++;
9 reset(tguard); creset ← 0;
10 case continuing idle:
11 start(tguard);
12 if tguard ≥ (2× InterFrameGap) then
13 AC++; reset(tguard); creset ← 0;
14 endif
15 case collision:
16 update(tguard); creset++;
17 end switch

Figure 4.3: Listening procedure.

Figure 4.4 illustrates an example of the behavior of the proposed VTPE-

hBEB mechanism. Assume that 3 VTPE-hBEB stations are sharing the bus

with 1 standard Ethernet station. According to the initialization procedure

(line 2, Figure 4.1), the access counter (ACo) value is equal to 1 in all VTPE-

hBEB stations after InterFrameGap (instant a1 ). Therefore, station NA1

(token holding station) runs the Transmission procedure, while stations

NA2 and NA3 execute the Listening procedure6. However, as station NA1

has no message to be transferred, this station will also execute the Listening

procedure. This procedure consists in continuously monitoring the bus.

6 When a signal is being transmitted on the Ethernet channel, that condition is called
carrier. When an Ethernet station wants to transmit a frame, it waits until the channel
goes idle, as indicated by an absence of carrier. The frame is immediately transmitted
whenever there is no carrier and the period of no carrier has continued for an amount of
time that equal or exceeds the IFG [109]. Therefore, the presence/absence of carrier signal
can be easily used to synchronize all variables defined in the VTPE-hBEB architecture.
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According to the example, the next events are preceded by channel idle

periods. Therefore, all VTPE-hBEB stations start the timer tguard (line

11, Figure 4.3). Then, timers tguard will expire in all stations at instant a2

(after 2 × InterFrameGap = 19.2µsec) and the virtual token is passed to

station NA2 (lines 12-14, Figure 4.3). As the channel remains idle (NA2

station has no message to be transmitted), timer tguard will expire again at

instant a3, passing the virtual token to station NA3. It is interesting to

note that between instants a1 and a3, any ST station could start a frame

transmission.

Figure 4.4: Behavior of the VTPE-hBEB.

As the medium remains idle, station NA3 may start to transfer its own

real-time messages. Then, as a successful frame is transferred, an interrupt

occurs simultaneously in all RT nodes whenever a successful frame is fully

transferred (lines 4-6, Figure 4.2 and lines 7-9, Figure 4.3). Then the virtual

token is passed again to station NA1. Afterwards, considering that between

instants a3 and a4, both the ST and RT stations generated one packet,

both stations will start the frame transmission at the same time (just after

detect the bus idle during an InterFrameGap period). Consequently, a

collision will occur and, at instant a6, the ST station will select a backoff

time according to the BEB algorithm. According to the TSm mechanism,

the VTPE-hBEB station will retry the transmission after just the medium

being idle during an InterFrameGap. This means that NA1 will start the

transfer of its real-time messages at instant a7. Afterwards, when the end

of transmission is detected (considering that the ST station involved in the

collision selected a backoff value greater than 0 and any other ST station has

not started its transmission at instant a7 ), the variable ACo is incremented
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(lines 4-6, Figure 4.2 and lines 7-9, Figure 4.3) at one InterGrameGap after

instant a8.

4.3 Timing Analysis

In this section, it is presented the timing analysis of an Ethernet network

interconnecting multiple VTPE-hBEB stations with Ethernet standard sta-

tions. This analysis clearly illustrates the real-time behavior of the proposed

VTPE-hBEB architecture.

Consider a process group G with np VTPE-hBEB stations, L =

{NA1, NA2, ..., NAnp}, with addresses ranging from 1 to np. Each VTPE-

hBEB station accesses the network according to the VTPE-hBEB scheme,

i.e., first station 1, then station 2, 3,... until station np, and then again sta-

tion 1, 2, ...np. The standard Ethernet stations implement the traditional

BEB collision resolution algorithm.

First of all, consider a n-collision scenario. In such a case, the maximum

delay to transfer a real-time message, when the VTPE-hBEB station is hold-

ing the token, is illustrated in Figure 4.5. According to the VTPE-hBEB

scheme, such station transmits its message using the underlying traffic sep-

aration mechanism (TSm - chapter 3); that is, it always tries to transmit

its message in the first available time slot.

Figure 4.5: A n-collision scenario solved by the TSm mechanism.

Therefore, when a VTPE-hBEB station holding the token has a mes-

sage ready to be transferred (M), it will wait that the channel becomes idle

and, just after a brief Interframe Gap (InterFrameGap: 12 byte times) it

transmits its message. If a collision occurs during the transfer of the first 64

bytes of message M (M1), a jamming sequence will be broadcasted (J: 4 byte

times). Afterwards, the station will wait again during an InterFrameGap
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and, according to the underlying traffic separation mechanism, it will im-

mediately start to transmit its message. If a second collision occurs7, a new

jamming sequence (J) will be broadcasted and the VTPE-hBEB station will

wait again for another InterFrameGap, before starting to transmit. The

cumulative result from t0 up to the beginning of the third attempt is 160

bytes or 128µs (at a 10 Mbps bit rate). The maximum time (tcol) that a

VTPE-hBEB station holding the token will wait before starting to transfer

a successful message or eventually to discard it is 960µs (Table 4.1).

Table 4.1: Maximum delay to start transferring a message: VTPE-hBEB

collision resolution algorithm.

Retry Number Max cumulative delay (SlotTimes) Max delay (µs)
1 1 64
2 2 128
3 3 192
4 4 256
5 5 320
6 6 384
7 7 448
8 8 512
9 9 576
10 10 640
11 11 704
12 12 768
13 13 832
14 14 896
15 15 960
16 discard frame

It is clear that the underlying prioritizing algorithm solves collisions in

a bounded time, or it eventually discards the message. Therefore, it is of

utmost importance to focus on the probability of a message frame being

discarded by the VTPE-hBEB algorithm, whenever the number of collision

resolution rounds exceeds 15.

Such probability has been analytically evaluated for an highly loaded

network scenario, and is equal to 1.22× 10−4 and 1.95× 10−3, respectively

for small (5 stations) and large population (65 stations) scenarios [16]. For

7 A collision only occurs during the transfer of the first 64 bytes of message. If
a collision occurs after 64 byte times, then it is considered an error and called a late
collision. A late collision is a serious error, since it indicates a problem with the network
system, and since it causes the frame being transmitted to be discarded [109].
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more realistic load scenarios, it has been verified by simulation that a VTPE-

hBEB station never discards any packet, whatever the simulated network

load (simulation scenario: 75× 104 h-BEB simulated messages in a 10Mbps

network with 64 standard Ethernet stations and one h-BEB station, with

an external network load ranging from 40% to 110%) [88]. Such results

are consistent with the claim that the VTPE-hBEB mechanism is able to

support most part of soft real-time applications, as they confirm a rather

small probability of any message being discarded.

Therefore, if it is considered that no message is discarded by the VTPE-

hBEB station holding the token, the maximum time that a VTPE-hBEB

station holding the token waits to transfer a real-time message is given by:

T hBEB = tcol + InterFrameGap + tmessage (4.1)

where tcol is the worst-case delay to start transferring a successful message

(960µs at 10 Mbps or 96µs at 100 Mbps) and tmessage is the time to transfer

a message from the VTPE-hBEB station.

On the other hand, when the VTPE-hBEB station holding the token

does not have any real-time message ready to be transferred, the standard

Ethernet stations in the network segment can try to start transferring their

own messages. In such a case, all the VTPE-hBEB stations will wait during

a time interval tguard, within which any Ethernet standard station may try

to start transferring a message. If the collision resolution round is no longer

than tcol (960µs), or if the bus remains idle during a time interval equal

to tguard, an interrupt will be generated and all the AC counters will be

incremented (i.e., there will be a Virtual Token Passing).

In Figure 4.6 it is exemplified the maximum time interval that a VTPE-

hBEB station is allowed to hold the token, even if it does not have any

real-time message ready to be transferred.

Figure 4.6: Token holding time.
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Such a worst-case arises when multiple collisions occur. The time interval

tcol is long enough to allow a VTPE-hBEB message transfer, as the VTPE-

hBEB stations that are not holding the token do not known if the colliding

messages are from just Ethernet standard stations, or if there is among the

colliding messages, a message from a VTPE-hBEB station that is holding

the token. In the latter, the time interval tcol guarantees that the VTPE-

hBEB station holding the token station will be able to transmit its message

and an interrupt will occur when the message transfer is finished. Otherwise,

if the collision resolution is not solved during the time interval tcol, most

probably, the ACo counters become unsynchronized. Therefore, the reset

mechanism is invoked (line 2, Figure 4.1) whenever there is no successful

transmission during a time interval equal to tcol neither the medium becomes

idle during a time interval greater or equal than tguard. Then station NA1

in the logical ring will be able to contend for the medium access. The above

described condition occurs when creset > RN (line 3, Figure 4.1).

The worst-case for the token holding time occurs when the collisions are

occurring just among standard Ethernet stations and at instant (tcol − ε),

a standard Ethernet station starts to transmit a 1526-byte message (tover),

which is the longest message that can be transferred in an Ethernet network.

Therefore, the maximum time that a VTPE-hBEB station may hold the

token is given by:

TTH = tcol + tover (4.2)

As the token rotation time is the time interval between two consecu-

tive token visits to a particular station, the worst-case token rotation time,

denoted as TRT, is given by:

TRT = np× TTH (4.3)

where TTH is as defined in Equation (4.2).

4.4 VTPE-hBEB implementation

The hardware setup specifically built for the assessment of the VTPE-hBEB

architecture was implemented at the Institute of Electronics and Telemat-

ics Engineering of Aveiro (IEETA), within the context of a collaborative
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project. For further details, please refer to [110]. In this section, we briefly

describe that hardware setup.

The VTPE-hBEB node implementation can be analyzed in two domains:

hardware and software. Considering the former, the current RT node im-

plementation is composed of two similar sub-nodes, each one containing a

MCU (MicroController Unit) and an Ethernet controller (among other com-

ponents). The software running in each sub-node is different; one runs the

VTPE-hBEB protocol while the other implements the target application.

The proposed VTPE-hBEB architecture can be implemented using any

Ethernet controller that offers BEB disabling and interrupt support. When

this work has been started, only the CS8900A-CQ Ethernet controller [111]

was available with BEB disabling support. However, this controller does

not support interrupts in 8-bit mode. According to the application note

AN181 [112], when working in 8-bit mode, a polling mechanism must be used

to access the controller receive event register. Currently, there are several

Ethernet controllers able to fullfil these requirements. Some example are

the ENC28J60 from Microchip [113], the CP2200-GQ and the CP2201-GM

from Silabs [114]. These controllers could be used for single VTPE-hBEB

implementation due to their interrupt support in 8-bit mode.

In order to overcome the drawback of the CS8900A-CQ Ethernet con-

troller, a VTPE-hBEB node composed of two sub-nodes was developed.

Each sub-node contains a Microchip PIC18F458 MCU [113] and a Cirrus

Logic CS8900A-CQ Ethernet controller (Figure 4.7). This option solves

the CS8900A-CQ interrupt problem, increases the overall processing power

(due to the use of two MCUs) and allows separating the VTPE-hBEB pro-

tocol from the user application. Therefore, one of the sub-nodes runs the

VTPE-hBEB protocol while the other runs the user application.

Figures 4.7 and 4.8 illustrate the VTPE-hBEB implementation, which

is based on two PIC18F458 MCU/Nicki boards. The Nicki board [115]

integrates a CS8900A-CQ controller, a 20MHz crystal, some power supply

bypass capacitors and a few resistors, designed to be integrated with the

microcontroller.

The MCU drives the interface signals to enable, read, write and reset the

CS8900A-CQ controller. Observe that the CS8900A-CQ does not signal the

reception of Ethernet frames by means of an interrupt to its host (MCU).

Instead, to detect an Ethernet frame reception, a polling mechanism must

be used. If the application in the PIC2 has a ready frame to be transmitted
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Figure 4.7: Hardware of node based on dual Ethernet controllers.

Figure 4.8: Implemented VTPE-hBEB node.

its transmission starts as soon as possible. Conversely, if any transmission

is detected during tguard, the ACo counter is also incremented in all VTPE-

hBEB stations and, the virtual token is passed to the next node of the virtual

ring. Therefore, each VTPE-hBEB station increments its ACo counter

whenever a frame is transmitted or just after each idle period equal to

tguard followed by an initial idle period equal to InterFrameGap.

The Ethernet controller belonging to the protocol sub-node must be pro-

grammed in promiscuous mode. This occurs because, in order to separate

VTPE-hBEB from standard Ethernet frames, all of them must be accepted
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by the controller. On the other hand, due to user requirements, the applica-

tion (sub-node) Ethernet controller may use any type of addressing (unicast,

multicast or broadcast).

4.5 Measurements

The target of the measurements presented in this chapter is to verify how

the VTPE-hBEB mechanism is able to cope with the requirements of real-

time industrial communications, in the presence of external traffic sources

that are out of the sphere-of-control of the RT architecture. Basically, it

is assessed the behavior of the VTPE-hBEB mechanism vs. the Ethernet

standard mechanism, when supporting real-time traffic in a communication

medium shared with timing unconstrained traffic.

The measurement metrics analyzed in this chapter include: average de-

lay and token rotation time. The average delay is the average delay required

to transfer a packet, measured from the start of its generation at the ap-

plication layer to the end of the packet transfer. The token rotation time

represents the time interval between two consecutive token arrivals at the

same station. This is a very important parameter, as it bounds the shortest

update time of periodic variables from the industrial plant.

4.5.1 Measurement setup

Figure 4.9 depicts the general measuring setup, where an Ethernet repeater

hub is connected to 6 nodes in a star topology. On the right side of the

Figure, 3 RT nodes implement either the VTPE-hBEB mechanism or the

standard Ethernet mechanism. Each RT node transfer 1 frame (72 bytes)

each 10ms at 10 Mbps, whereas each ST station (illustrated on the left) are

personal computers running the Distributed Internet Traffic Generator (D-

ITG) [116]. This traffic generator was configured to produce UDP packets

with constant maximum length (1538 bytes, including IFG, preamble and

SFD). A standard (ST) station running the D-ITG generator is capable of

producing network loads ranging from 0% to 100% of the network bandwidth

(10Mbit). These values can be obtained by increasing or decreasing the

inter-departure packet rate (Poisson distributed).

The preliminary experimental results presented in this thesis illustrates a

scenario where each ST station imposes an offered load ranging from 30% to
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100% of the total network load. Therefore, the total network load imposed

by the external stations ranges from 90% to 300% of the total network load

(10 Mbps).

Figure 4.9: The general measuring setup.

The Delay Measurement System (DMS) depicted in Figure 4.10 was

built to assess the VTPE-hBEB protocol timeliness. The DMS is composed

of a Microchip DSPIC30F6012A microcontroller with appropriate RS232

level converters, among other components.

Figure 4.10: Delay Measurement System.

The DMS built-in serial ports are used for byte monitoring, allowing

registering the instants in which bytes are transmitted by the data source

or received at the data sink. Therefore, it is possible to measure the latency

that a byte experiences in the Ethernet bus, as well as its variation and loss.
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Following, the DMS is able to compute several variables, namely Average,

Minimum and Maximum Delay, Average, Minimum and Maximum Token

Rotation Time (TRT), and the Delay and TRT Histogram.

4.5.2 Results

This section presents a preliminary evaluation of the VTPE-hBEB setup.

In this sense a test-bed similar to the arrangement showed in Figure 4.9 was

used together with the Delay Measurement System showed in Figure 4.10.

The average packet delay for transferring a packet from a RT station

is represented in Figure 4.11. These results show that the RT stations

implementing the VTPE-hBEB mechanism have a very small average packet

delay and, the maximum obtained delay was 5.77ms. On the other hand,

it is also clear that, the average packet delay exponentially increases for

ST stations supporting RT traffic, whenever the network load imposed by

external (ST) stations just increases from 90% to 120%.

Figure 4.11: Average packet delay.

These results clearly show that, whatever the network load, the average

packet delay is nearly constant in the VTPE-hBEB mechanism. These are

important results, as they forecast predictable communication delays for

the VTPE-hBEB stations for a considerable load range, which is a funda-

mental requirement to support real-time communication in unconstrained

environments. Conversely, as expected, the standard Ethernet stations are

not able to provide any RT guarantee when supporting RT traffic.
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Another important timing parameter that must be also carefully eval-

uated is the token rotation time, as the ring stability cannot be affected

by external traffic sources with unconstrained timing behavior. We have

assessed the behavior of the token rotation time when supporting real-time

messages stream with periods of 10ms.

Figure 4.12 illustrates the impact of external unconstrained traffic upon

the average token rotation time in the 90% to 300% load region. In this

case, each ST station transmits a variable number of frames with maximum

length in order to impose an offered load ranging from 30% to 100% of the

total bandwidth.

Figure 4.12: Token rotation time.

Figure 4.12 shows that, the token rotation time have a small and al-

most constant value whatever the offered load imposed by external stations

(ST stations). In Figure 4.12 is also plotted the upper-bound for the token

rotation time obtained from Equation 4.3. It must be considered that this

upper-bound addresses a rarely occurring case, as it is based on the assump-

tion that during a token rotation cycle, none of the VTPE-hBEB station

had RT messages to transfer, and that 15 consecutive collisions occurred in

the first available slot and; one ST station transferred a message with the

maximum allowed length. Most probably, a similar situation will only occur

when the AC counters are not synchronized. In such a case, there will be 15

consecutive collisions in the first available slot caused by the VTPE-hBEB

stations with inconsistent ACs. And, two or more stations will discard a

RT message before reset their AC counters (reset mechanism).
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4.6 Summary

The major motivation of this chapter was to propose a communication ar-

chitecture enabling the support of real-time communications in shared Eth-

ernet environments, where unconstrained Ethernet standard devices (non

real-time) coexist with real-time communication devices. To address this

problem, it has been proposed the VTPE-hBEB mechanism. This mech-

anism imposes a higher priority for the transfer of VTPE-hBEB related

traffic, guaranteeing the required traffic separation. The analysis included

in this chapter shows that, for a moderate number of nodes, a token rota-

tion time of the order of a few milliseconds can be obtained. This figure

seems adequate for real-time applications in the automation domain. Class

2 communication requirements can be easily reached using the VTPE-hBEB

mechanism and, with some effort, it would possible to reach class 3 appli-

cations.



Chapter 5

Understanding the Limitations of

the IEEE 802.11e EDCA

mechanism

In this chapter, it is analyzed the timing behavior of the IEEE 802.11e pro-

tocol, when its EDCA mechanism is used to support real-time traffic. The

target of this chapter is to highlight the limitations of the EDCA mechanism

when supporting RT traffic in open communication environments. Basi-

cally, the timing behavior of the voice category is assessed, when it used to

transfer small sized packets generated in periodic intervals. A special em-

phasis is given to a communication scenario relevant for the next genera-

tion communication environments. That is, a wireless error-prone channel,

where a set of RT stations is sharing the same frequency band with a vari-

able number of timing unconstrained ST stations. This chapter is largely

drawn from the following published work: “Simulation analysis of the IEEE

802.11e EDCA protocol for an industrially-relevant real-time communica-

tion scenario” (Moraes et al. [22]).

5.1 Introduction

It is well known that wireless transmissions use error-prone communication

channels and have time-variable error characteristics. As a consequence,

the use of wireless communication may not be well suited to support RT

97
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communications with high reliability degree [9]. Nevertheless, over the past

few years, there has been a growth in the use of wireless technologies in

application domains that require a trustworthy Quality of Service (QoS).

Therefore, it is reasonable to expect that in the near future, the IEEE 802.11

protocol will spread as a de facto standard to support RT communications,

mainly due to its simplicity and its high speed vs. low cost characteristics.

It is worth mentioning that, in today’s industrial environments, Ethernet

(that have a similar MAC protocol) is the de facto communication standard

for the lower levels of the industrial communication hierarchy, due to the

same positive aspects. This topic was extensively discussed in the previous

chapters.

Presently, most of the analyzed solutions to support RT communica-

tion in wireless environments address either the Zigbee or the Bluetooth

protocols, or some of the wireless extension of the Profibus protocol. It is

well-known that IEEE 802.11 protocol is widely used solution. In spite of

its relevance, there are few research works addressing specifically the use

of this protocol to support RT communications. Besides, traditional per-

formance analysis of the IEEE 802.11 protocol are carried out considering

typical multimedia traffic requirements. That is, requirements usually ap-

plied for transferring voice and video streams together with background

traffic. However, when the communication services are used to support RT

applications, specific communication requirements must also be considered,

including additional hard real-time and reliability constraints [9].

In this chapter, the new EDCA (Enhanced Distributed Channel Access)

mechanism of the IEEE 802.11e amendment is assessed by simulation, in

order to understand its behavior when supporting RT communication ser-

vices. Basically, it is assessed the impact of the timing unconstrained traffic

upon the behavior of the voice category, when this access category (AC) is

used to transfer small sized packets, generated in periodic intervals. The

performed assessment considers an error-prone channel with interferences

(e.g. Electromagnetic Interference).

This chapter is organized as follows: In Section 5.2 we briefly refer the

used SPN simulation model. Afterwards, in Section 5.3 we present the

simulation scenarios in detail. In Section 5.4 we carefully discuss the results

of the simulations, in order to understand the limitations of the EDCA

mechanism when it is used to support RT communication. Finally, this

chapter is concluded in section 5.5.
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5.2 The Simulation Model

In order to understand the limitations of the EDCA mechanism, it was im-

plemented a Stochastic Petri Net (SPN) simulation model that describes the

dynamics of the Contention-Based Channel Access function (EDCA) of the

IEEE 802.11e standard. This model comprises a precise and detailed imple-

mentation of the EDCA function associated to Quality of Service (QoS) sta-

tions, considering both their functional and temporal perspectives. Among

several implemented functionalities, the following ones can be distinguished:

• Accurate implementation of backoff procedures;

• Frame retransmissions;

• Timeouts and Extended Interframe Spaces (EIFS) modeled according

to the standard specifications;

• Transmission opportunities (TXOPs);

• Communication errors, either due to collisions or to external interfer-

ences typical of industrial environments (e.g. EMI).

Besides, and from a modeling point of view, the model also exhibits an

important flexibility in the following aspects:

• Easiness to include modifications or refinements. The model was built

in a modular way being composed by several modules, each one im-

plementing a specific functionality. Therefore, their topology helps

to localize the modules where modifications/refinements should be in-

cluded;

• A large number of performance measures of different types can be

obtained from the same model without any structural modification;

• The model can be used as a base structure to build more complex

and higher-level models (e.g. new protocols over the IEEE 802.11e

EDCA).

For the assessment of the RT characteristics of the EDCA function it

is assumed that, in an infrastructure network, all stations are always in

the range of the Access Point (AP); conversely, for ad hoc networks, the
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same assumption specifies that stations can always hear each other. Thus,

communication errors can occur either due to collisions or to external inter-

ferences. Therefore, both the hidden and exposed scenarios [9] are explicitly

excluded. The complete description of the model implementation (including

its validation) is presented in Appendix A.

For all the simulations, it has been used a variant of the Gilbert-Elliot

error model, where the channel is always in one of two states: Good or Bad.

This model assume that bit errors are independent, with a fixed error rate

in each state and, the state sojourn time is log-normal distributed.

According to Willig [117] this model is realistic for wireless transmission

in an industrial environment. Then, for the parametrization of the used

error model, it has been used the same values as defined in [117], i.e., for

all channels the mean duration of good state is 65ms, the mean duration

of bad state is 10ms and, the coefficient of variation (CoV) for the bad

state holding times has been set to 10 and for the good state to 20. It is

assumed that errors occur only in the bad state. Two sets of simulations are

performed, differing in their respective mean bit error rate (BER). The first

(error-prone scenario) set defines a mean BER of 10−4, while the second

(error-free scenario) set defines that no bit errors occur. Thus, during the

bad channel states for the first set, the BER is about 0.00075 and, for the

good state no bit errors will occur.

These mean burst lengths lead to a rather bad channel, where the steady-

state probability for finding the channel in bad state is approximately 13.3%.

5.3 Simulation Scenario

The simulation scenarios analyze the behavior of the highest access category

of the EDCA mechanism (voice), when this category is used to transmit

real-time data (small sized packets generated in periodic intervals) from RT

stations, in the presence of unconstrained traffic sources, that are out of the

sphere-of-control of the RT architecture. These RT periodic data exchanges

are intended to model both sensor messages sent to plant controllers, and

output messages sent from plant controllers to the actuators.

Therefore, a simulation model was built consisting in an ad hoc network

topology, where multiple ST and RT stations operate in the same frequency

band (Figure 5.1). The RT stations only transfer RT traffic, using the

default set of parameters defined by the EDCA function for the voice (VO)
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access category. On the other hand, ST stations (unconstrained stations)

transmit three types of traffic: voice (VO), video (VI) and background

(BK) traffic, also using the default set of parameters defined by the EDCA

function for these categories.

Figure 5.1: Simulation scenario.

Basically two simulation cases are analyzed. The first scenario (small

population case) considers 10 ST stations operating in the same frequency

band together with 10 to 40 RT stations. The second scenario (large popula-

tion case) extends the number of ST stations to 40. The physical parameters

used in the simulations are based on the IEEE 802.11a PHY mode [118],

which are summarized in Table 5.1. Specifically, each station operates at

OFDM (Orthogonal Frequency Division Multiplexing) PHY mode, control

frames are transmitted at a basic rate equal to 1 Mbps, while the MSDU

(MAC service data units) are transmitted at 36 Mbps.

Table 5.1: Simulation parameters for MAC and 802.11a PHY layers.

Parameters Value
aSIFSTime 16 µs
aSlotTime 9 µs
aCCATime 4 µs
aAirPropagationTime 1 µs
aRxTxTurnaroundTime 2 µs
aPreambleLenght 20 µs
aPLCPHeaderLenght 4 µs

The RT traffic is characterized by periodic sources with a small amount

of imposed jitter. To model this behavior a normal distribution with σ/µ ≤
1% (σ is the standard deviation and µ is the average expected value) is used
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to generate the periodic traffic sent by RT stations. It is also guaranteed that

the RT traffic is not correlated among RT stations. The ST stations have

Poisson traffic sources. The maximum number of transmission attempts is

set to 4. The MAC queue size is set to 50 positions. All other relevant

simulation parameters are shown in Table 5.2.

Table 5.2: Simulation data.

Parameters RT stations
ST stations

VO VI BK
CWmin 7 7 15 31
CWmax 15 15 31 1023
AIFSN 2 2 3 7

TXOP (ms) 1.504 1.504 3.008 0
Packet Size - bytes 45 160 1280 1600

Message stream (ms) 2, 10, 20 Variable Variable Variable

The generated data frames have a constant size. Each RT station gen-

erates packets with fixed message stream periods (MSP) of 2ms, 10ms or

20ms, with 45 bytes for data payload. This is equivalent to generate 500,

100 or 50 packets/s. Therefore, each RT station imposes a constant network

load of 180, 36 or 18 kbits/s that represents less than 0.5%, 0.1% or 0.05%

of the total network load (without considering the MAC and PHY headers).

That is, the overall real-time traffic represents less than about 20% of the

total network load (for the case of 40 RT stations and MSP = 2ms).

For the set of ST stations, the offered load (denoted as GST ) ranges from

10% to 90%. Each ST station generates λ voice, video and background

packets/s at the same rate, in order to impose the requested GST overall

network load. The arrival rate (λ) can be obtained by:

λ =
GST

(PKV O + PKV I + PKBK)
= (packets/s) (5.1)

where GST ranges according to the requested percentage (10% to 90%) of

the PHY data rate (36 Mbps) and, PK V O, PK V I and PK BK represent the

packet size for data payload (bits) transmitted in each access category by

the ST stations. The obtained value for the arrival rate λ is equally divided

among all the ST stations. Table 5.3 summarizes the number of VO, VI and

BK packets generated by each ST station, in order to impose the desired

offered load (10% to 90%).
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Table 5.3: Number of packets/s generated by ST stations.

Network load
ST stations

Small population Packets/s Large population Packets/s
10% 14.8 3.7
20% 29.6 7.4
30% 44.4 11.1
40% 59.2 14.8
50% 74.0 18.5
60% 88.8 22.2
70% 103.6 25.9
80% 118.4 29.6
90% 133.2 33.3

5.4 Simulation Results

All the simulation results have been obtained using the SPN simulation

model (that is described in Appendix A), with 95% confidence interval and a

half-width interval of 5%. The performance metrics analyzed in this chapter

include: throughput, packet loss, average delay and average queue size. The

throughput is the ratio between the total number of successfully transferred

packets and the total number of generated packets for each traffic stream.

Therefore, it represents the relative throughput. The packet loss metric is

computed as (1−throughput)∗100 and represents the percentage of packets

that are lost for each traffic stream. The average delay is the average delay

required to transfer a packet, measured from the start of its generation at

the application layer to the end of the packet transfer. The average queue

size represents the average output buffer occupancy.

5.4.1 Simulation Results: RT Traffic

As a first step, a set of simulations was performed to characterize the net-

work behavior, when just the RT stations are transferring messages in the

communication medium. Thus, 10 to 40 RT stations generating RT packets

(45 bytes for data payload) with fixed MSP of 2ms, 10ms or 20ms were

considered. This simulation scenario describes the network behavior when

there are no ST stations trying to transfer its own messages, i.e., it rep-

resents an unrealistic closed communication environment. Therefore, the

simulation results obtained in this section are intended just for compari-
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son purposes. In subsection 5.4.2, it is assessed the impact of ST traffic

(perturbation effect) upon the transfer of RT traffic.

The obtained values for the average queue size, relative throughput and

the average packet delay are shown in Figures 5.2, 5.3 and 5.4, respectively.

From such results, it is clear that, the EDCA mechanism is not able to

provide a RT communication service for more than 20 RT stations generat-

ing packets with MSP of 10ms or 20ms. This conclusion derives from the

following observations: on the one hand, the average queue size is smaller

than 1 packet, which is an indication that, in average, all the deadlines for

the RT traffic are accomplished (considering that, in the most usual case,

the deadline of a message stream is equal to its generation period) and;

the average packet delay is smaller than the period of the related message

stream (10ms or 20ms). However, on the other hand, the relative through-

put is smaller than 0.9 for a number of stations larger than 20. This means

that the RT message streams have lost more than 10% of its deadlines and,

despite many real-time applications being loss-tolerant, this value cannot be

well accepted by some applications. Loss tolerance is different for different

type of applications e.g., a video stream may be specified to tolerate a max-

imum of 10% deadline loss rate, only when the lost frames are “adequately”

spaced. Similar values have also been pointed out for networked control

systems scheduled according to the (m,k)-firm model [12].

Figure 5.2: Average queue size: undisturbed scenario.

Applying a similar reasoning, it can be also observed that for RT message

streams with MSP = 2ms, the EDCA mechanism is not able to provide

an acceptable real-time service when the number of RT stations exceed 10
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Figure 5.3: Throughput: undisturbed scenario.

Figure 5.4: Average packet delay: undisturbed scenario.

stations. It can be easily verified through the average queue size results

(Figure 5.2) that the average number of packets in the queue is already

approaching 1 packet even for a number of RT stations as low as 10 stations.

Therefore, from the analysis of this section, it can be concluded that the

the relevant scenarios for the assessment of the RT characteristics of the

EDCA mechanism are restricted to 10/20 RT stations generating packets

with MSP of 10ms or 20ms and; 10 RT stations generating packets with

MSP of 2ms. Simulation scenarios above these thresholds are no longer rel-

evant, as the EDCA mechanism is not able to support a RT communication

service even for the case of an undisturbed scenario.
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5.4.2 Simulation Results: ST-RT Traffics

In this section, it is assessed the behavior of both the small and the large

population scenarios, when ST stations are joined with RT stations, both

transferring its own messages in the same wireless domain (operating in the

same frequency band). For the sake of simplicity, only the values for RT

traffic are plotted in the following figures, as the target of this study is to

illustrate the impact of the external timing unconstrained traffic upon the

real-time traffic, for each of the real-time configuration (10 RT stations with

a fixed MSP of 2ms; 10/20 RT stations with a fixed MSP of 10ms or 20ms).

Furthermore, Ni et al. [93, 119] have already demonstrated that the EDCA

mechanism improves the performance behavior for high priority traffic by

downgrading the service of the low-priority one. Thus, it is not relevant to

present the behavior of the ST traffic.

5.4.3 The impact of timing unconstrained ST traffic upon

the average queue size of RT stations

A first simulation analysis concerns the assessment of the average queue size

in a RT station, when the RT traffic in the wireless domain is disturbed by

the presence of timing unconstrained traffic from ST stations. Figure 5.5

shows the average queue size for message stream periods of 2ms, consider-

ing the case of 10 RT stations operating in both the small and the large

population scenarios (10ST - 40ST).

When comparing the undisturbed scenario with the case where 10 RT

stations operating together with 10/40 ST stations (MSP = 2ms), it be-

comes clear the impact that the ST timing unconstrained traffic has upon

the average packet size of real-time messages. Figure 5.5 also illustrates

the impact of the increasing number of stations contending for the medium

access, which shows a clear degradation of the Quality of Service for the

large population scenarios. Summing up, the EDCA mechanism is not able

to provide RT communication service for MSP of 2ms in open communica-

tion environments, since that the average queue size is already larger than 1

packet when the network load imposed by external stations is only slightly

above 10%.

Another important result, that is in contradiction with the common

belief of wireless communications, is that the major source of perturbation

upon the RT communication is caused by the external network load and not
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Figure 5.5: Average queue size (small and large pop.): error-free vs. error-

prone - MSP = 2ms.

by the error-prone characteristics of the wireless medium. It is interesting to

note that the average queue size increases more than one order of magnitude

when the network load increases from 10% to 50%, whereas the average

queue size for an error-prone channel is only slightly larger that the average

queue size for an error-free channel.

Consider now the case of RT stations with MSP of 10ms operating in

both the small and large population scenarios. Consider also that the trans-

fer of RT messages is disturbed by timing unconstrained ST traffic sources.

Figure 5.6 illustrates the average queue size for the case of 20 RT stations.

From Figure 5.6, it can be observed the impact of the timing unconstrained

ST traffic upon the number of packets waiting to be transmitted. Whatever

the external traffic load, the average number of queued packets is always

kept under 1 packet. This indicates that the EDCA mechanism can be suit-

able to support real-time traffic, when the message stream periods are of

10ms. Similar results were obtained for MSP of 20ms, and for the case of

10 RT stations sending messages with MSP of 10ms or 20ms. Therefore,

those results can be generalized, stating that, in what concerns the aver-

age queue size of RT messages, the EDCA mechanism can be suitable to

support real-time traffic in disturbed communication environments.
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Figure 5.6: Average queue size (small and large pop.): error-free vs. error-

prone - MSP = 10ms.

5.4.4 The impact of timing unconstrained ST traffic upon

the throughput of RT stations

A second simulation analysis concerns the assessment of the relative

throughput that can be handled by RT stations, when the communication

environment is disturbed by timing unconstrained ST traffic. Figures 5.7

and 5.8 show the throughput results for message stream periods of 10ms

and 20ms, in both the small and large population scenarios. The other

plots representing the percentage of packet loss can be inferred from these

Figures, as the percentage of packet loss is given by (1− throughput) ∗ 100.

Figures 5.7 and 5.8 show that, for a number of RT stations above 10,

the impact of the timing unconstrained ST traffic upon the throughput

of real-time messages becomes clearly undesirable. It is clear that, the

EDCA mechanism is not able to provide any acceptable RT guarantee for

a number of RT stations above 10 stations, as the relative throughput is

smaller than 0.9 (the percentage of packet losses is above 10%), when the

network load imposed by external stations increases just from 10% to 30%.

It is well known that real-time applications can accommodate some packet

loss without noticeable degradation in the quality of service e.g., for voice,

depending on the encoding and transmission schemes used, more than 10%

packet loss can still be acceptable [120], but, in general, it is already clearly

undesirable even for typical soft real-time applications.
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Figure 5.7: Throughput (small and large pop.): error-free vs. error-prone -

MSP = 10ms.

Figure 5.8: Throughput (small and large pop.): error-free vs. error-prone -

MSP = 20ms.

5.4.5 The impact of timing unconstrained ST traffic upon

the average packet delay of RT stations

Finally, the average packet delay for transferring a packet in small and large

population scenarios is assessed. As concluded through the average queue

size and throughput results, the EDCA mechanism is not able to provide

a real-time communication service for more than 10 RT stations, even for

message stream periods of 10ms or 20ms. Then, the average packet delay

will be plotted only for the case of 10 RT stations with MSPs of 10ms and
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20ms, that are represented in Figures 5.9 and 5.10, respectively.

Figure 5.9: Average delay (small and large pop.): error-free vs. error-prone

- MSP = 10ms.

Figure 5.10: Average delay (small and large pop.): error-free vs. error-prone

- MSP = 20ms.

From this set of simulations (Figures 5.9 and 5.10), it can be concluded

that the EDCA mechanism is able to support the RT traffic with MSPs of

10ms or 20ms generated by up to 10 RT stations, even for the case where

such traffic is subject to external disturbances of up to 75% of external

network load. Additionally, it can be also observed the higher impact of

traffic generated by ST stations upon the average packet delay of RT mes-

sages. Secondly, and most interestingly, when the network load increases,

the effect of the error-prone channel becomes more relevant. However, when
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comparing the relative throughput in error-prone vs. error-free channels, it

can be observed that the difference is always close to 5%. Conversely, this

difference is much larger when comparing the increase of the network load

imposed by external ST stations.

5.5 Summary

In this chapter, the suitability of the IEEE 802.11e EDCA protocol to sup-

port real-time communication scenarios in open communication environ-

ments has been assessed. The simulation scenarios consider the existence of

an external network load (timing unconstrained traffic generated by generic

ST stations) and an error-prone channel. Their impact upon the transfer

of real-time traffic is assessed. Basically, we assessed the behavior of the

highest access category of the EDCA mechanism (voice), when this access

category is used to transfer small sized packets generated at periodic inter-

vals. The simulation analysis shows that:

• The increasing number of stations in the network domain strongly

influences the RT traffic behavior, by means of higher average packet

delays, higher percentage of packet loss, higher average queue size and

smaller throughput;

• The average queue size increases almost one order of magnitude when

the network load increases from about 10% to 30% for message stream

periods of 2ms. It becomes clear the undesirable effect that the timing

unconstrained traffic generated by ST stations has upon the transfer

of real-time messages. These are very important results, as they fore-

cast unacceptable communication delays when supporting real-time

communications in shared communication environments;

• The EDCA function is not able to support RT message streams with

periods of 2ms, and it is able to support at maximum 10 RT stations

when transmitting RT message streams with periods of 10ms or 20ms.

• The major impact upon the quality of the RT communication is due

to collisions, imposed by the timing unconstrained traffic. The error-

prone characteristics of wireless medium have a significantly smaller

impact.
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Therefore, the main conclusion of the simulated scenarios is that the

default parameter values of the EDCA mechanism are not able to guarantee

the real-time communication requirements, when the voice priority is used to

support real-time traffic in shared communication environments, unless the

number of RT stations is kept below 10 stations, and the MSPs are kept as

high as 10ms. Therefore, new communication approaches must be devised

in order to enable the use of IEEE 802.11e networks to support real-time

communication in the next generation communication environments.



Chapter 6

The VTP-CSMA architecture

In this chapter, a new wireless architecture is proposed intended to provide

RT communication in IEEE 802.11e standard networks. The VTP-CSMA

architecture considers an unified wireless system in one frequency band,

where the communication bandwidth is shared by real-time and non real-

time communicating devices. It is based on a Virtual Token Passing pro-

cedure (VTP) that circulates a virtual token among real-time devices. This

virtual token is complemented by the underlying traffic separation mecha-

nism (TSm) described in chapter 3. This chapter is largely drawn from the

following published works: “Real-Time Communication in 802.11 Networks:

Timing Analysis and a Ring Management Scheme for the VTP-CSMA Ar-

chitecture” (Moraes et al. [21]); “VTP-CSMA: A Virtual Token Passing Ap-

proach for Real-Time Communication in IEEE 802.11 Wireless Networks”

(Moraes et al. [19]); “Real-Time Communication in 802.11 Networks: The

Virtual Token Passing VTP-CSMA Approach” (Moraes et al. [20]).

6.1 Introduction

The IEEE 802.11 architecture provides a wireless LAN that supports station

mobility transparently to the upper layers. The basic service set (BSS) is the

building block of an IEEE 802.11 WLAN, which actually provides two types

of configurations: independent BSS (IBSS) and infrastructure. The IBSS is

the most basic type for a IEEE 802.11 WLAN, which may be composed of,

at minimum, two stations. This mode of operation is often referred to as ad

113
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Figure 6.1: Extended service set network.

hoc. The infrastructure mode includes one or more access points (AP) that

convey the communication among wireless stations. It is possible to create

a wireless network of arbitrary size and complexity, where several BSSs may

be interconnected, appearing as a single BSS at the Logical Link Control

(LLC) layer [89]. The IEEE 802.11 standard refers to this type of network

as the Extended Service Set (ESS) network (Figure 6.1).

To become a member of an infrastructure BSS, a station needs to be

associated. These associations are dynamic; stations within an ESS may

communicate amongst each other and mobile stations may transparently

move from one BSS to another. As a consequence, all of the following

operating modes are possible:

• the BSSs may partially overlap;

• the BSSs can be physically disjointed; the BSSs may be physically

collocated;

• one (or more) IBSS or ESS networks may be physically present in the

same space as one (or more) ESS network(s).

Therefore, any IEEE 802.11 environment is a relatively open communi-

cation environment. As a consequence, the system load cannot be predicted

at system setup time, nor can be effectively controlled during the system

run-time.

The VTP-CSMA architecture has been proposed to deal with this prob-

lem. This proposal considers an unified IEEE 802.11/802.11e wireless sys-

tem operating in one frequency band, where the bandwidth is shared by all

the communicating devices. The main goal of the VTP-CSMA architecture

is to overcome the limitations of the EDCA function (discussed in chapter

5) to support RT communication.
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The remainder of this chapter is organized as follows. In section 6.2,

the VTP-CSMA proposal is presented in detail. A worst-case timing anal-

ysis is presented in section 6.3 demonstrating that the token rotation tim-

ing is upper-bounded, even in the presence of timing unconstrained traffic.

Therefore, it shows that the VTP-CSMA architecture is able to provide

a RT communication service, when the communication medium is shared

with timing unconstrained stations (ST stations). In sections 6.4 and 6.5,

the timing behavior of the VTP-CSMA architecture is analyzed, both for

average case (by simulation) and worst-case scenarios. In Section 6.6 a ring

management procedure is presented, which allows stations to dynamically

leave or join (rejoin) the VTP-CSMA architecture. This procedure enables

the support of highly dynamic communication scenarios with multiple de-

vices opening/closing RT connections, such as those found in VoIP (voice

over IP) applications. Finally, some conclusions are drawn.

6.2 The VTP-CSMA architecture

The VTP-CSMA architecture is intended to provide a real-time communi-

cation service in IEEE 802.11/802.11e networks. This architecture allows

the coexistence of default (non real-time) stations with enhanced (real-time)

stations in the same network domain, imposing higher priority to real-time

traffic. This means that it becomes possible to support the real-time com-

munications generated by a subset of network stations, without the need to

upgrade the firmware of all the communicating devices. One of the main

advantages of the VTP-CSMA architecture is that only the NICs firmware

of the real-time stations must be updated according to the VTP-CSMA

proposal (compatibility level 3 )1. Besides, the non real-time stations can

be standard IEEE 802.11/802.11e devices, which may initiate any commu-

nication at any time, i.e. the non real-time stations are completely out of

the sphere-of-control of the RT architecture.

The VTP-CSMA architecture is based on the control of the medium ac-

cess right, by means of a Virtual Token Passing (VTP) procedure among RT

stations (hereafter also referred as a VTP-CSMA station), complemented

by a traffic separation mechanism (TSm) which guarantees that, whenever

1 The compatibility levels was defined in chapter 2. The compatibility level 3 com-
prises RT communication proposals able to offer RT guarantees in presence of third
devices, requiring just modifications at the firmware/software level of the RT communi-
cating devices.
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a RT station is contending for the medium access, it will win the contention

prior to any other ST station. Such underlying traffic separation mecha-

nism was previously described in chapter 3. Therefore, whenever a collision

between one RT station and a set of ST stations occurs, all the involved

stations, except the RT one, will use the prioritized medium access mecha-

nism (EDCA) and select a random backoff interval according to the access

category (voice, video, best-effort and background). Conversely, the RT

station transfers its own traffic at the highest access category, using the

highest priority level of the EDCA mechanism, i.e., setting the Arbitration

Interframe Space (AIFS) to:

AIFS[V O] = aSIFSTime + 2× aSlotT ime

and the contention window (CW) to:

aCWmin[V O] = aCWmax[V O] = 0

This means that any VTP-CSMA station will always try to transmit

its frame in the first EDCA available slot (forcing collision resolution ap-

proach), while all the other ST stations will wait during a time interval

evaluated by the local backoff functions. Nevertheless, if two or more VTP-

CSMA stations simultaneously contend for the medium access, they would

collide and eventually discard the frame (after the maximum number of re-

transmission attempts). This behavior is overcome by means of a Virtual

Token Passing (VTP) procedure, which serializes the transmission of the

VTP-CSMA stations.

The VTP procedure considers a process group G with np members.

Initially, it is just considered a static communication environment, with a

fixed number of RT stations. The membership is represented as L = {NA1,

NA2,..., NAnp}. The notion NAi denotes the i-th station in G and is also

used as station identification (ID) for NAi. Each station in L maintain

a local access counter (ACo), which is used as a basic mechanism to cir-

culate a virtual token in L. The generic i-th VTP-CSMA station captures

the virtual token when ACo equals NAi. If the station has queued mes-

sages, then it will immediately transfer them during a time interval upper

bounded by the transmission opportunity period (TXOP). The underly-

ing TSm mechanism guarantees that the VTP-CSMA station will win the

medium access contention. At the end of the current TXOP, each VTP-

CSMA station will increase its ACo value, passing the virtual token to the
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next station (station with NAi=ACo+1 )2. Whenever the VTP-CSMA sta-

tion holding the token does not have any RT message to transfer, it will

allow default stations to contend for the medium access, during a time in-

terval t2 = aSIFSTime+3×aSlotT ime. As the EDCA mechanism allows

any station to start a transmission after aSIFSTime + 2 × aSlotT ime, it

enables the coexistence of RT stations with non-real-time ST stations in the

shared communication environment.

Figure 6.2 illustrates the VTP-CSMA mechanism, that is represented by

four procedures: Initialization, Main, Transmission and Listening. Accord-

ing to the Initialization procedure (line 2, Figure 6.2), the access counter

(ACo) value is set to NA1 in all VTP-CSMA stations. Three local variables

(t1, t2, t3) of type integer are defined, where t1 and t2 are slot time counters,

whereas t3 is a special collision counter used for re-initialization purposes.

The Main procedure is executed at the beginning of each time slot3, where

every VTP-CSMA station firstly verifies if the special collision counter (t3)
4

exceeds the maximum number of retransmission attempts (RN). When-

ever this number is exceeded, the Initialization procedure is executed (reset

mechanism). Afterwards, depending on both the channel event during the

last slot and the ACo value, each VTP-CSMA station will take a specific

action.

The Transmission procedure is only executed by the VTP-CSMA station

holding the token (ACo = NAi) and, it is only initiated after the medium

being idle during AIFS[V O], i.e. the minimum AIFS value for the EDCA

mode, as defined by IEEE 802.11e. Conversely, the Listening procedure

may be initiated after the medium being idle during SIFS (aSIFSTime).

2 The ACo must be increased by “mod” operation, i.e. ACo = (ACo mod np) + 1.
Therefore, when it is referred that the ACo is increased, it is executed such “mod”
operation.

3 More accurately, the operation performed by the VTP-CSMA architecture shall be
determined on specific slot boundaries, which are defined by the Enhanced Distributed
Channel Access Function (EDCAF) of the EDCA mechanism. On specific slot bound-
aries, each station performs one and only one operation. For further details see subsection
9.9.1.3 of the IEEE 802.11e amendment.

4 When a collision resolution starts, it can be a consequence of three different types
of collisions: (1) among ST stations; (2) among ST stations and the active VTP-CSMA
station that holds the token; (3) among VTP-CSMA stations. The first scenario can
be detected if the communication medium remains idle during the time interval t2. The
second scenario is easily solved in favor of the VTP-CSMA station. Finally, when multiple
VTP-CSMA stations simultaneously contend for the medium access, it means that the
ACo counters of the multiple VTP-CSMA stations lost their synchronization, forcing the
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1 ∀ process NAi

2 Initialization: ACo ← NA1; t1 ← 0; t 2← 0; t 3← 0;
3 Main: while t3 ≤ RN do
4 if ACo = NAi then
5 {wait AIFS[V O]};
6 NAi executes Transmission;
7 else
8 {wait SIFS};
9 NAi executes Listening;
10 endif
11 end while

Figure 6.2: VTP-CSMA mechanism.

Five channel states are defined (determined at the beginning of each

time slot):

1. transmission from other stations: One or more messages are being

transmitted over the channel.

2. successful transmission from other stations: The channel is idle,

and a successful message transmission from other station finished one

time slot ago.

3. channel continuing idle: The channel is idle and was also idle one

time slot ago.

4. channel idle after collision: The channel is idle, and there was a

collision one time slot ago.

5. successful transmission: The channel is idle, “I am the transmitting

station, and I finished the transmission of one or more messages (upper

bounded by TXOP interval)” one time slot ago.

According to these channel states and the ACo value, each VTP-CSMA

station takes a specific action. Firstly, whenever the VTP-CSMA station

captures the virtual token (ACo = NAi), it will execute the Transmission

procedure (Figure 6.3). This procedure works as follows. If the VTP-

CSMA station holding the token have a RT message to transfer, it will

immediately start the transmission. If a collision occurs, the VTP-CSMA

re-initialization of the ring.
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station increments its t3 counter and, it will retry the transmission until

the maximum defined number of transmission attempts (RN). Whenever,

a successful transmission occurs, the VTP-CSMA station holding the token

will execute the Listening procedure (lines 4-5, Figure 6.3), where each

VTP-CSMA station will increase its ACo value, passing the virtual token to

the next station. Conversely, whenever the VTP-CSMA station holding the

token does not have any RT message to transfer, it will allow default stations

to contend for the medium access, during a time multiple of aSlotT ime.

1 Transmission:
2 if NAi has messages to be transmitted then
3 start the transmission; wait for transmission to complete;
4 if successful transmission then
5 t1← 1; t3← 0; go to Listening;
6 else
7 t3++;
8 if t3 ≤ RN then
9 go to Transmission;
10 endif
11 endif
12 else
13 t2← 2; go to Listening;
14 endif

Figure 6.3: Transmission procedure.

As illustrated in Figure 6.2, all VTP-CSMA stations that do not have the

token (ACo 6= NAi) will execute the Listening procedure (Figure 6.4), and

depending on the channel state, these VTP-CSMA stations take a specific

action:

1. transmission from other stations (lines 5-7): All VTP-CSMA stations

wait for the end of transmission and then update the variables t1 and

t2;

2. successful transmission from other stations (lines 8-9): All VTP-

CSMA stations update t1, t2 and t3;

3. channel continuing idle (lines 10-17): All VTP-CSMA stations in-

crement t2 and, verify the value of t1. If t1 = 1, all VTP-CSMA

stations increment its ACo value. That is, t1 = 1 and the channel

continuing idle state means that a successful transmission occurred
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and, a TXOP period finished. Besides, t2 will be incremented and,

each time that t2 value is greater or equal than 3, all VTP-CSMA

stations must also increment its ACo value;

4. channel idle after collision (lines 18-19): All VTP-CSMA stations

increment t2 and t3.

1 Listening:
2 At the beginning of the next slot
3 event ← channel event during the last slot;
4 switch (event)
5 case transmission:
6 wait for transmission to complete;
7 t1 ← 0; t 2← 0; break;
8 case successful transmission:
9 t1 ← 1; t2 ← 1; t3 ← 0; break;
10 case continuing idle:
11 t2++;
12 if t1 = 1 then
13 ACo++; t1 ← 0; t2 ← 0; break;
14 endif
15 if t2 ≥ 3 then
16 ACo++; t1← 0; t2← 0; t3← 0; break;
17 endif
18 case idle after collision:
19 t2++; t3++; break;
20 end switch

Figure 6.4: Listening procedure.

Most likely, when a collision occurs involving just ST stations (EDCA

stations), the next events will be followed by continuing idle channel states,

due to the selected backoff interval (CWmin = 7, for voice category). How-

ever, when a VTP-CSMA station is involved in the collision, the next chan-

nel state will be always a transmission (CWmin = CWmax = 0). There-

fore, the reset mechanism (Initialization procedure) is activated whenever

there are RN consecutive collisions without any idle time greater than t2
(aSIFSTime + 3× aSlotT ime) among collisions.

Figure 6.5 illustrates the behavior of the proposed VTP-CSMA mecha-

nism. Assume that three VTP-CSMA stations, L = {NA1, NA2, NA3}, are

sharing the physical medium with 1 EDCA station (ST station). To sim-

plify the example, it is considered only the voice access category for the ST

station (AIFSN [V O] = 2). According to the initialization procedure (line
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2, Figure 6.2), the ACo value is equal to NA1 in all VTP-CSMA stations

after aSIFSTime (instant a1 ). Moreover, as this initial version handles

only a fixed number of stations, each VTP-CSMA station knows the total

number of RT stations (np = 3). Therefore, station NA1 (token holding

station) runs the Transmission procedure, while stations NA2 and NA3 ex-

ecute the Listening procedure. However, as station NA1 has no message to

be transferred (until instant a2), this station will also execute the Listening

procedure. This procedure consists in continuously monitoring the channel.

According to the example, the next channel states are followed by channel

continuing idle periods. Therefore, all VTP-CSMA stations (ACo 6= NAi)

will start the slot counter incrementing counter t2 (lines 10-17, Figure 6.4).

Then, counter t2 will expire in all stations at instant a3 (3× aSlotTime)

and the virtual token is passed to station NA2 (lines 15-17). As the channel

remains idle (NA2 station has no message to be transmitted), counter t2
will expire again at instant a5, passing the virtual token to station NA3.

Figure 6.5: Behavior of the VTP-CSMA mechanism.

This station may now start to transfer its own real-time messages. How-

ever, considering that between instants a4 and a5, the ST station gen-

erated one packet, both stations will start the transmission at the same

time. Consequently, a collision will occur and the VTP-CSMA station

(NA3) will be able to detect it by the absence of the ACK frame. Ac-

cording to the underlying TSm mechanism, it will retry the transmission

after aSIFSTime + 2× aSlotT ime following the end of the medium busy

condition. This means that NA3 will start the transfer of its real-time mes-

sages at instant a7 (considering that the ST station selected a backoff value

greater than 0). It is worth noting that stations NA1 and NA2 after in-
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stant a6 do not detect the successful transmission channel state and after

aSIFSTime it is detected the channel continuing idle state and, the slot

counter starts incrementing t2 (line 11, Figure 6.4). However, the beginning

of a transmission is detected (instant a7 ) before the expiration of counter

t2. Therefore, station NA3 continues the transmission and both NA1 and

NA2 stations must wait for its completion (line 6, Figure 6.4).

Afterwards, when the end of transmission is detected

(successful transmission channel state), if there were still packets

in the queue and enough TXOP time to transmit another packet, including

its response frame, the token holding station NA3 would start another

transmission just after aSIFSTime. Therefore, when a station transmits

multiple frames, the ACo is incremented only at the end of TXOP. As

the station NA3 has no more packets to be transmitted, all VTP-CSMA

stations detect the successful transmission channel state and the vari-

able t1 is incremented (lines 8-9, Figure 6.4). In the next event (channel

continuing idle state), the virtual token is passed to the next station

(instant a9 ) by incrementing the ACo counters in all the VTP-CSMA

stations.

Summing up, each VTP-CSMA station will increment its ACo value on

specific slot boundaries5, as follows:

• Following an idle medium duration of (aSIFSTime+2×aSlotT ime−
aRxTxTurnaroundT ime) after the last busy medium on the antenna

that was the result of a reception of a frame with a correct FCS (Frame

Check Sequence);

• Following and idle medium duration of (aSIFSTime + 3 ×
aSlotT ime − aRxTxTurnaroundT ime) after the last busy medium

on the antenna for all other cases (including the transmission of a

frame that did not require an acknowledgement).

5 The specific slot boundaries at which exactly one of these operations shall
be performed are defined in section 9.9.1.3 of the IEEE 802.11e amendment and,
aRxTxTurnaroundT ime is the maximum time (in µs) that the PHY requires to change
from receiving to transmitting the start of the first symbol.
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6.3 Timing Analysis

In this section, a worst-case timing analysis of the VTP-CSMA mechanism

is presented, which demonstrates that the token rotation time is upper-

bounded, even when the communication medium is shared with timing un-

constrained stations. This means that the non real-time messages are not

able to disturb the timing operation of the ring.

Consider an IEEE 802.11e network interconnecting np VTP-CSMA sta-

tions with multiple IEEE 802.11e stations (ST-stations). Consider that the

VTP-CSMA stations have fixed addresses ranging from 1 to np. Each VTP-

CSMA station accesses the network according to the VTP-CSMA scheme,

i.e., first station 1, then station 2, 3,. . . until station np, and then again sta-

tion 1, 2,. . .np. The default (ST) stations implement the traditional backoff

procedure according to the default timing values defined in [8].

Basically, two-collision scenarios are analyzed. Firstly, it is analyzed the

maximum delay to transfer a real-time message, when the VTP-CSMA sta-

tion is holding the token (Figure 6.6). According to the VTP-CSMA scheme,

whenever a VTP-CSMA station holding the token has a data message ready

to be transferred (D), it will wait an IFS (Interframe Space) before starting

to transmit it (1st attempt). A station is able to detect a collision only

after finishing its transmission plus an aSIFSTime, i.e. if the ACK frame is

not received. Besides, when a transmission starts, all the stations set their

NAV (Network Allocation Vector) with the information received in the Du-

ration/ID field, that goes up to the end of the expected ACK frame [8].

Afterwards, if the transmission is not correctly acknowledged, the station

will wait again during another IFS (IFS: aSIFSTime + 2 × aSlotT ime)

interval and, according to the VTP-CSMA architecture, it will immediately

start to transmit its message (2nd attempt). If a second collision occurs,

the station A will wait again for the IFS before starting to transmit. The

maximum time that a VTP-CSMA station holding the token will wait be-

fore starting to transfer a message for the last attempt or eventually discard

it, is given by:

Tcol = (RN − 1)× (IFS + tmessage) (6.1)

where RN is the maximum retransmission number and tmessage is the dura-

tion to transfer a data message (including the ACK frame) from the VTP-

CSMA station according to the physical (PHY) characteristics of the chan-
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nel. For instance, considering 100 bytes for data payload in IEEE 802.11a

PHY mode (data rate of 36 Mbps), each attempt takes 0.128ms.

Figure 6.6: Collision scenario.

It is clear that the VTP-CSMA architecture either solves the collisions in

a bounded time interval (within RN retransmission attempts), or it even-

tually discards the message. Therefore, a relevant focus of research is to

evaluate the probability of a message frame being discarded by the IEEE

802.11 stations, whenever the number of collision resolution rounds exceeds

the defined number of retransmission attempts. This topic has been ad-

dressed in [121], where it has been shown that for a non saturated network,

the packet loss rate is smaller than 10−7, when considering a collision prob-

ability p = 0.1. This satisfies the packet loss requirements of traditional

soft real-time applications, such as VoIP (voice over IP) or NCS (networked

control systems) applications.

Therefore, in the following analysis it is only considered the case where

no message is discarded by a VTP-CSMA station, due to an excessive num-

ber of retransmission attempts. That is, when the transmitting station

acquires the transmission medium, the virtual token will be passed to the

following station at the end of the acquired TXOP (in the worst-case).

Then, the worst-case token holding time (TTHRT
) occurs when the RT

station has enough RT messages to fill up to the maximum TXOP interval

defined for the subset of RT stations (tTXOPRT
). The value of TTHRT

is given

by:

TTHRT
= Tcol + tTXOPRT

(6.2)

On the other hand, when the VTP-CSMA station holding the token

does not have any real-time message ready to be transferred, one of the ST
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stations in the wireless domain can successfully transfer its own messages.

This means that all the VTP-CSMA stations will wait during a time in-

terval t2, during which any ST station may start to transfer a message. In

such a case, the ACo counters will be incremented only at the end of the

acquired TXOP. If the medium remains idle during the t2 time interval, the

ACo counters will be immediately incremented (i.e., there will be a Virtual

Token Passing), allowing the next RT station in the ring to transfer its own

messages.

The maximum time interval that a VTP-CSMA station is allowed to

hold the token, when it does not have any real-time message ready to be

transferred (TTHNRT
), occurs when at the specific instant (aSIFSTime +

2 × aSlotT ime) a ST station takes the decision of transmit a frame and

it acquires the transmission medium and uses all the allowed TXOP time.

The value of TTHNRT
is given by:

TTHNRT
= IFS + tTXOP (6.3)

Therefore, the worst-case token holding time TTH is given by:

TTH = max(TTHRT
, TTHNRT

) (6.4)

It can be easily proved that TTHRT
> TTHNRT

, when both RT and ST

stations have the same tTXOP . However, most likely the value of tTXOPRT
for

the RT stations will be set to a much smaller value than the default TXOP

(1.504ms, for voice category) [8]. For example, considering that tTXOPRT
=

0.2ms and the maximum number of transmission attempts RN = 4, for the

above described case (100 bytes for data payload and data rate of 36 Mbps),

TTHRT
= 0.584ms, while TTHNRT

= 1.547ms. Therefore, it is expected that

for most of the VTP-CSMA applications, the value of TTHNRT
will prevail.

Considering the token rotation time as the time interval between two

consecutive token arrivals to a particular station, the worst-case token ro-

tation time (TRT ) is given by:

TRT = np× TTH (6.5)

The value TRT imposes a lower bound for the periodicity of the real-time

message streams supported by the VTP-CSMA architecture. The study of
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the problem of guaranteeing synchronous message deadlines in the VTP-

CSMA architecture can be easily adapted from [122], where a similar study

was done for FDDI networks.

6.4 Performance Analysis

The target of the presented simulations is to evaluate how the VTP-CSMA

architecture is able to support real-time (periodic) traffic in an open commu-

nication environment. The VTP-CSMA simulation model is implemented

using a Stochastic Petri Net (SPN) model, previously developed to assess

the timing behavior of the EDCA function [23]. This model was slightly

modified in order to implement the VTP-CSMA architecture. The descrip-

tion of the EDCA model implementation is presented in Appendix A.

For all the simulations, it has been used a variant of the Gilbert-Elliot

error model, where the channel is always in one of two states: Good or Bad.

This model assume that bit errors are independent, with a fixed error rate

in each state and, the state sojourn time is log-normal distributed.

According to Willig [117] this model is realistic for wireless transmission

in an industrial environment. Then, for the parametrization of the used

error model, it has been used the same values as defined in [117], i.e., for

all channels the mean duration of good state is 65ms, the mean duration

of bad state is 10ms and, the coefficient of variation (CoV) for the bad

state holding times has been set to 10 and for the good state to 20. It is

assumed that errors occur only in the bad state. Two sets of simulations are

performed, differing in their respective mean bit error rate (BER). The first

(error-prone scenario) set defines a mean BER of 10−4, while the second

(error-free scenario) set defines that no bit errors occur. Thus, during the

bad channel states for the first set, the BER is about 0.00075 and, for the

good state no bit errors will occur.

These mean burst lengths lead to a rather bad channel, where the steady-

state probability for finding the channel in bad state is approximately 13.3%.

Furthermore, for the proposed simulations is assumed that there is no

node mobility, nor hidden stations.
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6.4.1 Simulation Scenario 1

The first simulation scenario is intended to assess the impact of the tim-

ing unconstrained traffic (generated by default stations) upon the real-

time traffic. It considers an open communication environment (Figure 6.7),

where multiple standard (ST) EDCA stations share the same communica-

tion medium with a subset of real-time (RT) stations implementing either

the VTP-CSMA architecture (RT VTP-CSMA) or the EDCA mechanism

(RT EDCA). Specifically, it is compared the VTP-CSMA architecture to the

IEEE 802.11e EDCA mechanism using the highest access category (voice).

The RT stations transfer just RT messages (small sized packets at periodic

rate), whereas the ST stations transfer three types of traffic: voice (VO),

video (VI) and background (BK).

Figure 6.7: Simulation scenario.

Basically two simulation cases are analyzed. Firstly, a small population

case considers 10 ST stations operating in the same frequency band together

with 10 RT stations (either RT EDCA or RT VTP-CSMA). Secondly, the

number of ST stations is extended to 40 (large population). Each station

operates at OFDM PHY mode and the PHY data rate is set to 36 Mbps.

The physical parameters used in the simulations are based on the IEEE

802.11a PHY mode [7] (Table 5.1).

The RT traffic is characterized by periodic sources with a small amount

of jitter, modeled by a normal distribution with σ/µ ≤ 1% (σ is the standard

deviation and µ is the average expected value). The ST traffic is modeled

by Poisson traffic sources. The maximum number of transmission attempts

is set to 4. The MAC queue size is set to 50 positions. All other relevant

simulation parameters are shown in Table 6.1.
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Table 6.1: Simulation data.

Parameters
RT Station Standard Stations

EDCA VTP-CSMA VO VI BK
CWmin 7 0 7 15 31
CWmax 15 0 15 31 1023
AIFSN 2 2 2 3 7

TXOP (ms) 1.504 1.504 1.504 3.008 0
Packet Size - bytes 45 45 160 1280 1600

Message stream periods (ms) 2 2 Variable Variable Variable

The generated data frames have a constant size. Each RT station is

transferring real-time data (with 45 bytes for data payload) with message

stream periods of 2ms, which is equivalent to generate 500 packets/s. There-

fore, each RT station imposes a constant network load of 180 kbits/s, that

represents about 0.5% of the total network load (without considering the

MAC and PHY headers). For the set of ST stations, the offered load ranges

from 5% to 95% of the total network load. Each ST station generates λ

voice, video and background packets/s at the same rate, in order to impose

the requested overall network load. The arrival rate (λ) can be obtained by:

λ =
GST

(PKV O + PKV I + PKBK)
= (packets/s) (6.6)

where GST ranges according to the requested percentage (5% to 95%) of

the PHY data rate (36 Mbps) and, PK V O, PK V I and PK BK represent the

packet size (bits) transmitted in each access category by the ST stations.

The obtained value for the arrival rate λ is equally divided among all the

ST stations.

6.4.2 Simulation Scenario 2

The second simulation scenario aims to verify how the VTP-CSMA archi-

tecture is able to cope with the tight requirements of real-time industrial

communications [123], both in the presence of external timing unconstrained

traffic and in the presence of error-prone channels. Specifically, it is of strong

interest to assess the impact of external timing unconstrained traffic upon

the token rotation time, since it bounds the shortest update time of periodic

variables. Additionally, considering that the transmission delay is a good
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estimation of the alarm latency6, the assessment of the impact of external

timing unconstrained traffic upon this parameter is also of paramount im-

portance, as it must be kept smaller than the deadlines of the real-time

message streams. Additionally, the average queue size is also assessed.

This simulation scenario considers multiple ST stations sharing the com-

munication medium with a subset of RT stations implementing the VTP-

CSMA mechanism. As in the previous scenario, the RT stations transfer just

RT traffic. However, it is assessed the impact of the external network load

upon the behavior of the VTP-CSMA architecture when a set of RT sta-

tions is transferring real-time data (45 bytes for data payload) with message

stream periods of 10ms or 20ms (in the previous assessment only message

stream periods of 2ms were considered). Basically two simulation cases are

analyzed. The first scenario (also called small population case) considers

10 ST stations operating in the same frequency band together with 10 to

50 RT VTP-CSMA stations. The second scenario (large population case)

extends the number of ST stations to 40.

All the other simulation parameters and details omitted in this subsec-

tion are equivalent to those used for the Simulation Scenario 1.

6.5 Simulation Results

All the simulation results have been obtained with 95% confidence interval

with a half-width interval of 5%. The performance metrics analyzed in this

chapter include: throughput, packet loss, average delay and average queue

size. The throughput is the ratio between the total number of successfully

transferred packets and the total number of generated packets for each traffic

stream. Therefore, it represents the relative throughput. The packet loss

metric is computed as (1-throughput)*100 and represents the percentage

of packets that are lost for each traffic stream. The average delay is the

average delay required to transfer a packet, measured from the start of its

generation at the application layer to the end of the packet transfer. The

average queue size represents the average output buffer occupancy.

6 The alarm latency is often considered a relevant performance index of factory
communication systems [123].
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Figure 6.8: Average Delay - Small population (10RT - 10ST; MSP = 2ms).

Figure 6.9: Average Delay - Large population (10RT - 40ST; MSP = 2ms).

6.5.1 Simulation Results: Scenario 1

The first simulation scenario is intended to assess the behavior of the VTP-

CSMA vs. EDCA mechanisms, when supporting real-time traffic in a com-

munication medium shared with timing unconstrained traffic. The average

packet delays for the small and large population scenarios are plotted in

Figures 6.8 and 6.9, considering an error-free channel. In both cases, the

presented results are intended to compare the average delay for transfer-

ring a real-time (RT) packet using either the “VTP-CSMA mode” or the

“standard EDCA mode”.

Figures 6.8 and 6.9 show that, for an external disturbance above 15%,
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Figure 6.10: Throughput - Small population (10RT - 10ST; MSP = 2ms).

the RT VTP-CSMA stations have an average packet delay much smaller

than the RT EDCA stations. For instance, in the large population Scenario

(Figure 6.9), for a 55% external network load, the VTP-CSMA stations

take in average 1.412ms to transfer a RT packet, while the EDCA stations

take in average 18.161ms. More importantly, these values must be checked

against the message stream periods (MSP) of 2ms. This means that the

EDCA mechanism is clearly unable to provide a RT communication ser-

vice to such message streams, whereas the VTP-CSMA approach is able

to provide consistent average delays below the MSP value of 2ms. This is

a relevant result when considering real-time communications, as it clearly

highlights the negligible impact of the timing unconstrained traffic upon the

timing behavior of the real-time traffic. Figures 6.8 and 6.9 also illustrate

that the VTP-CSMA stations have a small influence upon the behavior of

the other access categories, except in what concerns a small (and expected)

degradation of the voice (VTP-CSMA) traffic behavior.

The average throughput was also evaluated for, respectively, the small

and the large population scenarios (Figures 6.10 and 6.11). The percentage

of packet losses can be inferred from these results, as the percentage of

packet losses is given by (1-throughput)*100. It is clear that RT VTP-

CSMA stations are able to transfer significantly more RT packets than RT

EDCA stations. The main reason is that, using the VTP-CSMA scheme,

the RT packets generated by different RT stations are globally serialized,

avoiding collisions among RT packets.

When considering the average packet delay, it can be also observed that
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Figure 6.11: Throughput - Large population (10RT - 40ST; MSP = 2ms).

the increase of traffic load imposes a significant increase of the packet losses

for lower priority traffics. For instance, in the large population case (Figure

6.11), for a network load higher than 25%-35%, a large number of back-

ground packets are discarded in both modes. From the simulation perspec-

tive, it is well known that smaller sample sizes lead to unreliable statistics

values. Then, the average delay for background traffic is not relevant for

values above this network load.

Another important aspect in RT communication is related to the average

queue size (Figures 6.12 and 6.13). It can be seen that, for the transfer of RT

packets, the VTP-CSMA stations have an average queue size much smaller

than the RT EDCA stations. It is also clear that, whatever the network

load, the average queue size of the VTP-CSMA stations is nearly constant

and smaller than 1. This means that, in the average case, the pending RT

messages are always sustainable transferred before the generation of new

RT messages, meaning that the deadlines are respected. This is a very

relevant result for real-time communications, as it forecast an adequate

timing behavior for the VTP-CSMA architecture.

The results presented in Figures 6.12 and 6.13 are similar to the results

presented in Figure 5.5, thus allowing for direct comparison. Both scenar-

ios consider 10 RT stations together with 10/40 ST stations, where the RT

stations are supporting RT message streams with MSP = 2ms. The sim-

ulation data are similar for both cases (Table 5.2 vs. Table 6.1), thus the

results can be directly compared.

As it was also expected, the average queue size for voice packets is smaller
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Figure 6.12: Queue Size - Small population (10RT - 10ST; MSP = 2ms).

Figure 6.13: Queue Size - Large population (10RT - 40ST; MSP = 2ms).

than the average queue size for RT traffic, as the RT traffic load is much

larger than the load imposed by the VO traffic. Whatever the network

load, each RT station imposes a packet rate of 500 packets/s, while each ST

station imposes just (in the worst case: small population scenario at 100%)

a voice packet rate of 140 packet/s.

Finally, as the error-prone behavior of wireless channels is a relevant

drawback when supporting real-time communications, it is important to

assess the impact of the error-prone channels upon the behavior of the

VTP-CSMA architecture. Therefore, a set of simulation experiments have

been carried out, considering a highly pessimistic scenario for the channel

error parameters. For the simulated scenarios, it has been used a BER =
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7.5 × 10−4 and a mean duration for the Bad state of 10ms. Therefore, as

each RT station generates 1 packet every 2ms, during the burst error periods

(10ms) the successful transmission probability to transfer a RT packet is

just of 60%7. For the sake of simplicity, only the values for RT stations

(EDCA or VTP-CSMA) are plotted for Scenario 1.

Figures 6.14 and 6.15 illustrate the average packet delay, in the small

and large population scenarios, considering both error-free and error-prone

channels. In spite of being nearly constant (3ms - 5ms), the average delay

is significantly larger than for the case of an error-free scenario (1ms -

1.6ms). This behavior can be rooted to two different causes. On the one

hand, whenever the distributed variable ACo has no longer a consistent

value, sooner or later the reset mechanism will be called up (Initialization

procedure) to re-synchronize the virtual ring. This mechanism is highly

effective, as the average packet delay remains nearly constant despite the

external network load. On the other hand, the considered packet error

rate is highly pessimistic (40% of packet error probability during the error

bursts). Therefore, the re-synchronization rate of the virtual ring is much

higher than the expected for traditional industrial environments.

Figure 6.14: Average Packet Delay - Small population (10RT - 10ST;

MSP = 2ms).

Another important aspect in RT communication is related to the average

queue size. From Figures 6.16 and 6.17, for an error-free channel, the average

queue size of the RT VTP-CSMA stations is nearly constant and smaller

7 Such probability is equal to (1−BER)n, where n is the total length (bits) of a RT
packet.
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Figure 6.15: Average Packet Delay - Large population (10RT - 40ST;

MSP = 2ms).

than 1. This result is consistent with the packet generation periodicity of

2ms and the average packet delay of (1ms - 1.6ms). For the error-prone

channel, as the average packet delay is (3ms - 5ms), the average queue size

will be larger than 1 (thus, there will be frequent deadlines misses). This

means that the VTP-CSMA approach has reached its usability bounds.

Figure 6.16: Queue Size - Small population (10RT - 10ST; MSP = 2ms).

6.5.2 Simulation Results: Scenario 2

The performance analysis results presented in this subsection aims to verify

how the VTP-CSMA architecture is able to cope with the tight requirements
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Figure 6.17: Queue Size - Large population (10RT - 40ST; MSP = 2ms).

of real-time industrial communications, both in the presence of external

timing unconstrained traffic and in the presence of error-prone channels.

Firstly, it is evaluated the token rotation time, as the ring stability can-

not be affected by the external traffic sources with unconstrained timing

behavior. We have assessed the behavior of the token rotation time for dif-

ferent real-time configurations (10, 20 and 50 RT stations), when supporting

real-time message streams with periods of 10ms or 20ms (in the previous

scenario, only 10RT stations with message stream periods of 2ms were con-

sidered). Figures 6.18 and 6.19 illustrate the impact of external timing

unconstrained traffic upon the token rotation time for message stream pe-

riods of 10ms an 20ms, respectively. It is plotted the token rotation time

in both error-free (solid lines) and error-prone (dashed lines).

As expected, the token rotation time have a reduced value while the

network load is kept low. The main reason is that the medium remains idle

during long time intervals, and therefore each RT station will capture the

token almost always after t2 (aSIFSTime + 3 × aSlotT ime). This means

that the probability of having a ST station contending for the medium access

is small. When the network load increases, whenever a RT station does not

have any RT message to transfer, it is expected that one ST station will be

able to capture the transmission medium during one TXOP time interval.

In Figures 6.18 and 6.19, it is also plotted the upper-bound for the TRT

obtained from Equation 6.5. It must be considered that this upper-bound

addresses a rarely occurring case, as it is based on the assumption that

during a token rotation cycle, none of the RT station had RT-messages to
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Figure 6.18: Token rotation time (10/20/50RT - 40ST; MSP = 10ms).

Figure 6.19: Token rotation time (10/20/50RT - 40ST; MSP = 20ms).

transfer, and that every ST-station transferred messages up to the maximum

allowed TXOP (1.504ms for voice category).

From Figures 6.18 and 6.19, it can be concluded that the VTP-CSMA

architecture has a stable ring operation for message stream periods of 10ms

and 20ms, i.e., it guarantees a stable token rotation time, whatever the tim-

ing unconstrained traffic load (in both error-free and error-prone channels).

Therefore, the VTP-CSMA architecture is able to provide a RT communi-

cation service to the supported real-time applications.

A second simulation analysis concerns the assessment of the average
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queue size in a RT station, when the traffic in the wireless domain is dis-

turbed by the presence of timing unconstrained traffic from ST stations

and from physical interferences (error-prone channel). Figure 6.20 shows

the average queue size for MSP of 10ms in both error-free (solid lines) and

error-prone (dashed lines) channels, where it is plotted the cases of 10, 20 or

40 RT stations operating in the small population scenario (10 ST stations).

It is clear in Figure 6.20 that the average number of packets waiting to be

transmitted is always kept under 1 packet. This indicates that the VTP-

CSMA mechanism can be suitable to support real-time traffic with MSP

of 10ms, as the pending RT messages are always transferred (in average)

before the generation of new RT messages. Similar results were obtained

for MSP of 20ms in both small and large population scenarios.

When comparing these results (for 20 RT stations), with the results ob-

tained from the EDCA mechanism (illustrated in Figure 5.6) the following

conclusion arises: while the VTP-CSMA approach guarantees almost con-

stant values for the average queue size (small range between 0.3 - 0.4), the

EDCA function (for 20RT stations - 10 ST stations) shows a wider range

for the average queue size values (0.2 up to 0.88). This behavior illustrates

the smaller sensitivity to the external load variations provided by the VTP-

CSMA approach when compared to the EDCA mechanism.

Figure 6.20: Average queue size (10/20/40RT - 10ST; MSP = 10ms).

Therefore, the VTP-CSMA architecture is able to provide an adequate

RT communication service to soft real-time applications, such as VoIP or

NCS applications. Voice (and video) conversation need to be conducted with

the minimum of delay in transmission. Many VoIP systems use message
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stream periods (MSP) of 20ms and, an average packet delay below 150ms

is acceptable for most user applications [13]. Besides, it is recommended a

packet loss rate < 2% and average jitter < 50ms, what is easily reached by

the VTP-CSMA architecture.

6.6 Virtual Ring Management

The initial version of the VTP-CSMA architecture presented in Section 6.2

was able to handle only a fixed number of RT stations (np stations). In

this section, an enhanced ring management procedure is proposed, allowing

the VTP-CSMA architecture to be an open group. Thus, a station can

dynamically join or leave the Virtual Token Ring (group G), enabling the

support of dynamic communication scenarios, such as those that are usually

found in VoIP applications. The ring management includes procedures to

(i) add RT-stations to the ring, (ii) remove RT-stations from the ring. These

procedures must ensure the two following properties.

Agreement: All VTP-CSMA stations must agree on the values of ACo

and np. That is, at whatever instant of time, all stations know the

address of the token holder and the total number of stations belonging

to the group G.

Uniqueness: Each station must be assigned an unique NA, which ranges

between 1 and np.

Unless these two properties are satisfied, mutual access to the medium

by the RT-stations cannot be ensured. Besides these properties, some fur-

ther assumptions are made regarding the capabilities of the communication

system.

The first assumption is that stations belonging to group G are able to

exchange messages. Each message (msg) contains the field sender and type;

sender identifies the source, whereas type is concerned with the function of

the message itself. Depending on the value assigned to the type parame-

ter, messages may be used either to transfer real-time data or to manage

the group membership. The field type may assume the following values

{REMOVE, JOIN, ADD, UPDATE, HB, RT}:

• msg.JOIN, msg.ADD and msg.UPDATE messages: are used to add

a station to the group;
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• msg.REMOVE message: is used for removing a station;

• msg.HB message: is used to send a “heartbeat message” and;

• msg.RT message: are default RT data frames.

The second assumption specifies that the logical ring has already been

initialized with some VTP-CSMA stations. Finally, it is desirable that all

VTP-CSMA stations remain in the range of the Access Point (AP); con-

versely, for ad hoc networks, it is desirable that stations can always hear

each other. However, both the hidden and exposed scenarios are consid-

ered in the protocol specification. Communication errors can occur due to

collisions and/or interferences.

6.6.1 Adding a Station to the Virtual Token Ring

A station willing to join the VTR, will broadcast a msg.JOIN message

using the default EDCA mechanism. As a consequence, the message will be

received by all the network stations, but queued only by those belonging to

group G (all the other stations will discard it). However, only one response

has to be issued to the requesting station. It will be provided by station

NA1, via the msg.ADD message8. Therefore, when ACo=NA1, the token

holder station will allow the requesting station to join the group through

an acknowledged point-to-point control message of type msg.ADD, with the

following parameters:

ACocurr: � integer � - Current value of the Access Counter.

NAA: � integer � - NA assigned to the requesting station: NAA←
NP+1.

MAC: � HEX � - MAC address of the requesting station.

Then, the requesting station (i.e. the station that issued the msg.JOIN )

sets ACo←ACocurr, NA←NAA, NP←NAA and enters the group G. The

MAC address of the requesting stations will be used if more than one join

request arrives. In this case, station NA1 has to answer separately to each

8 It is worth noting that, in an infrastructure network, station NA1 will be, most
likely, the Access Point.
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station that issued the request. The value of the MAC address may be

obtained from the msg.JOIN. After each Adding procedure, the membership

can be represented as L = {NA1, NA2, ..., NAnp, NAnp+1}.

After processing all the received join requests, in order to inform all

the VTP-CSMA stations of the new entry, the token holding station (NA1)

broadcasts an unacknowledged message of type msg.UPDATE, with the

following parameters:

ACocurr: � integer � - Current value of the Access Counter.

NPcurr: � integer � - Current value of the number of stations.

Consequently, all stations belonging to the group G will update the

value of their VTR parameters (ACo←1, if different from the previous one;

NP←NPcurr). Setting the value of all the ACo counters to 1 ensures the

re-synchronization of potentially inconsistent values of the ACo distributed

variable (if any), when compared to station NA1.

6.6.2 Removing a Station from the Virtual Token Ring

There are two possibilities for removing a station from the virtual token

ring (group G). In the first, the station decides autonomously to leave the

group G. In this case, it will communicate its decision via a remove message

(msg.REMOVE ), whenever it receives the virtual token. In the second,

the station is compelled to leave the VTR, either due to a “crash failure”

or because it becomes unable to transfer its own VTP messages. As an

immediate effect, there will be no more RT messages in the slot assigned to

that station. In such a case, the unused NA address will be later recovered

by an address reclaim procedure (based on a “heartbeat” approach).

In order to autonomously leave the group G, the station holding the

virtual token broadcasts an unacknowledged msg.REMOVE message, which

has the following parameters:

NAR: � integer � - NA to be removed from the VTR.

As a consequence, all the VTP-CSMA stations that receive a

msg.REMOVE will update their variables in the following way:
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1. stations with NAi < NAR:

(a) update their NP (NP←NP-1 );

2. stations with NAi > NAR:

(a) update their NP (NP←NP-1 );

(b) update their NAi (NAi ←NAi-1 );

3. stations with NA = NAR:

(a) The stations are considered to be out of the ring;

The latter may occur only in the case of an inconsistent ACo distributed

variable. In such a case, the station must consider itself out of the ring. If

it wants to re-enter the ring, in must later “rejoin” it. As a further check,

stations belonging to group G may verify the correctness of their image

of the distributed variable ACo (Access Counters). Indeed, it should be

NAR=ACo for each station. After the removal of a station, the membership

of group G can be represented as L = {NA1, NA2,..., NAnp−1}.

A VTP-CSMA station, may also leave the VTR without being able

to broadcast the msg.REMOVE message (station crash). Such an event

has first to be detected and then the network address of the station (NA)

must be recovered (via the address reclaiming procedure), in order to ensure

the consistency of the ring. The detection procedure works as follows. In

the VTR, each station knows the address of its predecessor (PS={(i-1)
mod NP}). Whenever a station detects that its predecessor has not sent

any message during a Tlive time interval, it concludes that the station has

unexpectedly exited the virtual ring. Thus, a station detecting such an

exit, invokes the address reclaiming procedure. In particular, it broadcasts

a msg.REMOVE message to remove its predecessor from group G.

It is worth mentioning that, in order to avoid wrong removals, every

station must transfer at least one message every TLive. The technique

adopted to avoid wrong removals uses a heartbeat approach, where the

THBown = 1
2
TLive (lines 23-28, Figure 6.22). In practice, a station that has

not sent any message during the last 1
2
TLive interval, the next time it gets

the virtual token, it will transfer either a heartbeat message (msg.HB) or a

real-time message (msg.RT).
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1 if ACo = NAi−1 then
2 THBpred

← 0;
3 endif

4 if AC = NAi−1 then
5 start THBpred

;
6 endif

Figure 6.21: Additional Listening items.

6.6.3 Implementation Details

In order to implement the Adding and Removing procedures, it is neces-

sary to add some functionalities to the original procedures. This section

describes the main modifications that must be done to allow real-time sta-

tions to dynamically join or leave the VTP-CSMA architecture. Firstly, to

implement the address reclaiming procedure, it has been necessary to in-

clude a THBpred
timer (heartbeat timer) in the Listening procedure, which

will be reset each time the predecessor station (PS) sends a message. There-

fore, it is necessary to include lines 1-3 from Figure 6.21 after line 7 of the

Listening procedure (Figure 6.4). Furthermore, whenever ACo = NAi−1

and the ACo value is incremented by continuing idle state (t2), it indicates

the PS station does not send any message and THBpred
timer must be started.

Then, it is necessary to include lines 4-6 from Figure 6.21 after line 16 of

the Listening procedure (Figure 6.4). Besides, the variable t3 is no longer

necessary and, consequently lines 18-19 from Listening procedure must be

excluded. This is one of the advantages of the ring management procedure.

Whenever a VTP-CSMA station becomes out of order (e.g. when it did

not receive an unacknowledge control message), the station will consider

it self out of the ring, and will later re-join it (Figure 6.22, lines 16-17).

This means that there is no longer the need to re-initialize the VTP-CSMA

architecture from scratch (as it was the case in the static version of the

VTP-CSMA approach).

The main modification to implement the ring management proposal

must be done in the Transmission procedure. For the sake of cleanness, this

procedure is rewritten incorporating such additional modifications (Figure

6.22). One of the modifications considers the case when the token holding

station detected that its PS did not send any message during a TLive interval.

In such a case, it sends a msg.REMOVE message removing its predecessor
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1 Transmission:
2 if (ACo=NAi=1) then
3 while NAi has msg.JOIN buffered do
4 send msg.ADD ;
5 end while
6 send msg.UPDATE
7 endif
8 if THBpred

≥ TLive then
9 send msg.REMOVE;
10 endif
11 if NAi has msg.RT to be transmitted then
12 THBown ← 0; send msg.RT ;
13 if successful transmission then
14 t1← 1; go to Listening;
15 else
16 if too many attempts then
17 NAi do “rejoin”;
18 else
19 go to Transmission;
20 endif
21 endif
22 else
23 start THBown ;
24 if THBown

≥ 1
2TLive then

25 send msg.HB ; t1← 1; THBown
← 0; go to Listening;

26 else
27 t2← 2; go to Listening;
28 endif
29 endif

Figure 6.22: Transmission procedure (ring management).

(lines 8-10). On the other hand, if the token holding station NAi inside of

group G had no message to transmit during 1
2
TLive, it will send a msg.HB

message in order to avoid wrong removals (lines 24-25).

In case multiple stations issue a request to join the VTR, there is the

need to distinguish between the subsequent msg.ADD messages that have to

be delivered, possibly, to different stations, in response to the join requests.

This requires to send, as a parameter, the MAC address of the requesting

station (lines 2-7).

Finally, in the Initialization procedure it is necessary to initialize the

variable THBown and THBpred
and, the Main procedure must be executed

whenever the VTP-CSMA architecture is running, instead of while t3 ≤ RN .
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6.6.4 Validation of the VTP-CSMA Architecture

In order to validate the proposed VTP-CSMA architecture, one major is-

sue needs to be investigated: the “structural” behavior of the VTP-CSMA

architecture.

One of the weaknesses of the proposed ring management scheme is

rooted to the use of unacknowledged broadcast messages. The loss of the

msg.REMOVE and/or msg.UPDATE messages by some nodes may lead to

the violation of any, or even both, of the two correctness properties (Agree-

ment and Uniqueness). For example, if one of the VTP-CSMA stations do

not receive a msg.REMOVE message, then it will not update its distributed

variables (NA, ACo, NP). As a consequence, there will be an inconsistency

in the distributed variables, and sooner or later there will be the collision

of RT-messages which, in turn, forces both stations to consider themselves

out of the ring. This means that the structural behavior of the VTP-CSMA

architecture is ensured by means of a self-removal mechanism that removes

the two colliding stations. Thus, it is expected that its impact upon the

performance of the ring remains negligible (as just the inconsistent station

plus one consistent station are removed from the ring). That is, conversely

to other token passing schemes, the ring does not needs to be re-built from

scratch.

The proposed ring management procedure has to be carefully assessed

via an adequate performance analysis to validate the effectiveness of the

self-removal reset mechanism when dealing with inconsistent distributed

variables. Preliminary results of the performance analysis have already high-

lighted the effectiveness of such “self-removal” approach upon the original

ACo reset mechanism.

6.7 Summary

The major motivation for this work was to “propose a solution enabling the

support of real-time (RT) communication in wireless IEEE 802.11 environ-

ments, where timing unconstrained devices would be able to coexist with

real-time devices”. The Virtual Token Passing VTP-CSMA approach has

been proposed to target this problem.
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The initial version of the VTP-CSMA architecture has been proposed to

support real-time communication in IEEE 802.11e wireless networks with a

fixed number of real-time stations (static environment).

The timing analysis carried out in this chapter demonstrates that the

token rotation time of the VTP-CSMA architecture is upper-bounded, even

in the presence of external timing unconstrained traffic. This means that

the VTP-CSMA architecture is able to provide a real-time communication

service, even when the communication medium is shared with timing un-

constrained traffic sources. The performance analysis that have been car-

ried out highlights the adequate behavior of the VTP-CSMA mechanism in

error-prone channels.

The obtained simulation results clearly demonstrate that the proposed

mechanism guarantees the highest transmitting probability to VTP-CSMA

stations in a wireless environment, where the communication medium is

shared with timing unconstrained traffic sources. More importantly, what-

ever the network load, both the average packet delay and related average

queue size are nearly constant for the RT traffic. This means that the tim-

ing unconstrained network traffic has a negligible impact upon the timing

behavior of the RT traffic.

A Ring Management procedure for the VTP-CSMA architecture has also

been proposed, that allows real-time stations to dynamically join or leave

the VTP-CSMA architecture. This ring management procedure extends the

originally proposed VTP-CSMA architecture, enabling its operation in dy-

namic scenarios, such as those found in state-of-the-art VoIP applications.



Chapter 7

Conclusions and Future Work

This chapter summarizes the major research results achieved throughout this

thesis, highlighting how the research contributions fulfilled the original re-

search objectives. Furthermore, some guidelines are given for future research

directions that may emerge from this work.

7.1 Conclusions

The major motivation for the research work presented in this thesis was to

“propose novel solutions that enable the support of real-time (RT) communi-

cation in CSMA-based networks”. Within this context, several approaches

to support RT communication in CSMA-based networks have been pre-

sented, where a special emphasis was given to solutions compatible with

IEEE standard wired and wireless networks. The main focus of the re-

search work that have been carried out during this thesis was the analysis

and design of communication solutions intended to support real-time com-

munication services in shared communication environments.

First of all, a survey of the state-of-the-art on real-time communication

in CSMA-based networks has been made and an innovative classification

framework has been proposed. A first classification axis related to how

message collision are dealt with classifies the researched solutions into the

following groups: avoiding collisions; solving collisions or; reducing colli-

sions. A second classification axis highlights how the state-of-the-art pro-

posals keep or alter the compatibility with IEEE 802.3/802.11 compliant
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devices. Throughout this survey, it is clear that few techniques allow stan-

dard (non real-time) stations to coexist with enhanced (real-time) stations

in the same communication environment (compatibility levels 2 and 3). The

majority of nowadays solutions require the full environment control, i.e. all

the network stations must be under the strict control of the real-time com-

munication architecture (compatibility level 1).

Considering now the case of wireless networks, it is not realistic to as-

sume that is possible to create a zone free of wireless stations, as the wire-

less channel is essentially a shared communication environment. Thus, ap-

proaches that guarantee the RT behavior through the tight control of every

communicating device are no longer applicable, as those approaches will not

be able to support RT communication services adequate for the next genera-

tion of communication environments. That is, communication environments

characterized by an unpredictable traffic load and an unpredictable num-

ber of communicating devices. Besides, most of those approaches proposed

for both Ethernet and WiFi networks cannot be implemented using COTS

hardware, consequently, they can be technically very interesting, but not

economically viable today. Thus, the following assumptions/requirements

are made in this thesis:

• the target communication environment follows either the IEEE 802.3

or the IEEE 802.11 communication standards, with default stations

(ST stations) and real-time stations (RT stations) sharing the same

communication medium (wired or wireless);

• the network load imposed by the set of ST stations is out of the

sphere-of-control of the RT communication architecture;

• no hardware/software changes should be necessary to ST stations, due

to the large installed base of IEEE 802.3/802.11 devices.

None of the existing state-of-the-art protocols efficiently fulfills all these

assumptions/requirements. We have pointed out that the most promising

solutions to support RT communication are those that force the collision

resolution in favor of the RT station. Therefore, we concluded that a new

paradigm will emerge to deal with real-time communications in open com-

munication environments, which will be based on a forcing collision resolu-

tion approach.
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Within this context, a new RT-communication approach (VTP-CSMA

approach) has been proposed, which is based on the use of traffic separa-

tion mechanisms. Such mechanisms are able to prioritize RT-traffic over

multipurpose traffic, without directly controlling the latter. That is, in-

stead of controlling all the traffic generated by all the stations, which is an

approach ruled out by the identified set of assumptions/requirements, the

proposed VTP-CSMA approach controls only the traffic generated by the

RT stations. This approach enables the fulfillment of the RT communication

requirements in open communication environments.

Specifically, we propose a new Traffic Separation mechanism (TSm)

(chapter 3) that prioritizes real-time traffic over timing unconstrained traf-

fic. This mechanism is used as an underlying traffic separation mechanism,

that will enable the provision of RT communication services in CSMA-

based architectures. The proposed TSm mechanism has been assessed both

by simulation and probabilistic analysis, which demonstrate that it guaran-

tees the highest transmitting probability for a TSm-enabled station in any

shared communication environment. The resulting average access delay is

significantly smaller, when compared with the access delay for the stan-

dard stations. More importantly, it is clear that, whatever the network load

imposed by external (non real-time) stations, the average packet delay for

the real-time traffic is nearly constant. Therefore, it has been shown that

the proposed traffic separation mechanism enables the implementation of

a simple “forcing collision resolution” scheme in favor of RT stations using

COTS hardware (compatibility level 3).

After analyzing the suitability of the proposed TSm mechanism to sup-

port real-time communication, it has been presented and evaluated two in-

novative architectures: the VTPE-hBEB and the VTP-CSMA architectures.

Both architectures are based on the control of the medium access right, by

means of a virtual token passing procedure among real-time stations, com-

plemented by the use of the TSm mechanism. One of the main advantages

of these proposals is that, they allow the coexistence of IEEE 802.3 or IEEE

802.11 standard (non real-time) stations with multiple enhanced (real-time)

stations, thus enabling the fulfillment of of the real-time requirements asso-

ciated to the next generation communication environments.

The VTPE-hBEB architecture imposes a higher priority for the transfer

of VTPE-hBEB related traffic, guaranteeing the required traffic separation.

The analysis included in chapter 4 shows that, for a moderate number of

nodes, the token rotation time is of the order of a few milliseconds. This
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figure seems adequate for real-time applications in the automation domain.

Delivery times below 10ms (class 2 communication requirements) can easily

be reached by VTPE-hBEB mechanism and, with some effort it is possible

to reach delivery times around 1ms (class 3).

The VTP-CSMA architecture (chapter 6), which is the main contribu-

tion of this thesis, proposes a similar approach for IEEE 802.11 networks. It

considers an unified wireless system operating in one frequency band, with

the communication bandwidth shared by real-time and non real-time com-

municating devices. The obtained simulation results clearly demonstrate

that the proposed mechanism guarantees the highest transmitting proba-

bility to VTP-CSMA stations in wireless environments. More importantly,

whatever the network load imposed by external ST stations, both the aver-

age packet delay and related average queue sizes are nearly constant for the

RT traffic. This means that the unconstrained network traffic has a neg-

ligible impact upon the timing behavior of the RT traffic. Additionally, it

has also been assessed the capability of the VTP-CSMA mechanism to han-

dle a large amount of RT stations in error-free and error-prone scenarios.

The obtained results clearly show that even for more stringent scenarios,

the VTP-CSMA architecture is able to support a number of stations com-

patible with traditional real-time communication environments supporting

either VoIP or NCS applications.

A Ring Management procedure for the VTP-CSMA architecture has

also been proposed, allowing real-time stations to dynamically join or leave

the VTP-CSMA architecture. This ring management procedure extends

the originally proposed VTP-CSMA architecture, enabling its operation in

dynamic scenarios, such as those found in state-of-the-art VoIP applications.

Finally, a Stochastic Petri Net (SPN) simulation model have been im-

plemented, enabling the evaluation of IEEE 802.11e networks. The imple-

mented model focus on the behavior of the Enhanced Distributed Channel

Access (EDCA) mechanism. The implemented SPN model was built in or-

der to understand the limitations of the EDCA mechanism, when it is used

to support RT communication services (chapter 5). Thus, it was assessed

the suitability of the IEEE 802.11e EDCA protocol to support industrially-

relevant real-time communication scenarios in open communication environ-

ments. The main conclusion from the simulated scenarios was that when

the voice priority is used to support real-time traffic in shared medium envi-

ronments, the default parameter values of the EDCA mode are not able to

guarantee the industrial communication (timing) requirements. Moreover,
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it is clear that the major impact over the RT communication is due to colli-

sions, instead of the error-prone characteristics of wireless medium. That is,

there is a common misinterpretation that major impact on communication

derives from interferences, e.g. Electromagnetic interferences.

7.2 Future Work

The future work that arise from this thesis is closely related to the VTP-

CSMA architecture. Firstly, the proposed ring management procedure has

to be carefully assessed via an adequate performance analysis to validate

the proposal. The ring management behavior is closely related to the use of

unacknowledged broadcast messages. The loss of these messages by some

nodes may lead to the violation of any, or even both, of the two correct-

ness properties (Agreement and Uniqueness). Therefore, it is necessary to

evaluate the impact of the loss of broadcast messages upon the ring timing

properties. It is expected that its impact remains negligible (as just the

inconsistent station plus one consistent station are removed from the ring).

The VTP-CSMA architecture could be also analyzed from the fault-

tolerance perspective. To overcome the drawback of broadcast messages, for

example, it can be evaluated/proposed techniques providing reliable broad-

cast message deliveries. Also, as the station “NA1” is a single point of

failure, it would be interesting to analyze the time that the VTP-CSMA

architecture takes to recovery from a failure. Summing up, a formal anal-

ysis with a fault-tolerance perspective seems adequate. This analysis could

be used to identify the major failures of the protocol and, improvements

should be proposed.

Another research perspective is that the VTP-CSMA architecture con-

siders only one virtual ring. However, in real environments, it is possible for

a station to listen to more than one ring. Therefore, an important research

work would be to propose a multiple ring management, allowing wireless

multi-hop RT communication.

Preliminary research conclusions report that the HCCA mechanism is

not adequate to support real-time communication. However, the HCCA

mechanism may have the potential to provide an interesting real-time com-

munication service. Moreover, there are some recent proposed scheduling

algorithms operating under HCCA intended to improve the original HCCA

mechanism and to provide RT communication. Therefore, it would be
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also interesting to compare the VTP-CSMA architecture with the standard

HCCA mechanism and its improvements.

Another important research work is the study of the problem of guaran-

teeing synchronous message deadlines in the VTP-CSMA architecture. A

similar study [122] was done for FDDI networks. Those studies could be

easily adapted to the proposed VTP-CSMA architecture.
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Appendix A

A SPN model of the EDCA

mechanism

In this Appendix, it is described a simulation model that enables the evalu-

ation of IEEE 802.11e EDCA networks, focusing in the behavior of the En-

hanced Distributed Channel Access (EDCA) function associated to Quality

of Service (QoS) stations. This appendix is largely drawn from the following

published work: “A Stochastic Petri Net Model for the Simulation Analysis

of the IEEE 802.11e EDCA Communication Protocol” (Moraes et al. [23]).

A.1 Introduction

Traditionally, performance analysis of IEEE 802.11e communication net-

works has been carried out by developing evaluation models from two

distinct points of view: analytical and simulation. Analytical models

[124, 125, 126, 127, 128, 129, 130] have the advantage to provide analyt-

ical expressions/formalisms that helps to analyze the influence of different

parameters. Besides, they also (usually) provide quick results. However,

this type of solution typically compels to the adoption of simplistic assump-

tions. Either the protocol behavior is simplified or specific load scenarios

are assumed (e.g. saturation). Moreover, the characteristics of the analyt-

ical models usually limit both the nature and the number of performance

measures that can be obtained.
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For more realistic scenarios, simulation techniques are necessary. Sev-

eral simulation analysis have been done using the Network Simulator (NS-

2) [92] or the OPNET tools [131]. The NS-2 tool is an open source discrete

event simulator, whereas the OPNET tool has been developed by OPNET

Technologies, Inc. Both are specially suited to analyze the performance of

communication networks. In one of ours previous works [15], the NS-2 tool

was initially selected to simulate the IEEE 802.11e behavior when support-

ing real-time communications. However, many doubts emerged about the

model validation, as it is difficult to understand how both the protocol and

its timing characteristics are modeled. Furthermore, some inconsistencies

of the NS-2 model have been identified and explained by [129], which in-

creased the doubts about the validity of the obtained results. Also, from

our previous experience, it demonstrated to be hard to implement any slight

protocol modification, or even to modify its timing characteristics, requiring

many hours of implementation work.

Related Work: There are few available papers that use SPNs as a

modeling formalism to analyze the IEEE 802.11 communication protocols

[132, 133, 134]. However, to our best knowledge, the model presented here

is the first SPN model that covers IEEE 802.11e EDCA.

In [132], it is proposed both simulation and analytical SPN models to

evaluate the performance of the IEEE 802.11. These models describe the

minimal behavior of the Distributed Coordination Function (DCF): Ba-

sic Access based on a two-way handshaking and Request-to-Send/Clear-to-

Send (RTS/CTS) based on a four-way handshaking. The simulation model

has the required detail to describe the main features of the protocol, while

the analytical one is much more compact and simpler in order to obtain an

analytically feasible solution. Both models assume ideal channel conditions

and do not consider either retransmissions or Extended Interframe Spaces

(EIFS). Besides, they include some inaccuracies/simplifications, particularly

in the manner how backoff procedures and timeouts are modeled.

In [133, 134], the previous simulation model is extended to incorporate

other aspects such Beacon frames and EIFS. The analytical model maintains

the same characteristics, but with a better definition of some parameters.

However, this new models suffers from the same problems as the former

ones.

Although from a modeling point of view the previous models establish

important contributions, their implementation in most of the SPNs tools

cannot be done without some difficulties. It occurs due to the absence, in
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those tools, of a formalism that helps to build automatically several replicas

of the model. This is essential in the evaluation of scenarios composed by

several stations (models). Otherwise, it is necessary to replicate manually

each model, which can be an error-prone and time-consuming task.

In this appendix, we present the most important implementation de-

tails about a SPN simulation model that comprises a precise and detailed

implementation of the Enhanced Distributed Channel Access (EDCA) func-

tion associated to Quality of Service (QoS) stations, considering both their

functional and temporal perspectives.

A.2 Stochastic Petri Nets

Petri Nets (PN) are a graphical and mathematical modeling tool which

enables the description and analysis of dynamic systems where concurrent,

asynchronous, distributed, parallel, timed, non-deterministic, and stochastic

activities are present [135]. These properties characterize discrete-event

systems (DEDS’s), whose examples include industrial automated systems,

communication systems and computer-based systems [136]. Over the last

decade Stochastic Petri Nets (SPNs) have become a widely used framework

for performance and dependability evaluation of various kinds of systems

by several reasons [137, 138, 132, 133, 134, 135, 139, 140, 136, 141, 142]:

• A graphical and intuitive description of the system behavior, which

can be used as a visual-communication aid between different users;

• Representation of complex systems by very compact models using a

non-ambiguous and simple notation;

• A formal basis, where it is possible to set up algebraic equations and

other mathematical models (e.g. stochastic processes) reflecting the

dynamics of the system;

• The opportunity to get different types of solutions using the same

model;

• Independence between the developed model and the support tool used

in the analysis/solution, with multiple available support tools.
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The use of SPNs to obtain performance models can be performed from

two viewpoints, according to the type of required solution: Analytical, when

the SPNs obey to certain structural rules and algebraic/analytical process

can be automatically generated and solved; Simulation, in this case neither

of the previous limitations are present and a significant number of SPNs

modeling extensions are available to reduce the model complexity. Since the

SPNs semantics are formally well-established, models are easily constructed

and less error-prone than custom simulation programs.

A.2.1 Brief Description of the Modeling Tool

The proposed model was implemented using the Möbius tool [142], which

supports an SPN extension, referred as Stochastic Activity Networks

(SANs) [140]. It provides an hierarchical modeling approach that is com-

bined with state-of-the-art analytical and simulation solutions. The model-

ing formalism is quite similar to the classic SPNs with four primitive objects:

places, activities, input gates and output gates (Figure A.1). The interaction

(data flow) between these objects is described by means of arcs. Further

details can be found at [140, 142].

Figure A.1: SANs primitive objects.

Places represent system resources or the state of the modeled system.

They are represented graphically as circles. Each place contains a certain

number of tokens, which represents the marking of the place. There are two

types of places: standard and extended. Standard places are similar to PN

places and always contain an integer number of tokens. Extended places

implement a formalism which is analogous to Colored Petri Nets [141]. In

this case, the marking of the place is defined by means of a data structure

(e.g. C++ structure).

Activities are similar to PN transitions and represent actions in the mod-

eled system that take some specific amount of time to complete. They are

graphically represented as rectangles (timed activities) or thin lines (in-

stantaneous activities). When the activity completes/fires (i.e. the time
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associated elapses) it moves tokens between places connected to the activ-

ity, reflecting a changing in the system state.

Input gates and output gates control the enabling of activities and define

the marking changes that will occur when an activity completes. They are

represented as oriented triangles. This behavior is implemented by means

of C++ code.

One of the most interesting features of this tool is the possibility of build-

ing composed models. That is, the complete SAN model can be obtained

through the combination of individual SAN models into a composed-model,

using the following two constructs: Rep for defining replication of SANs

and Join for combining several SANs. Both Rep and Join require that the

constituent models have common-places (shared places), to provide commu-

nication among individual models.

A.3 Model Description

A.3.1 Modeling Strategy

To avoid the process of building a model from the scratch for each simula-

tion scenario, it was developed a single station model. This model is later

replicated, using the Rep primitive, to obtain the required network simu-

lation scenario (Figure A.2, left). The number of replicas is parameterized

by the user and fully automated by the tool. This provides an important

flexibility in the evaluation process, as it speeds-up the analysis of different

network scenarios. Besides, by using the Join primitive it is possible to

evaluate scenarios where different types of stations can coexist in the same

network (Figure A.2, right).

Figure A.2: Use of Rep and Join primitives to build different network sce-

narios.
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Therefore, in a network scenario with N stations, there will be N station

models (replicas) being simultaneously executed. Moreover, these models

are independent and are not necessarily synchronized. Communication be-

tween models is performed by means of common-places.

A.3.2 Model Presentation

Due to the intensive use of C++ code (input and output gates)

the model is described from a functional perspective (near to the

SPN marking evolution) and without any mention to the internal

code. The complete documentation about the model is available at:

http://www.fe.up.pt/∼vasques/ieee80211e/.

To improve the clearness of the presentation, the model is split into

three sub-models: frame queuing, processing and exchange sequence.

Although each sub-model is separately represented, there is a close inter-

action between them. Additionally, only arcs that correspond to the most

important data flows are represented and all aspects related with model

initialization and some housekeeping procedures are not either represented

or discussed.

Since each QoS station comprises four EDCA functions (each associated

to an AC category) with the same functional behavior, it was used the

concept of extended places to keep in a single place similar data about the

four AC categories. These extended places are implemented as an array of

4 elements. Therefore, the index of this array, i = {0, 1, 2, 3}, contains the

marking associated to i-th AC category (ACi).

The following terminology was used in the description of the model.

Places whose label begins with a capital letter are common-places. Other-

wise they are internal places (their marking is different among replicas).

Places whose designation begins with the letters ac refers to extended

places. Their marking is an array and each individual element, ac (i), con-

tains the marking associated to ACi. To simplify the discussion we also refer

ac (i) as a place.

A.3.3 Frame Queuing

This sub-model implements the arrival of frames from higher protocol layers

to the queues associated to each AC category and also their management
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(Figure A.3). Since all 4 queues share the same functional behavior, the

discussion focuses in a generic one.

Figure A.3: Frame queuing sub-model.

The timed activity t TACi models the inter-arrival time of frames to the

queue ACi. The inter-arrival time represents the traffic generation pattern

and is defined by a distribution function, which is fully configurable by the

user. Typical functions employed are: exponential to model Poisson traffic,

deterministic to model periodic traffic and erlang or normal to model periodic

traffic with jitter.

When the activity t TACi completes, a new frame arrives to queue ACi.

The four AC queues are represented by the extended place ac q, whose

marking, ac q(i), indicates the number of frames waiting for transmission

in queue ACi. If the queue is not full, the frame waits in the queue for

later transmission. Otherwise is discarded. In the former case the mark-

ing of ac q(i) is incremented by one. In the latter, the extended place

ac q discard(i) is marked with one token. The previous procedures are im-

plemented by the output gate o Taci.

Input gate i AC q discard tests if there is a token in ac q discard(i),

which, if is true, enables the immediate activity t AC q discard. If this

activity fires, the token is removed from ac q discard(i). This is only a mod-

eling artifact that will enable later the evaluation of the number of frames

discarded from each individual queue.

A.3.4 Frame Processing

This sub-model implements the Enhanced Distributed Channel Access

(EDCA) function associated to each access category (AC). This is the main

function implemented by QoS stations.

After the medium becomes idle and on specific slot boundaries each

EDCA function in a QoS station shall perform one, and only one, of the

following functions [8]:
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• Initiate the transmission of a frame exchange sequence for that access

function;

• Decrement the backoff counter for that access function;

• Invoke the backoff procedure due to an internal collision;

• Do nothing for that access function.

The slot boundaries (SBn) of different EDCA function in the same QoS

station always occur in the same instant and are multiples of aSlotTime

(Figure A.4).

Figure A.4: Slot boundary definition.

Using the previous relationships, the frame processing sub-model was

developed as follows (Figure A.5). After the medium becomes idle, a station

waits during a SIFS interval (aSIFSTime). At the end of this interval, a

slot counting procedure begins. This procedure counts aSlotTime intervals

of idle medium. The end of these intervals corresponds to a slot boundary

instant (SBn), where the EDCA function is executed.

Figure A.5: Frame processing sub-model.

The input gate i st sifs verifies the necessary conditions that start a SIFS

interval. Among these conditions are: haven’t initiated the slot counting
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procedure, the physical medium is idle, the current station is not trans-

mitting (sending a data frame or waiting for an acknowledgement frame)

and an eventual EIFS (Extended Interframe Space) interval elapsed. Places

medium, qac and eifs represent, respectively, the physical medium status,

the current transmitting AC queue and the elapsing of an EIFS interval.

The behavior of these places will be discussed later.

When the previous conditions are fulfilled, the activity t st sifs fires and

the place start sifs is marked, which enables the timed activity t SIFS. In

order to guarantee synchronization with the slot boundaries (SBn), the

duration of this activity is defined as aSIFSTime-aRxTxTurnaroundTime.

When the activity t SIFS completes, the place start st is marked with

one token if the medium is free. Otherwise, it is unmarked and all queues

status goes to DEFER (discussed later). These actions are executed by the

output gate o sifs. When the place start st is marked, the slot counting

procedure begins by enabling the timed activity t ST. This activity has a

duration of aSlotTime.

In order to make a decision about which type of function must be exe-

cuted, each queue maintains data about its status. Queue statuses are stored

in the extended place ac status by means of an identifier (a predefined num-

ber of tokens). The EDCA function is implemented by the execution of the

output gate o AC function, when the activity t ST completes. This gate

implements a complex algorithm, which is (partially) represented in Figure

A.6.

In simple terms the algorithm works as follows. When the activity t ST

completes, it removes the token from place start st and, if the medium is

idle, it increments the marking of slot counter by one. This place is used to

count the number of idle medium slots since the last slot boundary. From

this counting, and using the queue status, it is possible to take a decision

about which function to perform. A state-machine with the following states

was used to define the marking of place ac status(i):

• IMMEDIATE ACCESS: an AIFS[i] time interval of idle medium had

occurred and the queue is empty. As this time interval is related

with the slot boundaries instants (Figure A.4), their occurrence can

be inferred from the marking of slot counter;

• DEFER: deferring the access. The medium is busy or an AIFS[i] time

interval has still not elapsed;
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Figure A.6: Control Flow Summary - algorithm.

• BACKOFF: decrementing the backoff counter if the medium is idle;

• TRANSMITTING: transmitting a data frame or waiting for an acknowl-

edge frame.

During the execution of o AC function there are other places which have

their contents changed or used to perform several types of decisions. Ex-

tended place ac bk counter(i) is used to count the number of remaining

backoff slots associated to queue ACi. Their marking is decremented by

one during the slot counting procedure if the queue status is in BACKOFF.

When it reaches at 0 the backoff counter has expired.

Extended place ac bk window(i) is used to maintain the current size of

the backoff window associated to queue ACi. For each queue this window is

updated after a frame exchange sequence or due to a collision (internal or

external) according to pre-defined rules [8]. Extended place ac ret counter(i)

is used to count the number of retransmissions of the data frame currently

trying to be transmitted associated to queue ACi. The marking of this
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place is incremented by one if there is a collision (internal or external). If a

maximum is reached, the data frame is discarded and this counter is reset.

If a decision to transmit a data frame is performed (initiate a frame

exchange sequence), the following places are affected: qac, init trans, txop

and txop st time. Place qac is used to indicate which queue is currently

transmitting, and is only a model artifact. Place init trans is used to indicate

the beginning of a frame exchange sequence (see §A.3.5). In this case the

status of the transmitting queue is changed to TRANSMITTING, while the

others queues go to DEFER.

Places txop and txop st time are related with the implementation of the

contention-based Transmission Opportunity (EDCA TXOP). To implement

this mechanism is necessary to have a timer (an activity) that implements

the TXOP interval and also the possibility to access anytime its current

value. Unfortunately PNs do not support the possibility to access to the

current time value of a previously enabled transition (activity). To overcome

this problem it was used an internal function made available by Möbius that

enables the access of the current simulation time. When this function is

called from an output gate attached to an activity, it will return the firing

instant of this activity, i.e. the current simulation time. Therefore, when

the data frame begins their transmission the place txop is initialized with

the TXOP default value associated to the queue and place txop st time

is initialized with the current simulation time. So, the current value of

TXOP can be obtained anytime by subtracting the marking of the previous

places from the current simulation time. This is a modeling artifact that

implements the TXOP timer in an indirect way.

If during the execution of o AC function the medium is considered busy

then, among other actions, place start st isn’t marked, the marking of place

slot counter is reset and all the queues have its status changed to DEFER.

This is equivalent to stop and reset the slot counting procedure, since the

activity t ST becomes disabled. If the medium is idle and if there isn’t a

data frame to transmit, the place start st is marked again.

A.3.5 Frame Exchange Sequence

This sub-model implements the frame exchange sequence procedures (trans-

mit a data frame or wait for an acknowledge frame) and the management of

external collisions and interferences. In order to simplify the presentation, it

is restricted the discussion to the Basic Access (two-way handshake). This
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results from the fact that RTS/CTS implementation being similar from a

modeling perspective. Besides, this sub-model is also split in several sub-

nets for clearness of the presentation.

Collisions can only occur in a specific time interval defined as the vul-

nerable period. It begins in the instant where a station decides to transmit a

data frame (a slot boundary) and it ends immediately before a slot bound-

ary in the remote stations. This time interval consists of the air propagation

time (aAirPropagationTime), i.e., the time that takes to change from the

receiving to the transmitting state (aRxTxTurnaroundTime), and the time

whose receiver requires to access the medium within every slot time (aCCA-

time). Since the later one is already indirectly included in the slot boundary

definition [8, 7], it is only necessary to consider the former two.

Figure A.7: Vulnerable period subnet.

Place init trans is marked (§A.3.4) when the station takes the decision

to transmit a data frame (Figure A.7). From that instant (a slot bound-

ary) there is a minimum time that a station requires to change from the

receiving to the transmitting state (aRxTxTurnaroundTime). This delay is

represented by the timed activity t RxTx. When this activity completes,

the token is removed from place init trans and the output gate o rxtx is

executed. This corresponds to the beginning of the transmission in the

medium. When gate o rxtx is executed, the contents of the following places

are changed or tested: Ongoing, Collision and Interference. All of these are

common-places.

Place Ongoing is used to represent the number of ongoing transmissions

in the physical medium. Their marking is incremented by one when a data

frame transmission begins. Note that their marking is updated by each

replica (station models) initiating a transmission.

Place Collision is used to indicate if there is an external collision between

data frames simultaneously transmitted by different stations. This is imple-

mented in the following way. Before updating Ongoing, it is tested if their

marking is >0. If is affirmative, then there is more than one data frame
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being simultaneously transmitted, which is equivalent to say that there is

a collision between data frames. In this case Collision is marked with one

token. Otherwise, it is marked with 0 tokens. This is a model artifact, since

the station knows only by indirect means that a collision had occurred.

Place Interference is used to indicate the existence of external interfer-

ences (e.g. EMI) during frame transmissions. For modeling the error charac-

teristics of a wireless channel, it has been used a Gilbert-Elliot error model,

where the channel is always in one of two states: Good or Bad (Figure A.8).

This model assumes that bit errors are independent, with a fixed error rate

in each state.

Figure A.8: A two state Markov channel.

For parametrization of the error model four value are necessary: BER

(bit error rate) in good state eg, BER in bad state eb (eg << eb), mean

duration of good state λ in seconds, mean duration of bad state µ in seconds.

With pg = λ/(λ+µ) and pb = µ/(λ+µ) being the steady-state probabilities

for being in state good or bad. Therefore, the mean BER m is given by

m = pg× eg + pb× eb. This model can also supporting a Semi-Markov error

modeling as described in [117].

The medium propagation subnet (Figure A.9) is used anytime when a

station (model) wants to inform the remaining replicas of a modification in

the medium status. To perform this task two places are used: st prop and

medium. Place medium always reflects the physical medium status where the

station is geographically localized. Their marking can take 2 values: IDLE

and BUSY representing, respectively, an idle and busy medium. When a

station wants to update or to change the medium status, it marks both

medium and st prop with the intended value. When st prop is marked, the

activity t prop is enabled. This timed activity represents the air propaga-

tion time (aAirPropagationTime) that a frame takes to reach the remaining
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stations. When this activity completes, the marking of st prop is moved to

the common-place R medium.

Figure A.9: Medium propagation subnet.

This R medium place is used to trigger a mechanism that updates the

marking of place medium in the remaining replicas. When R medium is

marked, the immediate activity t medium is enabled in each replica (model)

if the marking of R medium is different from medium. Otherwise is disabled.

When this activity completes, it copies the marking of R medium to medium.

In that way all the remaining replicas will have the place medium updated

after aAirPropagationTime. Note that t medium fires at maximum only

once in each replica.

If a remote station is in the slot counting procedure (§A.3.4) and a

BUSY medium status “arrives” before t ST completes, then all queues in

this station go to DEFER and the slot counting process is stopped and

reset. However, if it “arrives” immediately after the instant when the station

decides to begin a data frame transmission (slot boundary), then it has no

effects. Note that this time interval corresponds to the vulnerable period.

Summarizing the discussion about o rxtx (Figure A.7), its last operation

is to invoke the medium subnet (BUSY) and put a token in place start packet.

This enables the timed activity t Tpacket, which represents the transmission

of a data frame. The duration of this activity depends both of the size of the

transmitted data and the characteristics of the Physical layer. Details can be

found in [7, 8]. When Tpacket completes, there are two probabilistic possible

cases that depends on both the values of the places Interference/Collision

and the data packet length (bits). The first case occurs when the place

Interference is marked, which indicate the existence of external interferences

during frame transmissions. Thus, the output gate o packet e is executed.

This gate implements an algorithm that assumes that scenario 1 or 2 can

occur. Conversely, the second case occur, and the output gate o packet OK

is executed. This gate implements an algorithm that assumes that scenario

1 or 3 can occur. The algorithms implemented in these gates are represented

in Figure A.10.
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1. There was a collision during the data frame transmission: Collision is

marked and the marking of Interference is indifferent. It was assumed

that a collision always destroys the contents of the frames involved.

Therefore, no frame is received by the remaining stations;

2. There were external interferences but no collisions during the frame

transmission (only one station was transmitting): Collision is un-

marked and Interference is marked. It was assumed that the data frame

is corrupted and that frame errors are always detected by receiving

stations. Besides, it was also assumed that the PLCP Header [8, 7] is

always absent of errors. Although this is a slight optimistic assump-

tion, it implies that receiving stations are always able to detect frame

errors, which simplifies the modeling process. Otherwise the frame is

not validated by the Physical layer at the receiving stations, which

may lead to misinterpretations. In this case the transmitted frame is

interpreted as a busy medium and not as a frame (even with errors).

This problem and all consequences are discussed in [129]. Among the

most important consequences is the incorrect implementation of this

behavior in the NS-2 simulator;

3. The frame was transmitted successfully: Collision and Interference are

both unmarked.

Figure A.10: output gate algorithms.

In scenarios 1 and 2, since there is no Acknowledge frame (data frame is

corrupted or destroyed) the transmitting station should wait until the end
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of a timeout interval. However there are differences of behavior between

these scenarios. In scenario 1, the marking of place Ongoing is decremented

by one in each model (replica) involved in the collision. When their marking

reaches 0, it is guaranteed that the last transmission has finished. So, the

medium subnet is invoked (IDLE) and the station goes to timeout.

In scenario 2, there are transmission errors which lead to different be-

haviors among stations. The transmitting station, as it cannot hear its own

transmission (i.e. cannot detect errors) invokes the medium subnet (IDLE)

and goes to timeout. However, receiving stations should detect the error

and defer for EIFS (Extended Interframe Space). This implies that the re-

maining stations not involved in the transmission will also be affected. This

aspect is generally misunderstood and is generally implemented incorrectly

by the existent simulation models [129], including by the available NS-2

model.

The previous behavior is implemented by the EIFS propagation subnet

(Figure A.11). In this case the transmitting station marks the common-

place Start EIFS with N-1 tokens, where N is the number of replicas (sta-

tions). The input gate i st EIFS will enable the activity t st EIFS if the

marking of Start EIFS is >0, eifs isn’t marked and the station is not trans-

mitting. Therefore, all the replicas, except the transmitting one, will have

this activity enabled.

Figure A.11: EIFS propagation subnet.

When t st EIFS fires the output gate, o st eifs is executed, performing

the following operations: the marking of Start EIFS is decremented by one,

place eifs is marked and local queue status goes to DEFER. Note that this

activity will fire simultaneously in all replicas, after which the marking of

Start EIFS is 0.

The input gate i st EIFS guarantees that the timed activity t EIFS is

enabled only if eifs is marked and medium is IDLE, otherwise is disabled.

Their duration corresponds to the EIFS interval ( [8], pp. 85). When this

activity completes eifs is unmarked and start sifs is marked, beginning a

new slot counting procedure. This subnet will therefore guarantee that

each replica (station) involved defer for EIFS.
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The timeout is modeled by the timeout subnet (Figure A.12). Place

timeout is marked only in scenarios 1 and 2 by the execution of o packet e

gate. The timeout interval is modeled by the timed activity t Timeout.

Their value is usually defined using an arbitrary value. However in [129] it

is referred that this value is in fact defined by the standard as aSIFTime

+ ACKLength, where ACKLength is the duration of the transmission of an

acknowledgement frame (this fact was confirmed by us (In [8], pp. 495).

This problem and their consequences are discussed in [129], including the

incorrect implementation of this behavior in the NS-2 simulator.

Figure A.12: Timeout propagation subnet.

When this activity completes the output gate o end timeout is executed.

This gate implements an algorithm that is presented in Figure A.10. If

the frame is discarded, place ac p discard(i) is marked. The subnet asso-

ciated to the frame discarding has a behavior similar the queue discarding

subnet already presented (this subnet is also invoked in o AC function al-

gorithm). Moreover, the marking of qac, txop and txop st time are reset,

and if medium is IDLE place start sifs is marked, which begins a new slot

counting procedure.

Summing up the previous discussion about o packet e or o packet ok

execution, if scenario 3 is true then the transmitting station will execute the

gate o packet ok, and it will be waiting by an Acknowledge frame sent by

a responding station. In this case, place wait ack is marked, which enables

the timed activity t Tack (Figure A.13). This activity represents the time

necessary to transmit an acknowledgement frame and it has characteristics

similar to t Tpacket. When it completes, the output gates o packet e or

o packet OK is executed. This gate implements an algorithm that is also

presented in Figure A.10. In this case one of two scenarios can occur:

1. The acknowledgement frame was received without errors: Interference

is unmarked. It is executed the o packet OK gate;

2. There were interferences during the transmission of the acknowledge

frame: Interference is marked. It is executed the o packet e gate;
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Scenario 2 leads to a situation where stations should defer for EIFS.

However there is an important difference about EIFS behavior. In this

scenario all the stations, except the one that sent the Acknowledge frame,

defer for EIFS, which includes station represented by the current model.

This means that the current model plus N-2 models defer for EIFS, while one

replica does not (it goes to DEFER). This was implemented by marking eifs

in the current model, and by using the EIFS subnet discussed previously to

update the remaining models. However in this situation the place Start EIFS

is marked with N-2 tokens. The medium subnet is also invoked (IDLE).

Figure A.13: Acknowledge subnet.

Scenario 1 corresponds to a situation where the frame exchange sequence

was performed without any problems. Besides some housekeeping opera-

tions the output gate o ack ok verifies the conditions for a multiple frame

transmission (TXOP). If there are packets in the queue and there is enough

time in the TXOP timer to transmit another packet including its response

frame, then the conditions are verified and the queue status is changed to

BURST TXOP. This is temporary identifier used only for distinguishing pur-

poses. Otherwise this is the final transmission by the TXOP holder. In this

case the queue status is changed to END TRANSMISSION (also a temporary

identifier) and the marking of qac, txop and txop st time are reset. In both

situations place success is marked. This place is only a model artifact that

enables to evaluate measures about successful frame exchange sequences.

When place success is marked the immediate activity t success fires exe-

cuting the output gate o success. In this situation one of two scenarios can

occur:

1. The queue status is BURST TXOP. In this case the next data frame

is transmitted immediately after aSIFSTime. In the model the queue
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Table A.1: Example of performance measures.

Measure R(rate, place) I(impulse, activity)
Throughput: frames, success I(1, t success) (1)
Queue: mean size R(num. tokens, ac q(i)) (2)
Queue: frames, discarded I(1, t AC q discard) (3)
Transmission: frames, discarded I(1, t AC p discard) (4)
Queue: waiting time (2) / (Frame arrival rate – (3) – (4))

status is changed to TRANSMITTING, the TXOP timer is updated

and place txop sifs is marked. This enables timed activity t txop SIFS

which has duration of aSIFSTime. When it completes the output gate

o rxtx is executed. This corresponds to the conditions in the beginning

of a new data frame transmission (Figure A.7);

2. The queue status is END TRANSMISSION. This is the last transmis-

sion. The medium subnet is invoked (IDLE), queue status is changed to

DEFER and place start sifs is marked, which begins a new slot counting

procedure.

A.4 Performance Measures

Performance evaluation is performed by defining a set of measures in the

model. In the context of SPNs these measures are derived from the concept

of reward [138, 141]. Two types of rewards can be defined: Rates, asso-

ciated with markings of the SPN, which are collected during the time the

SPN resides on the marking. With this type of measure is possible to ob-

tain occupation probabilities, average number of tokens at each place, etc.

The other reward is Impulses, associated with transitions firings which are

collected when the transition fires. With this type of measure is possible to

obtain throughput values, frames discarded, etc (Table A.1). Several other

measures can de derived from the previous ones. An example is the average

waiting time in the queue, which can be obtained from Little’s law [143].

A.5 Model Validation

The IEEE 802.11e Working Group (WG) was established in 1999. The

IEEE 802.11 was published as an amendment to the original standard only
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Table A.2: Parameters for verification.

High Medium Low
AIFSN 2 4 7
CWmin 7 10 15
CWmax 7 31 255

on December 2005. During the standardization process a lot modifications

were incorporated from early draft versions to the final one. Besides, it was

developed a number of models during this period representing the behavior

of EDCF (referred in draft version) or EDCA (as referred in the final version)

function associated to QoS stations [86, 144, 93, 145, 146].

This section discusses the validation of the SPN EDCA model by show-

ing its functionality with traffic of different ACs and its behavior when sys-

tem changes from non- to the saturated area. The model was validated from

two perspectives. Initially, and most importantly, the model was intensively

debugged using several techniques. Firstly, it was introduced additional

checks and outputs in the code, in order to point out the bugs. Secondly,

pre-defined inputs were used to activate individual functions (parts of the

model), which enable to check their internal behavior. Moreover, this data

was used for a systematic comparison against the IEEE 802.11e specifica-

tion [8].

Finally, it was compared our obtained results with results obtained

by other authors through simulation. In this task, we followed the same

methodology applied in [145, 146], where the authors validated both the

EDCF and EDCA TKN models against the results presented by Man-

gold [144]. Mangold has implemented an EDCF simulation model and con-

ducted some performance evaluations. It utilizes the IEEE 802.11a-PHY

with a data rate of 24Mbps.

For the test of the SPN EDCA we chose the same simulation scenarios

of [144, 145, 146], where the throughput of each traffic category (TC) is

the metric compared in all simulations. The scenario consists of 3 different

TCs: a high-priority isochronous flow with 128kbps and 80 bytes for data

payload; a medium and a low priority Poisson flow with each 60kbps and

200 bytes for data payload. The backoff parameters are shown in Table A.2.

The number of stations is continuously increased from 1 to 15. All

stations are in the range of each other and, it is assumed that there is no

node mobility. Figures A.14, A.15 and A.16 show the results for the high,

medium and low priority levels, respectively.
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Figure A.14: Accumulated MAC layer throughput of all stations - high

priority.

It is clear that the implemented SPN model (our results) achieves similar

results to Mangold’s work [144]. Furthermore, our results are also similar to

TKN ones. It is worth noting that the TKN’s simulation models are widely

used by the scientific community. Therefore, it is assumed it as verified and

“correct”.

Figure A.15: Accumulated MAC layer throughput of all stations - medium

priority.
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Figure A.16: Accumulated MAC layer throughput of all stations - low pri-

ority.

A.6 Summary

A Stochastic Petri Net simulation model that describes the dynamics of the

Contention-Based Channel Access (EDCA) function of IEEE 802.11e was

proposed. The model implements the main EDCA function in great detail,

following closely the standard specifications. When compared with currently

used simulation models, it provides a more accurate implementation of sev-

eral aspects (e.g. timeouts and EIFS behaviors), a flexible implementation,

and an easiness of use, which includes the possibility to obtain a different

number of performance measures. It is also the first SPN model that covers

this protocol.
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